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The core of electrohydraulic controls is the proportional valve that
regulates a pressure P or a flow Q according to the reference input
signal (normally ±10 VDC) supplied by the machine CNC. Particularly the
proportional valve must be operated by an electronic driver (see tech
table G001) which regulates a proper electrical current supplied to the
valve’s solenoid according to the reference signal. The solenoid
converts the electrical current into a mechanical force acting the spool
against a return spring: rising of the current produces a corresponding
increasing in the output force and consequent compression of the return
spring, thus the movement of the spool. The proportional valves can be
single stage or piloted, with or without pressure/position transducer.
Proportional valves with transducer provide better regulation accuracy.
In pilot operated executions the proportional pilot valve regulates flow
and pressure acting on the main operated stage.
When electrical failure occurs, return springs restore the neutral position
according to valve configuration, to ensure a fail-safe operation, i.e. to
ensure that in case of absence of reference signal or, generally, in case of electric system breakdown, the system configuration does not
cause damages. Fail-safe can be realized directly by the proportional valve (fail-safe operation intrinsic in valve configuration) or it can be
realized by consequential operation of a group of valves.


Atos valves may be spool type or cartridge execution and can be grouped in three different functional families:
•      pressure control valves: relief valves and reducing valves regulate the hydraulic system pressure proportionally to the reference input signal;
•      4-way directional control valves: direct and modulate the flow to an actuator proportionally to the reference input signal. These valves can be


used in open or closed loop control system to determine the direction, speed and acceleration of actuators;
•      flow control valves: 2 or 3-way, pressure compensated, to modulate the flow independently to the user loads.


4 PROPORTIONAL VALVES AND DRIVERS


Atos proportional valves are equipped with ZO and ZOR, efficient solenoids (30 W and 40 W) respectively designed for direct-acting valves of
ISO 4401 size 06 and 10 and they are assembled in different options as follows:


A: without integral transducer, open loop;
AEB, AES: as A plus integral electronic driver, basic or full;
R: with integral pressure transducer;
REB, RES: as R plus integral electronic digital driver, basic or full;
T, L: with integral LVDT single/double position transducer, closed loop, featuring high static and dynamic performances;
TEB, TES, LEB, LES: as T, L plus integral electronic driver, basic or full;


In the new generation of digital proportionals, the electronic driver is integral to the valves and it is factory preset to ensure fine functionality
plus valve-to-valve interchangeability and to simplify installation wiring and system set-up. 
For detailed information on Electronic drivers, see tech table G001
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Basics for proportional electrohydraulicsmensioni ISO/Cetop 07 e 08


Table F001-10/E


1 WHAT IS PROPORTIONAL ELECTROHYDRAULICS?


F001


Electrohydraulic proportional controls modulate hydraulic parameters according to the electronic reference signals.
They are the ideal interface between hydraulic and electronic systems and are used in open or in closed-loop controls, see section �, to achie-
ve the fast, smooth and accurate motions required by today’s modern machines and plants.
The electrohydraulic system is a section of the overall automation architecture unit where information, controls, alarms can be transmitted in a
“transparent” way to the centralized electronic control unit and viceversa also via standard fieldbus, see tech table F002 for “Basics for digital
electrohydraulics”.
Proportional electrohydraulics provides the following advantages in comparison with the electromechanical systems; intrinsic overload protec-
tion, automatic force adaption, fast operating response, self lubrification of the system, simple stepless variation in speed, energy storage
capability, high power density, forces and torques, long service life and high reliability.


3 CONTROL LOOPS
Today industrial machines are multi-axis machines, more and more electrohydraulically controlled by proportional devices. The axis motion can
be operated in “open loop” or in “closed loop” control, depending to the accuracy level required in the application. In many applications the
motion cycles do not require extreme accuracy, so they are performed in open loop, while each time the application requires the positioning of an
actuator, a closed loop control must be provided.


2 WHAT IS A PROPORTIONAL VALVE?


� =   ACTUATOR
� =   PROPORTIONAL VALVES AND DRIVERS
� =   ELECTRONIC CONTROLLER
� =   ACTUATOR’S TRANSDUCER


Fig 2: Electrohydraulic axes: a basic block diagrams


OPEN LOOP MOTION CONTROL


CLOSED LOOP MOTION CONTROL


Axis control is provided through the supply of a reference input signal to the driver of
the proportional valve. 
There is no feedback of the valve’s regulated hydraulic parameter.
The accuracy of the open loop controls is strictly dependent of the good quality of the
hydraulic system and particularly of the proportional valve and of the relevant driver.


Axis control is provided through the supply of an input reference signal to a clo-
sed loop axis controller which receive the feedback signal from the actuator tran-
sducer. The controller compares the two signals and the resulting error is then
processed to the proportional valve, in order to align its regulation to the PID con-
trol loop requirements.
The accuracy of the closed loop controls is much better respect to the open loop
ones and it is less influenced by the external environmental disturbances, thanks
to the presence of the feedback.
Anyway the best is the overall quality of the hydraulic system, the best is the
accuracy of the axis control.
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6 TYPICAL DIAGRAMS OF PROPORTIONAL CONTROLS


Valve’s-regulated pressure variation 
according to the reference signal


Valve’s-regulated pressure variation accor-
ding to the flow passing through the valve


6.1  PRESSURE CONTROL VALVES
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Regulated flow vs. functional Dp at max refe-
rence input signal


Pressure variation on use ports depending to
the spool stroke (only for valves with zero
overlapping in rest position).


Valve’s-regulated flow variation according to the
reference input signal


Pressure gain diagram


6.2  DIRECTIONAL AND FLOW CONTROL VALVES
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The time lag required by the valve to reach
the requested hydraulic ragulation in front of
a step change in the reference input signal
(usually 0÷100%).
Response time is measured in millisecond
[ms] from 10 to 90 % of the step valve.


The curve shows for typical regulation ranges
(±5% and ± 90%) at different sinusoidal refe-
rence input signal frequency:
A) amplitude ratio variation, between reference
input signal and the regulated spool position
output signal; 


B) phase lag between reference input signal and
the regulated spool position signal.


The maximum difference in the valve regula-
tion between reference input signal from 0 to
maximum and than from maximum to zero.
Hysteresis is measured in percentage of the
maximum value of the regulated hydraulic
parameter.
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Regulation diagram at characteristic �p Regulation diagram at max reference signal
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Repeatability: The maximum difference in the valve’s hydraulic regulation repeating the same input reference signal. Repeatability is measured
in percentage of the maximum value of the regulated hydraulic parameter.


Overlap: Percentage of spool stroke, starting from the central position, in which the valve remain closed.
Fail safe: spool’s safety hydraulic configuration in absence of electrical power supply
Linear spool: provides linear correspondence between valves regulation and reference input signal
Progressive spool: provides progressive regulation for finest low flow control 
Differential spool: as progressive but with P-B = 50% of P-A
Leakage:  The flow passing through port P to tank port T with the valve spool in central position. It is directly connected with the quality of the


valve’s mechanical execution.
Reference input signal: The electric signal sent from machine CNC to the valve electronic driver to obtain the required regulation value.
Driving current: The current sent from the electronic driver to the valve’s solenoid.
Bias current: Static offset added to the reference input signal required to compensate positive overlap spools.
Dither: The pulse frequency of the driver regulation used to minimize the valve hysteresis.
Regulation scale: Setting of the valve regulation with the max reference signal.
Ramp time: Time (in sec.) required to smoothly operate the valve in front of a step reference input signal.


5 TYPICAL ELECTROHYDRAULIC TERMS
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Proportional pressure control cartridges with integral pressure transducer
digital, closed loop high performances - compensator, relief, reducing functions, rugged design


Table FS305-2/E


Proportional cartridge valves
LICZO = pressure compensator
LIMZO = pressure relief
LIRZO = pressure reducing


R = closed loop pressure control


-    = omit for execution with separated driver
see section �


EB= basic integral driver
ES = full integral driver


Valve size ISO 7368:  
1 = 16;        2 = 25;        3 = 32;        4 = 40;        5 = 50 (not for LIRZO)
6 = 63; (only for LIMZO)                    8 = 80; (only for LIMZO)


Hydraulic options:
P =with integral mechanical pressure limiter


(standard for size 1, 2 and 3)
Electronics options
only for REB and RES - see section :
I = current reference input and monitor 4÷20 mA


(omit for standard voltage reference input 0÷10 V)
Q = enable signal
Z = double power supply, enable, fault and 


monitor signals - 12 pin connector


13


1 MODEL CODE FOR COVERS


FS305


Max regulated pressure:
100 = 100 bar
210 = 210 bar


315 = 315 bar
350 = 350 bar


LIMZO-RES-P-BC-4


Poppet
Cover
Mechanical pressure limiter
Proportional solenoid
Integral pressure transducer
Integral electronics
USB connector
Fieldbus connector
Main connector
Screw for air blending


�


�


�


�


�


�


�


�


�


	


LIMZO / / / /- --R P NPEB 3 315 * * ** *
Seals material, 
see sect. �, �:
-     = NBR 
PE = FKM 
BT  = HNBR


Fieldbus interfaces USB port always present (1)
NP = Not present     BP = PROFIBUS DP
BC = CANopen        EH = EtherCAT


P = with integral pressure transducer


Series number


�


���


�


LICZO, LIMZO and LIRZO 
2-way digital proportional cartridge valves
with integral pressure transducer,
respectively performing: pressure
compensator, relief and reducing closed
loop functions.
Executions:
• R without integral driver, to be coupled
with separated driver type E-BM-RES,
see table GS203


• REB with basic integral digital electro-
nic driver, analog reference signals and
USB port for software functional para-
meters setting


• RES with full integral digital electronic
driver and fieldbus interface for functio-
nal parameters sett ing, reference
signals and real-time diagnostics


The integral digital electronic driver
performs the valve’s hydraulic regulation
according to the reference signal and
assures valve-to-valve interchangeability
thanks to the factory presetting
Size: 16 to 80
Max flow: up to 4500 l/min
Max pressure: 350 bar


A


B


Series number


Cartridge ISO 7368


Size: 16; 25; 32; 40; 50; 63; 80


Type of cartridge, see section � for hydraulics symbols
31 = for LIMZO and LICZO
36 = for LICZO
37 = for LIRZO


Spring cracking pressure:
2 = 1,5 bar for poppet 31
3 = 3 bar 6 = 6 bar for poppet 31 and 36
4 = 4 bar 7 = 7 bar for poppet 37


2 MODEL CODE FOR CARTRIDGES


Seals material, see
sect. �, �: 
-     = NBR 
PE = FKM 


SC  LI - /32 31 2 ** *


-


	


�
�


�


�


(1) Omit for R execution; REB available only in version NP; RES available only in version BC, BP, EH


Dynamic response preset
see section  :
- = omit for PID 1 fast (default)
2 = PID 2 standard
3 = PID 3 smooth
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LICZO-R* ,  L IMZO-R*  and L IRZO-R*  propor t iona l  va lve are  CE marked accord ing to  the appl icable  Di rect ives  (e .g .
Immunity/Emission EMC Directive and Low Voltage Directive). Installation, wirings and start-up procedures must be performed
according to the general prescriptions shown in table F003 and in the installation notes supplied with relevant components.
The electrical signals of the valve (e.g. monitor signals) must not be directly used to activate safety functions or components, as
prescribed by the European standards (Safety requirements of fluid technology systems and components-hydraulics, EN-982).


4 GENERAL NOTES


Hydraulic symbols
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LICZO-R-1÷3
LICZO-R-4÷5 /P


LICZO-R-4 
LICZO-R-5 


LICZO-REB(RES)-1÷3
LICZO-REB(RES)-4÷5 /P LICZO-REB(RES)-4÷5


LIMZO


LIMZO-R-1÷3
LIMZO-R-4÷8 /P LIMZO-R-4÷8 


LIMZO-REB(RES)-1÷3
LIMZO-REB(RES)-4÷8 /P LIMZO-REB(RES)-4÷8


LIRZO


LIRZO-R-1÷3
LIRZO-R-4 /P LIRZO-R-4 


LIRZO-REB(RES)-1÷3
LIRZO-REB(RES)-4 /P LIRZO-REB(RES)-4


3 ELECTRONIC DRIVERS


Valve model


Data sheet


Drivers model E-RI-REB
REB


Note: for main and communication connectors see sections , 16 17


E-BM-RES


GS203


R


Type
Format Integral to valveDIN rail panel format


Digital
E-RI-RES


GS205


RES


5 FIELDBUS - only for RES
Fieldbus allows the direct communication of the proportional valve with machine control unit for digital reference signal, diagnostics and
settings of functional parameters. Analog reference signal remain available on the main connector for quick commissioning and maintenance.
For detailed information about fieldbus features and specification see tech table GS510. 







6 MAIN CHARACTERISTICS - based on mineral oil ISO VG 46 at 50 °C


(1) Average value response time; the pressure variation in consequence of a modification of the reference input signal to the valve is affected
by the stiffness of the hydraulic circuit: greater is the stiffness of the circuit, faster is the dynamic response, see section 


(2) consult our technical office
11


Notes: above performance data refer to valves coupled with Atos electronic drivers, see section �


Valve model
Valve size
Max flow 
Min regulated pres. at port A
Min regulated pres. at port A for /350
Max regulated pres. at port A
Response time 0-100% step signal (1)           
(depending on installation)  
Hysteresis
Linearity
Repeatibility
Thermal drift


£ 0,5
£ 1


£ 0,2


100; 210; 315; 350


80-300


[l/min]
[bar]
[bar]
[bar]


[ms]


[% of regulated max pres.]
[% of regulated max pres.]
[% of regulated max pres.]


zero point displacement < 1% at DT = 40°C


80-200


LIRZO


100; 210; 315; 350


80-350


LIMZOLICZO


100; 210; 315; 350


7
12


16
160


25
300


32
550


40
1000
13
13


50
2000
15
16


16
200
9
11


25
400
8,5
10


32
750
8
10


40
1000
10,5
12


50
2000
12
13


16
200
7
10


25
400
7
10


32
750
7
9


63
3000
12
13


80
4500
(2)
16


40
800


 Assembly position                                       Any position
 Subplate surface finishing                           Roughness index, Ra 0,4 flatness ratio 0,01/100 (ISO 1101)
 MTTFd valves according to EN ISO 13849    75 years, see technical table P007
 Ambient temperature range                        R: standard = -20°C ÷ +70°C, /BT option = -40°C ÷ +60°C
                                                                      REB, RES: standard = -20°C ÷ +60°C, /BT option = -40°C ÷ +60°C
 Storage temperature range                         R: standard = -20°C ÷ +80°C, /BT option = -40°C ÷ +70°C
                                                                     REB, RES: standard = -20°C ÷ +70°C, /BT option = -40°C ÷ +70°C
 Coil resistance R at 20°C                            3 ÷ 3,3 W 


 Max. solenoid current                                  2,6 A
 Max. power                                                  R = 30 Watt REB, RES = 50 Watt
 Pressure transducer                                    E-ATR-8/*/I output signal = 4÷ 20 mA - see tech. table G465
 Insulation class                                            H (180°) Due to the occuring surface temperatures of the solenoid coils, the European standards
                                                                      ISO 13732-1 and EN982 must be taken into account
 Protection degree to DIN EN60529             IP66/67 with mating connectors 
 Tropicalization (only REB, RES)                  Tropical coating on electronics PCB
 Duty factor                                                   Continuous rating (ED=100%)
 EMC, climate and mechanical load            See technical table G004
Communication interface (only REB, RES) USB 


Atos ASCII coding
CANopen
EN50325-4 + DS408


PROFIBUS DP
EN50170-2/IEC61158


EtherCAT
IEC 61158


Communication physical layer 
(only REB, RES) 


not insulated
USB 2.0 + USB OTG


optical insulated
CAN ISO11898


optical insulated
RS485


Fast Ethernet, insulated
100 Base TX


Mineral oils
Hydraulic fluid


NBR, FKM, HNBR
FKM


NBR, HNBR


DIN 51524


ISO 12922


HL, HLP, HLPD, HVLP, HVLPD


HFDU, HFDR


HFC


Suitable seals type Classification Ref. Standard


Flame resistant without water
Flame resistant with water


7 SEALS AND HYDRAULIC FLUID - for other fluids not included in below table, consult our technical office


                                                                          NBR seals (standard) = -20°C ÷ +60°C, with HFC hydraulic fluids = -20°C ÷ +50°C
 Seals, recommended fluid temperature          FKM seals (/PE option) = -20°C ÷ +80°C
                                                                          HNBR seals (/BT option) = -40°C ÷ +60°C, with HFC hydraulic fluids = -40°C ÷ +50°C
 Recommended viscosity                                 20÷100 mm2/s - max allowed range 15 ÷ 380 mm2/s


 Fluid contamination class                                ISO 4406  class 20/18/15  NAS 1638  class 9, achievable with in line filter - 10 mm (b10 _>75 recommended)


8 AIR BLEEDING


At the first valve commissioning the air eventually trapped inside the solenoid must be bled-off though
the screw � located at the rear side of the solenoid housing.
The presence of air may cause pressure instability and vibrations. �


FS305







10 DIAGRAMS (based on mineral oil ISO VG 46 at 50 °C)


1      Regulation diagrams LICZO, LIMZO


2      Pressure/flow diagrams LICZO, LIMZO


3-13 Min. pressure/flow diagrams
        with zero reference signal


 3 = LIMZO-*-1 6 = LICZO-*-1
 4 = LIMZO-*-2 7 = LICZO-*-2
 5 = LIMZO-*-3 8 = LICZO-*-3
11= LIMZO-*-4 9 = LICZO-*-4
12= LIMZO-*-5 10 = LICZO-*-5
13= LIMZO-*-6
Note: for LIMZO-*-8 consult our technical office
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14    Regulation diagrams LIRZO


15-18 Min. pressure/flow diagrams
        with zero reference signal


15 = LIRZO-*-1
16 = LIRZO-*-2
17 = LIRZO-*-3
18 = LIRZO-*-4
- - - -  dotted line = /350


19    Pressure/flow diagrams LIRZO
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adjustment screw
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locking nut protection cap


9.1 Option /P - integral mechanical pressure limiter (standard for size 1, 2 and 3)
LICZO-R*, LIMZO-R* and LIRZO-R* standard size 1, 2, 3 and option /P are provi-
ded with mechanical pressure limiter acting as protection against overpressure. For
safety reasons the factory setting of the mechanical pressure limiter is fully unloaded
(min pressure).
At the first commissioning it must be set at a value lightly higher than the max pres-
sure regulated with the proportional control.
For the pressure setting of the mechanical pressure limiter, proceed according to
following steps:
• apply the max reference input signal to the valve’s driver. The system pressure
will not increase until the mechanical pressure limiter remains unloaded.


• turn clockwise the adjustment screw � until  the system pressure will increase up to
a stable value corresponding to the pressure setpoint at max reference input signal.


• turn clockwise the adjustment screw � of additional 1 or 2 turns to ensure that the
mechanical pressure limiter remains closed during the proportional valve working. 


9 HYDRAULIC OPTIONS 







Standard driver execution provides on the 7 pin main connector:
Power supply               -  24 VDC must be appropriately stabilized or rectified and filtered; a 2,5 A fuse time lag is required in series to each driver


power supply. Apply at least a 10000 mF/40 V capacitance to single phase rectifiers or a 4700 mF/40 V capacitance to
three phase rectifiers


Reference input signal -  analog differential input with 0÷+10 VDC nominal range (pin D,E), proportional to desired valve pressure regulation
Monitor output signal   -  analog output signal proportional to the actual valve pressure regulation = 0÷+10 VDC nominal range
Note:  a minimum booting time of 500 ms has be considered from the driver energizing with the 24 VDC power supply before the valve has


been ready to operate. During this time the current to the valve coils is switched to zero.
13.1 Option /I
It provides 4 ÷ 20 mA current reference and monitor signals, instead of the standard 0÷+10 VDC.
Input signal can be reconfigured via software selecting between voltage and current, within a maximum range of ±10 V or ±20 mA.
It is normally used in case of long distance between the machine control unit and the valve or where the reference signal can be affected by
electrical noise; the valve functioning is disabled in case of reference signal cable breakage
13.2 Option /Q
To enable the driver, supply 24 VDC on pin C referred to pin B: Enable input signal allows to enable/disable the current supply to the solenoid,
without removing the electrical power supply to the driver; it is used to maintain active the communication and the other driver functions when
the valve has to be disabled. This condition does not comply with European Norms EN13849-1 (ex EN954-1).
13.3 Option /Z
It provides, on the 12 pin main connector, the following additional features:
  Enable Input Signal 
To enable the driver, supply 24 VDC on pin 3 referred to pin 2: Enable input signal allows to enable/disable the current supply to the solenoid,
without removing the electrical power supply to the driver; it is used to maintain active the communication and the other driver functions when
the valve has to be disabled. This condition does not comply with European Norms EN13849-1 (ex EN954-1). 
  Fault Output Signal
Fault output signal indicates fault conditions of the driver (solenoid short circuits/not connected, reference signal cable broken for 4÷20mA
input, etc.). Fault presence corresponds to 0 VDC, normal working corresponds to 24 VDC (pin 11 referred to pin 2): Fault status is not affected
by the Enable input signal 
  Power supply for driver’s logics and communication 
Separate power supply (pin 9,10) allow to cut solenoid power supply (pin 1,2) while maintaining active diagnostics, USB and fieldbus communication.
A safety fuse is required in series to each driver power supply: 500 mA fast fuse. 
13.4 Possible combined options: /IQ, /IZ


13 ELECTRONIC OPTIONS


11 DYNAMIC RESPONSE - 4 pressure PIDs


PID Dynamic response
example diagrams at side


1 Fast - default (1)


2 Standard


3 Smooth


4 Open Loop


Above indications have to be considered as a general guideline, being affected by hydraulic circuit stiffness, working flow and dead volume. The
valve's dynamics can be further optimized on the specific application, customizing PIDs parameters.


The valve is provided with 4 PIDs configurations to match different hydraulic conditions. The required PID configuration can be selected before the
valve commissioning, through Atos E-SW software via USB port. Only for RES the PID can be also selected in real time, through PLC via fieldbus.
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In case of pressure transducer failure, the valve's reaction can be configured through Atos E-SW software to:
- cut off the current to solenoid, therefore the regulated pressure will be reduced to minimum value (default setting)
- automatically switch the pressure control from closed loop (PID1,2,3) to open loop (PID4), to let the valve to temporarily operate with reduced regula-
tion accuracy


12 PRESSURE TRANSDUCER FAILURE


high stiffness
low flow
small volume


low stiffness
high flow
large volume


(1) interchangeable with previous TERS version


14 PROGRAMMING TOOLS - see tech table GS500
Valve's functional parameters and configurations, can be easily set and optimized using
Atos E-SW programming software connected via USB port to the digital driver. For
fieldbus versions, the software permits valve's parameterization through USB port also if
the driver is connected to the central machine unit via fieldbus.
The software is available in different versions according to the driver’s options:
E-SW-BASIC        support:      NP (USB)                   PS (Serial)                        IR (Infrared)
E-SW-FIELDBUS support:      BC (CANopen)          BP (PROFIBUS DP)        EH (EtherCAT)
                                                   EW (POWERLINK)    EI (EtherNet/IP)
E-SW-*/PQ           support:      valves with SP, SF, SL alternated control (e.g. E-SW-BASIC/PQ)
WARNING: drivers USB port is not isolated!
The use of isolator adapter is highly recommended for PC protection (see table GS500)


USB connection


E-C-SB-USB/M12 cable


E-A-SB-USB/OPT isolator
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                 BC fieldbus execution, connector - M12 - 5 pin (2)


PIN SIGNAL TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION (1)
1 CAN_SHLD Shield
2 NC do not connect
3 CAN_GND Signal zero data line
4 CAN_H Bus line (high)
5 CAN_L Bus line (low)


                  EH fieldbus execution, connector - M12 - 4 pin (2)
PIN SIGNAL TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION (1)
1 TX+ Transmitter
2 RX+ Receiver
3 TX- Transmitter
4 RX- Receiver


Housing SHIELD


15.3 Communication connectors - LI*ZO-REB and LI*ZO-RES


15.5 Pressure transducer connection - only for LI*ZO-R 15.4 Solenoid connection - only for LI*ZO-R


                  BP fieldbus execution, connector - M12 - 5 pin (2)


PIN SIGNAL TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION (1)
1 +5V Termination supply signal
2 LINE-A Bus line (high)
3 DGND Data line and termination signal zero
4 LINE-B Bus line (low)
5 SHIELD


Notes: (1) shield connection on connector’s housing is recommended    (2) only for RES execution


C3 C4


15.1 Main connector signals - 7 pin - standard and /Q option - LI*ZO-REB and LI*ZO-RES


PIN TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS NOTES


A V+ Power supply 24 VDC Rectified and filtered: VRMS = 20 ÷ 32 VMAX (ripple max 10 % VPP) Input - power supply
B V0 Power supply 0 VDC Gnd - power supply


C


D P_INPUT+ Pressure reference input signal: ±10 VDC / ±20 mA maximum range 
Defaults are 0 ÷ 10 VDC for standard and 4 ÷ 20 mA for /I option


Input - analog signal
Software selectable


E INPUT- Negative reference input signal for P_INPUT+ Input - analog signal


F P_MONITOR referred to:
AGND            V0


Pressure monitor output signal: 0 ÷ 10 VDC / 0 ÷ 20 mA maximum range 
Defaults are 0 ÷ 10 VDC for standard and 4 ÷ 20 mA for /I option


Output - analog signal
Software selectable


G EARTH Internally connected to driver housing


Standard /Q


Analog ground
Enable (24 VDC) or disable (0 VDC) the driver, referred to V0   


AGND


ENABLE


Gnd - analog signal
Input - on/off signal


PIN /Z TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS NOTES


1 V+ Power supply 24 VDC Rectified and filtered: VRMS = 20 ÷ 32 VMAX (ripple max 10 % VPP) Input - power supply
2 V0 Power supply 0 VDC Gnd - power supply
3 ENABLE Enable (24 VDC) or disable (0 VDC) the driver, referred to V0  Input - on/off signal


4 P_INPUT+
Pressure reference input signal: ±10 VDC / ±20 mA maximum range
Defaults are 0 ÷ 10 VDC for standard and 4 ÷ 20 mA for /I option


Input - analog signal
Software selectable


5 INPUT- Negative reference input signal for P_INPUT+ Input - analog signal


6 P_MONITOR
Pressure monitor output signal: 0 ÷ 10 VDC / 0 ÷ 20 mA maximum range, referred to VL0 
Defaults are 0 ÷ 10 VDC for standard and 4 ÷ 20 mA for /I option


Output - analog signal
Software selectable


7 NC Do not connect
8 NC Do not connect
9 VL+ Power supply 24 VDC for driver’s logic and communication Input - power supply


10 VL0 Power supply 0 VDC for driver’s logic and communication Gnd - power supply


11 FAULT Fault (0 VDC) or normal working (24 VDC), referred to V0 Output - on/off signal


PE EARTH Internally connected to driver housing


15.2 Main connector signals - 12 pin - /Z option - LI*ZO-REB and LI*ZO-RES 


                 USB connector - M12 - 5 pin   always present
PIN SIGNAL TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION (1)
1 +5V_USB Power supply
2 ID Identification
3 GND_USB Signal zero data line
4 D- Data line -
5 D+ Data line +


15 ELECTRONIC CONNECTIONS


PIN SIGNAL TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION 


1 V+ Power supply


2 NC Not connected


3 Vout output signal 4 ÷ 20 mA


4 NC Not connected


5 NC Not connected


PIN SIGNAL TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION
1 COIL Power supply
2 COIL Power supply
3 GND Ground


12


3 4


Connector code ZBE-08Connector code 666


1


2 3


5







B


B
A2


A3


A4


A1


C4


C3


ZM-4PM/E
EtherCAT


ZM-5PF CANopen


E-C-SB-USB/M12 USB CABLE
cable lenght 4m


E-C-SB-USB/M12 USB CABLE
cable lenght 4m


Note: use of metallic connectors is strongly recommended in order to fulfill EMC requirements


ZM-4PM/E
EtherCAT


ZM-5PM/BP PROFIBUS DP


ZM-7P
MAIN CONNECTOR
7 pin (Metallic)


ZM-12P
MAIN CONNECTOR
12 pin (Metallic)


ZH-7P
MAIN CONNECTOR
7 pin (Plastic)


ZH-12P
MAIN CONNECTOR
12 pin (Plastic)


ZM-5PF ZM-5PM/BP ZM-4PM/E


ZM-4PM/E


BC - CANopen BP - PROFIBUS DP EH - EtherCAT


666 ZBE-08


R (1)


MODEL CODES OF MAIN CONNECTORS AND COMMUNICATION CONNECTORS - to be ordered separately17


VALVE VERSION


CONNECTOR CODE
ZM-7P (IN) ZM-12P (IN)


ZH-7P (IN) ZH-12P (IN)
PROTECTION DEGREE IP65


K500
IP67


REB
RES


REB/Z
RES/Z


only for RES-P 


DATA SHEET GS205, K500


A3 A4 A4


B


A2


A1


A2


A1


B


C4


C3


C4


C3


B


A2


A1


B


A2


A1


A2


A


C3 C4


15.6 Connections layout - only for REB and RES


REB-P-NP
RES-P-BC / RES-P-BP


RES-P-EH


RES-P-EH


7 PIN MAIN CONNECTOR
Standard and /Q option


(male)


12 PIN MAIN CONNECTOR
/Z option
(male)


COIL CONNECTION


COIL CONNECTION


CONNECTORS16


Power
supply


Pressure
transducer


(1) Connectors supplied with the valve


REB-P-NP
RES-P-BC / RES-P-BP


C4


C3 C4


USB
(female)


EtherCAT
(female - input)
only for RES


EtherCAT
(female - output)
only for RES


Note: Driver connectors front view


PROFIBUS DP
(female)


only for RES


CANopen 
(male)


only for RES


FS305







18 COVERS INSTALLATION DIMENSIONS [mm]


Note:
For size 1 cover is not squared, dimensions 65x80


Ø BSize A C D Port
Pp-Dr Seal


Fastening
bolts


class 12.9
Tightening
torque Nm


1


2


3


4


5


6


8


65x80


85


100


125


140


180


Ø250


3


5


5


5


6


6


8


4


6


6


6


4


4


6


40


40


50


60


70


80


80


-


-


-


G 1/4”


G 1/4”


G 3/8”


G 3/8”


n° 2 OR 108


n° 2 OR 108


n° 2 OR 2043


n° 2 OR 2050


n° 2 OR 2050


n° 2 OR 2056


n° 2 OR 123


n° 4 M8x45


n° 4 M12x45


n° 4 M16x55


n° 4 M20x70


n° 4 M20x80


n° 4 M30x90


n° 4 M24x90


35


125


300


600


600


2100


1000


COVERS DIMENSIONS [mm]


AxA3.5 3.5


ØB


D
C


LICZO-R-1
LICZO-R-2
LICZO-R-3


114 109
43


10
3


114 109


10
3


114 109


10
3


30


10
3


30


10
3


30
30


Ø250 Ø250


LIMZO-R-1
LIMZO-R-2
LIMZO-R-3


LIRZO-R-1
LIRZO-R-2
LIRZO-R-3


LICZO-R-4
LICZO-R-5


LIMZO-R-4
LIMZO-R-5
LIMZO-R-6


LIRZO-R-4


LICZO-R-4/P
LICZO-R-5/P


LIMZO-R-4/P
LIMZO-R-5/P
LIMZO-R-6/P


LIRZO-R-4/P


LIMZO-R-8


LIMZO-R-8/P


Version -R without integral driver


Note: for ISO 7368 mounting surface and cavity dimensions, see tech. table P006


LICZO, LIMZO, LIRZO Cartridge
Size Standard Option /P SC LI 
1 3,8 - 0,2
2 4,3 - 0,5
3 5,6 - 0,9
4 11 12 1,7
5 14,5 15,5 2,9
6 24 25 6,7
8 32,6 33,6 13,1


Mass (kg)


�


�


�


�


�


� = Screw for air bleeding: at the first valve commissioning
the air eventually trapped inside the solenoid must be
bled-off though the screw �
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Note:
For size 1 cover is not squared, dimensions 65x80


Ø BSize A C D Port
Pp-Dr Seal


Fastening
bolts


class 12.9
Tightening
torque Nm


1


2


3


4


5


6


8


65x80


85


100


125


140


180


Ø250


3


5


5


5


6


6


8


4


6


6


6


4


4


6


40


40


50


60


70


80


80


-


-


-


G 1/4”


G 1/4”


G 3/8”


G 3/8”


n° 2 OR 108


n° 2 OR 108


n° 2 OR 2043


n° 2 OR 2050


n° 2 OR 2050


n° 2 OR 2056


n° 2 OR 123


n° 4 M8x45


n° 4 M12x45


n° 4 M16x55


n° 4 M20x70


n° 4 M20x80


n° 4 M30x90


n° 4 M24x90


35


125


300


600


600


2100


1000


COVERS DIMENSIONS [mm]


AxA3.5 3.5


ØB


D
C


13
8


30
30


Ø250


13
8


30


Ø250


13
8


125 109


13
8


125 109


30


13
8


125 109
43


15


15


15


15


15


LICZO-RE*-1
LICZO-RE*-2
LICZO-RE*-3


LIMZO-RE*-1
LIMZO-RE*-2
LIMZO-RE*-3


LIRZO-RE*-1
LIRZO-RE*-2
LIRZO-RE*-3


LICZO-RE*-4
LICZO-RE*-5


LIMZO-RE*-4
LIMZO-RE*-5
LIMZO-RE*-6


LIRZO-RE*-4


LICZO-RE*-4/P
LICZO-RE*-5/P


LIMZO-RE*-4/P
LIMZO-RE*-5/P
LIMZO-RE*-6/P


LIRZO-RE*-4/P


LIMZO-RE*-8


LIMZO-RE*-8/P


Versions -REB and -RES 


Note: for ISO 7368 mounting surface and cavity dimensions, see tech. table P006


LICZO, LIMZO, LIRZO Cartridge
Size Standard Option /P SC LI 
1 4,3 - 0,2
2 4,8 - 0,5
3 6,1 - 0,9
4 11,5 12,5 1,7
5 15 16 2,9
6 24,5 25,5 6,7
8 33,1 34,1 13,1


Mass (kg)


�


�


�


�


�


� = Screw for air bleeding: at the first valve commissioning
the air eventually trapped inside the solenoid must be
bled-off though the screw �


�


�


�


�


�


= Space to remove the 7 or 12 pin main connector.
For main and communication connectors see
section , 16 17


�
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Note:
For size 1 cover is not squared, dimensions 65x80


Ø BSize A C D Port
Pp-Dr Seal


Fastening
bolts


class 12.9
Tightening
torque Nm


1


2


3


4


5


6


8


65x80


85


100


125


140


180


Ø250


3


5


5


5


6


6


8


4


6


6


6


4


4


6


40


40


50


60


70


80


80


-


-


-


G 1/4”


G 1/4”


G 3/8”


G 3/8”


n° 2 OR 108


n° 2 OR 108


n° 2 OR 2043


n° 2 OR 2050


n° 2 OR 2050


n° 2 OR 2056


n° 2 OR 123


n° 4 M8x45


n° 4 M12x45


n° 4 M16x55


n° 4 M20x70


n° 4 M20x80


n° 4 M30x90


n° 4 M24x90


35


125


300


600


600


2100


1000


COVERS DIMENSIONS [mm]


AxA3.5 3.5


ØB


D
C


03/17


16
3


30


Ø250


15


16
3


30


Ø250


15


30


125 109


16
3


15


15


15


125 109


16
3


43


125 109


16
3


30


LICZO-RES-EH-1
LICZO-RES-EH-2
LICZO-RES-EH-3


LIMZO-RES-EH-1
LIMZO-RES-EH-2
LIMZO-RES-EH-3


LIRZO-RES-EH-1
LIRZO-RES-EH-2
LIRZO-RES-EH-3


LICZO-RES-EH-4
LICZO-RES-EH-5


LIMZO-RES-EH-4
LIMZO-RES-EH-5
LIMZO-RES-EH-6


LIRZO-RES-EH-4


LICZO-RES-EH-4/P
LICZO-RES-EH-5/P


LIMZO-RES-EH-4/P
LIMZO-RES-EH-5/P
LIMZO-RE*-6/P


LIRZO-RES-EH-4/P


LIMZO-RES-EH-8


LIMZO-RES-EH-8/P


Version -RES-EH


Note: for ISO 7368 mounting surface and cavity dimensions, see tech. table P006


LICZO, LIMZO, LIRZO Cartridge
Size Standard Option /P SC LI 
1 4,4 - 0,2
2 4,9 - 0,5
3 6,2 - 0,9
4 11,6 12,6 1,7
5 15,1 16,1 2,9
6 24,6 25,6 6,7
8 33,2 34,2 13,1


Mass (kg)


� = Screw for air bleeding: at the first valve commissioning
the air eventually trapped inside the solenoid must be
bled-off though the screw �


�


�


�


�


�


�


�


�


�


�


= Space to remove the 7 or 12 pin main connector.
For main and communication connectors see
section , 16 17


�








LIQZO-LEB, LIQZP-LEB
LIQZO-LES, LIQZP-LES
High Performance 2-way proportional
cartridge valves specifically designed for
high speed closed loop controls.
They are equipped with two LVDT position
transducers for best dynamics in not com-
pensated flow regulations.
The cartridge execution for blocks instal-
lation grants high flow capabilities and
minimized pressure drops.
The integral digital electronic driver
performs the valve’s hydraulic regulation
according to the reference signal and
assures valve-to-valve interchangeability
thanks to the factory presetting.
High performances valves are available
in LEB basic execution with analog refe-
rence signals and USB port for software
functional parameters setting or in LES
full execution which includes also optio-
nal fieldbus interfaces for functional
parameters setting, reference signals
and real-time diagnostics
LIQZO: sizes from 16 to 40, 


Max flow: 600 to 2500 l/min
Max pressure: 350 bar


LIQZP: sizes from 50 to 100, 
Max flow: 4000 to 16.000 l/min
Max pressure: 420 bar


Valve size, see section �
LIQZO = 16 25 32 40
l/min 250 500 800 1200
LIQZP = 50 63 80 100
l/min 2000 3000 4500 7200
Nominal flow (l/min) at Dp 5 bar
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Proportional 2-way cartridges high performance
digital, with two position transducers, ISO 7368 sizes from 16 to 100, rugged design


Table FS330-4/E


1 MODEL CODE


FS330


Integral electronics
USB connector
Fieldbus connectors
Main connector
Pilot valve position transducer
Air bleeding 
Air suction port 


�


�


�


�


�


�


�


�


�


	






Poppet
Sleeve
Main stage position transducer
Pilot valve


X Y


B


A


functional symbol


LIQZO


Proportional cartridge
LIQZO = size 16 to 40,


Pmax 350 bar
LIQZP = size 50 to 100,


Pmax 420 bar


/ /25 2 L4 * ** *


Series number


Poppet type - regulating characteristics:
L4 = linear


Configuration:  2 = 2 way


-- - -L ES NPSN


L = closed-loop
two LVDT transducers


Alternated P/Q controls - see section �
SN = none


Integral digital drivers:
EB = basic (1)
ES = full


LIQZO-LES-SN-BP-322L4


Electronic options, see sections
I = current reference input and monitor 4÷20 mA


(omit for standard voltage reference input and
monitor ±10 V)


F = fault signal
Q = enable signal
Z = double power supply (2), enable, fault and 


monitor signals (12 pin connector)


9


Seals material, 
see sect. �, �:
-     = NBR 
PE = FKM 
BT  = HNBR


(1) LEB available only in version SN-NP (2) Double power supply only for LES


simplified symbol


Fieldbus interfaces USB port always present:
NP = Not present (1)      EW = POWERLINK
BC = CANopen              EH = EtherCAT
BP = PROFIBUS DP       EI   = EtherNet/IP







 Max regulated flow                                   [l/min]
                                        at Dp = 5 bar
                                        at Dp = 10 bar
 Max permissible flow


LIQZO-LEB, LES and LIQZP-LEB, LES proportional cartridges are CE marked according to the applicable Directives (e.g. Immunity/Emission
EMC Directive and Low Voltage Directive). Installation, wirings and start-up procedures must be performed according to the general prescrip-
tions shown in table F003 and in the installation notes supplied with relevant components.
The electrical signals of the valve (e.g. monitor signals) must not be directly used to activate safety functions, or components, as prescribed by
the European standards (Safety requirements of fluid technology systems and components-hydraulics, EN-982).


2 GENERAL NOTES


Note:
above performance data refer to valves coupled with Atos electronic drivers, see section �.
(1) with step reference input 0÷100% (2) with pilot pressure = 140 bar, see datailed diagrams in section 7.2


                                         Ports A, B = 350 X = 350         Y � 10
                                         Ports A, B = 420 X = 350         Y � 10


£ 0,1


min: 40% of system pressure       max 350     recommended 140 ÷ 160


± 0,1
zero point displacement < 1% at DT = 40°C


 Size                                                                    
 
 
 


 Max pressure   [bar] LIQZO      
 LIQZP      
 Nominal flow of pilot valve at Dp = 70 bar  [l/min]
 Leakage of pilot valve at P = 100 bar     [l/min]
 Piloting pressure                                        [bar]
 Piloting volume                                          [cm3]
 Piloting flow (1)                                        [l/min]
 Response time 0 ÷ 100% step signal (2)   [ms]
 Hysteresis                 [% of the max regulation]
 Repeatability             [% of the max regulation]
Thermal drift


250
350
600


1,6
4
24


16


500
700
1200


2,2
5,3
25


25


800
1100
1800


7,0
14
28


32


1200
1700
2500


9,4
19
30


40


2000
2800
4000


17,7
35,5
30


50


3000
4250
6000


32,5
56
35


63


4500
6350
10000


39,5
60
40


80


7200
10200
16000


100


49,5
60
50


4
0,2


8
0,2


20
0,3


40
0,7


40
0,7


100
1


100
1


100
1


3 FIELDBUS - only for LES
Fieldbus allows the direct communication of the proportional valve with machine control unit for digital reference signal, diagnostics and
settings of functional parameters. Analog reference signal remain available on the main connector for quick commissioning and maintenance.
For detailed information about fieldbus features and specification see tech table GS510. 


4 MAIN CHARACTERISTICS - based on mineral oil ISO VG 46 at 50 °C


The loss of the pilot pressure causes the undefined position of the main poppet.
The sudden interruption of the power supply during the valve operation causes the immediate shut-off of the main poppet.
This could cause pressure surges in the hydraulic system or high decelerations which may lead to machine damages.


WARNING


WARNING
To avoid overheating and possible damage of the electronic driver, the valves must be never energized without hydraulic supply to the
pilot stage. In case of prolonged pauses of the valve operation during the machine cycle, it is always advisable to disable the driver
(option /Q or /Z)
A safety fuse 2,5 A installed on 24VDC power supply of each valve is always recommended, see also Power supply note at sections 9 


Dp A-B


Assembly position Any position
Subplate surface finishing Roughness index, Ra 0,4 flatness ratio 0,01/100 (ISO 1101)
MTTFd values according to EN ISO 13849 75 years, see technical table P007


Ambient temperature range standard = -20°C ÷ +60°C
/BT option = -40°C ÷ +60°C


Storage temperature range standard = -20°C ÷ +70°C
/BT option = -40°C ÷ +70°C


Coil resistance R at 20°C 3 ÷ 3,3 W 


Max. solenoid current 2,6 A
Max. power 50 Watt 


Insulation class H (180°) Due to the occuring surface temperatures of the solenoid coils, the European
standards ISO 13732-1 and EN982 must be taken into account


Protection degree to DIN EN60529 IP66/67 with mating connector
Tropicalization Tropical coating on electronics PCB
Duty factor Continuous rating (ED=100%)
EMC, climate and mechanical load See technical table G004


Communication interface USB 
Atos ASCII coding


CANopen
EN50325-4 + DS408


PROFIBUS DP
EN50170-2/IEC61158


EtherCAT, POWERLINK
EtherNet/IP 
IEC 61158


Communication physical layer not insulated
USB 2.0 + USB OTG


optical insulated
CAN ISO11898


optical insulated
RS485


Fast Ethernet, insulated
100 Base TX







7 DIAGRAMS  (based on mineral oil ISO VG 46 at 50 °C)
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3 = LIQZO-L*-32*
4 = LIQZO-L*-40*
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Reference signal [V]


1


7.1   Regulation diagrams  (values measured at Dp 5 bar)
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1 = LIQZO-L*-16*
2 = LIQZO-L*-25*
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Reference signal [V]


1


2


3


1 = LIQZP-L*-50*
2 = LIQZP-L*-63*


3 = LIQZP-L*-80*
4 = LIQZP-L*-100*


4


FS330


5 SEALS AND HYDRAULIC FLUID - for other fluids not included in below table, consult our technical office


6 ELECTRONIC DRIVERS


Note: for main and communication connector see sections ,11 12


Seals, recommended fluid temperature
 NBR seals (standard) = -20°C ÷ +60°C, with HFC hydraulic fluids = -20°C ÷ +50°C
 FKM seals (/PE option) = -20°C ÷ +80°C
 HNBR seals (/BT option) = -40°C ÷ +60°C, with HFC hydraulic fluids = -40°C ÷ +50°C


 Recommended viscosity 20÷100 mm2/s - max allowed range 15 ÷ 380 mm2/s
Fluid contamination class ISO 4406  class 20/18/15  NAS 1638  class 9, in line filters of 10 mm (b10 _>75 recommended)
Hydraulic fluid Suitable seals type Classification Ref. Standard
Mineral oils NBR, FKM, HNBR HL, HLP, HLPD, HVLP, HVLPD DIN 51524
 Flame resistant without water FKM HFDU, HFDR


ISO 12922
Flame resistant with water NBR, HNBR HFC


Valve model LEB LES
Drivers model E-RI-LEB-N E-RI-LES-N
Type Digital
Format Integral to valve
Data sheet GS208 GS210
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3 = LIQZO-L*-25*: 10% ⟷ 90%
4 = LIQZO-L*-25*: 50%  ±  5%
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1 = LIQZO-L*-16*: 10% ⟷ 90%
2 = LIQZO-L*-16*: 50%  ±  5%


7 = LIQZO-L*-40*: 10% ⟷ 90%
8 = LIQZO-L*-40*: 50%  ±  5%


7.3   Bode diagrams - stated at nominal hydraulic conditions
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5 = LIQZO-L*-32*: 10% ⟷ 90%
6 = LIQZO-L*-32*: 50%  ±  5%
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1 = LIQZP-L*-50*: 10% ⟷ 90%     3 = LIQZP-L*-63*: 10% ⟷ 90%
2 = LIQZP-L*-50*: 50%  ±  5%        4 = LIQZP-L*-63*: 50%  ±  5%


5 = LIQZP-L*-80*: 10% ⟷ 90% 7 = LIQZP-L*-100*: 10% ⟷ 90%
6 = LIQZP-L*-80*: 50%  ±  5% 8 = LIQZP-L*-100*: 50%  ±  5%
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7.2   Response time
The response times in below diagrams are measured at different steps of the reference input signal. They have to be  considered as average values.
For the valves with digital electronics the dynamics performances can be optimized by setting the internal software parameters.
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9 ELECTRONIC OPTIONS


Standard driver execution provides on the 7 pin main connector:
Power supply               -  24 VDC must be appropriately stabilized or rectified and filtered; 2,5 A fuse time lag is required in series to each driver


power supply. Apply at least a 10000 mF/40 V capacitance to single phase rectifiers or a 4700 mF/40 V capacitance to
three phase rectifiers


Reference input signal -  analog differential input with ±10 VDC nominal range (pin D, E), proportional to desired valve poppet position
Monitor output signal   -  analog output signal proportional to the actual valve’s poppet position with ±10VDC nominal range
Note:   a minimum booting time between 400 and 800 ms has be considered from the driver energizing with the 24 VDC power supply before the valve


has been ready to operate. During this time the current to the valve coils is switched to zero.


9.1   Option /F
  It provides a Fault output signal in place of the Monitor output signal, to indicate fault conditions of the driver (cable interruption of poppet
transducers or reference signal - for /I option): Fault presence corresponds to 0 VDC, normal working corresponds to 24 VDC


9.2   Option /I
It provides 4 ÷ 20 mA current reference and monitor signals, instead of the standard 0 ÷ +10 V.
Input signal can be reconfigured via software selecting between voltage and current, within a maximum range of ±10 V or ±20 mA.
It is normally used in case of long distance between the machine control unit and the valve or where the reference signal can be affected by
electrical noise; the valve functioning is disabled in case of reference signal cable breakage.


9.3   Option /Q
To enable the driver, supply 24 VDC on pin C referred to pin B: Enable input signal allows to enable/disable the current supply to the solenoid,
without removing the electrical power supply to the driver; it is used to maintain active the communication and the other driver functions when
the valve has to be disabled. This condition does not comply with European Norms EN13849-1 (ex EN954-1).


9.4   Option /Z
It provides, on the 12 pin main connector, the following additional features:


  Enable Input Signal 
To enable the driver, supply 24 VDC on pin 3 referred to pin 2: Enable input signal allows to enable/disable the current supply to the solenoid,
without removing the electrical power supply to the driver; it is used to maintain active the communication and the other driver functions when
the valve has to be disabled. This condition does not comply with European Norms EN13849-1 (ex EN954-1). 


  Fault Output Signal
Fault output signal indicates fault conditions of the driver (solenoid short circuits/not connected, reference signal cable broken for 4÷20mA
input, etc.). Fault presence corresponds to 0 VDC, normal working corresponds to 24 VDC (pin 11 referred to pin 2): Fault status is not affected
by the Enable input signal 


  Power supply for driver’s logics and communication - only for LES
Separate power supply (pin 9,10) allow to cut solenoid power supply (pin 1,2) while maintaining active diagnostics, USB and fieldbus communication.
A safety fuse is required in series to each driver power supply: 500 mA fast fuse.


9.5   Possible combined options
/FI, /IQ and /IZ


AIR BLEEDING8


� To be used only in case port A is connected to tank and
subjected to negative pressure, consult our technical office.


� At the machine commissioning it is advisable to bleed the
air from piloting chambers, by loosening the 2 plugs shown
in the picture.


     Operate the valve for few seconds at low pressure and then
lock the plugs.


Air bleeding �
2 plugs G1/4”


Air suction port �
1 plug G1/4”


CH 6


CH 6


Sizes 63 to 100Size 50


Air bleeding �
2 plugs G1/4”
CH 6


Air suction port �
1 plug G1/2”


CH 10


Air bleeding �
2 plugs G1/4”


CH 6


Air suction port �
1 plug G1/4”


CH 6


Size 16 to 40


Air suction �


�


FS330


SP
MB
MA


SP


MB
MA


SP


MB
MA







EH, EW, EI fieldbus execution,connector - M12 - 4 pin
PIN SIGNAL TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION (1)
1 TX+ Transmitter
2 RX+ Receiver
3 TX- Transmitter
4 RX- Receiver


Housing SHIELD


BC fieldbus execution, connector - M12 - 5 pin
PIN SIGNAL TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION (1)
1 CAN_SHLD Shield
2 not used -        pass-through connection (2)
3 CAN_GND Signal zero data line
4 CAN_H Bus line (high)
5 CAN_L Bus line (low)


USB connector - M12 - 5 pin  always present
PIN SIGNAL TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION (1)
1 +5V_USB Supply for external USB Flash Drive
2 ID USB Flash Drive identification
3 GND_USB Signal zero data line
4 D- Data line -
5 D+ Data line +


BP fieldbus execution, connector - M12 - 5 pin
PIN SIGNAL TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION (1)
1 +5V Termination supply signal
2 LINE-A Bus line (high)
3 DGND Data line and termination signal zero
4 LINE-B Bus line (low)
5 SHIELD


10.3 Communications connectors        - 


10 ELECTRONIC CONNECTIONS AND LEDS


V+
V0
AGND AGND


ENABLE


Q_INPUT+


INPUT-
Q_MONITOR referred to:
AGND V0


FAULT
EARTH


A
B


C


D


E


F


G


Input - power supply
Gnd - power supply
Gnd - analog signal
Input - on/off signal
Input - analog signal
Software selectable
Input - analog signal
Output - analog signal
Software selectable
Output - on/off signal


TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS NOTESStandard /Q /F
Power supply 24 VDC Rectified and filtered: VRMS = 20 ÷ 32 VMAX (ripple max 10 % VPP)
Power supply 0 VDC
Analog ground
Enable (24 VDC) or disable (0 VDC) the valve, referred to V0
Flow reference input signal: ±10 VDC / ±20 mA maximum range
Defaults are 0 ÷ +10 V for standard and 4 ÷ 20 mA for /I option
Negative reference input signal for Q_INPUT+
Flow monitor output signal: ±10 VDC / ±20 mA maximum range
Defaults are 0 ÷ +10 V for standard and 4 ÷ 20 mA for /I option
Fault (0 VDC) or normal working (24 VDC)
Internally connected to the driver housing


10.1   Main connector signals - 7 pin - standard, /F and /Q options


PIN


10.2   Main connector signal - 12 pin - /Z option


Note: do not disconnect VL0 before VL+ when the driver is connected to PC USB port


1
2


3


4


5


6


7


8


9


10


11


PE


V+
V0
ENABLE referred to:
V0 VL0


Q_INPUT+


INPUT-
Q_MONITOR referred to:
AGND VL0
AGND


NC
R_ENABLE


NC
NC


VL+
NC


VL0
FAULT referred to:
V0 VL0
EARTH


Power supply 24 VDC Rectified and filtered: VRMS = 20 ÷ 32 VMAX (ripple max 10 % VPP)
Power supply 0 VDC


Enable (24 VDC) or disable (0 VDC) the valve 


Flow reference input signal: ±10 VDC / ±20 mA maximum range
Defaults are 0 ÷ +10 V for standard and 4 ÷ 20 mA for /I option
Negative reference input signal for Q_INPUT+
Flow monitor output signal: ±10 VDC / ±20 mA maximum range
Defaults are 0 ÷ +10 V for standard and 4 ÷ 20 mA for /I option
Analog ground
Do not connect
Repeat enable, output repeter signal of enable input, referred to V0
Do not connect
Do not connect
Power supply 24 VDC for driver’s logic and communication
Do not connect
Power supply 0 VDC for driver’s logic and communication


Fault (0 VDC) or normal working (24 VDC)


Internally connected to the driver housing


Input - power supply
Gnd - power supply


Input - on/off signal


Input - analog signal
Software selectable
Input - analog signal
Input - analog signal
Software selectable
Output - analog signal
Gnd - analog signal


Output - on/off signal


Input - power supply


Gnd - power supply


Output - on/off signal 


PIN TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS NOTESLEB-SN /Z LES-SN /Z


Notes: (1) shield connection on connector’s housing is recommended                           (2): pin 2 can be fed with external +5V supply of CAN interface







ZM-5PF ZM-5PF/BP ZM-4PM/E


ZM-5PM ZM-5PM/BP ZM-4PM/E


BC - CANopen BP - PROFIBUS DP
EH - EtherCat 


EW - POWERLINK
EI - EtherNet/IP


MODEL CODES OF MAIN CONNECTORS AND COMMUNICATION CONNECTORS - to be ordered separately12


VALVE VERSION


CONNECTOR CODE
ZM-7P (IN) ZM-12P (IN)


ZH-7P (IN) ZH-12P (IN)
PROTECTION DEGREE IP67


LEB
LES


LEB /Z
LES /Z


only for LES


DATA SHEET GS208, GS210, K500


A3 A4


CONNECTORS11


B


A1 A2


A3 A4


ZH-12P


ZM-7P ZM-12P


ZH-7P


ZM-5PM/BPZM-5PM


ZM-5PF


ZM-4PM/E


ZM-5PF/BP


12 pin (Metallic)7 pin (Metallic)


M
AI
N 
CO


NN
EC
TO
RS


FI
EL
DB


US
 C
ON


NE
CT
OR


S


Note: the use of metallic connectors is strongly recommended to meet EMC performance


12 pin (Plastic)7 pin (Plastic)


L1 L2 L3


A


A A


A


A


A


A2A


A


A


 


Note: connectors front view


MAIN 
CONNECTOR


FIELDBUS
CONNECTOR


USB
(female)


EtherCAT - POWERLINK
EtherNet/IP


(female - INPUT)


CANopen
(male)


12 PIN MAIN CONNECTOR
(male)


7 PIN MAIN CONNECTOR
(male)


EtherCAT - POWERLINK
EtherNet/IP


(female - OUTPUT)


CANopen
(female)


PROFIBUS DP
(male)


PROFIBUS DP
(female)


FIELDBUS
CONNECTOR


PE


DIAGNOSTIC
LED


LED FUNCTION DESCRIPTION


NP, BC, BP EH, EW, EI
L1 VALVE STATUS LINK/ACT
L2 NETWORK STATUS NETWORK STATUS
L3 SOLENOID STATUS LINK/ACT


USB
CONNECTOR
(always present)


L


L


USB
CONNECTOR
(always present)


MAIN 
CONNECTOR


LEB


10.5   Connections layout


LES


LEB


LES


E-C-SB-USB/M12
USB CABLE
cable lenght 4 m


FS330







Size


16


Fastening bolts
class 12.9 (1)
N°4 M8x90


Tightening 
torque
35 Nm


Mass (Kg) 


5,6


14 FASTENING BOLTS and VALVE MASS


25
32
40


N°4 M12x100
N°4 M16x60
N°4 M20x70


125 Nm
300 Nm
600 Nm


8,2
10,9
16,7


Size


50


Fastening bolts
class 12.9 (1)
N°4 M20x80


Tightening 
torque
600 Nm


Mass (Kg)


23,9
63
80
100


N°4 M30x120
N°8 M24x80
N°8 M30x120


2100 Nm
1000 Nm
2100 Nm


44
71,6
122,5


LIQZPLIQZO


15 MAIN CONNECTORS INSTALLATION DIMENSIONS


(1) Fastening bolts supplied with the valve


13 PROGRAMMING TOOLS - see table GS500
Valve's functional parameters and configurations, can be easily set and optimized using
Atos E-SW programming software connected via USB port to the digital driver. For
fieldbus versions, the software permits valve's parameterization through USB port also if
the driver is connected to the central machine unit via fieldbus.
The software is available in different versions according to the driver’s options:
E-SW-BASIC        support:      NP (USB)                    PS (Serial)                       IR (Infrared)
E-SW-FIELDBUS support:      BC (CANopen)          BP (PROFIBUS DP)        EH (EtherCAT)
                                                   EW (POWERLINK)    EI (EtherNet/IP)
E-SW-*/PQ           support:      valves with SP, SF, SL alternated control (e.g. E-SW-BASIC/PQ)
WARNING: drivers USB port is not isolated!
The use of isolator adapter is highly recommended for PC protection (see table GS500)


USB connection


LES


LEB


E-C-SB-USB/M12 cable


E-A-SB-USB/OPT isolator


Reference
dimension


Main 
connector
code


Valve size


16 25 32 40 50 63 80 100


B


ZM-7P 32 32 32 32 45 68 68 80


ZH-7P Note 1 Note 1 Note 1 Note 1 29 52 52 64


ZM-12P Note 1 Note 1 Note 1 Note 1 Note 1 35 35 47


ZH-12P Note 1 Note 1 Note 1 Note 1 Note 1 Note 1 Note 2 40


C (max) - 104 114 121 134 141 172 202 229


D - 124 134 141 154 161 192 222 249


Above dimenions refer to the main connector fully screwed to driver’s connector. The space A = 15 mm to remove the connector must be considered
Note 1: the connector installation can be performed only if the valve’s driver protrudes from the edge of the relevant mounting manifold as


rapresented in above “Installation 2”
Note 2: the connector installation may be critic, depending to the cable size and bending radius


Installation 1 - possible interference between manifold and main
connector


A B


C
D


15 mm space to remove the 7 or 12 pin main connectors
Clearance between main connector to valve’s mounting surface.
See the below table to verify eventual interferences, depending
to the valve size and connector type


A =
B =


Max manifold dimension to avoid interference with the main con-
nector, see below table


C =


Installation 2 - no interference







100x1005


30
10
5


125x125


39
12
0


LIQZO-LEB-162
LIQZO-LES-162


65x655 140


7598


16 INSTALLATION DIMENSIONS [mm] 


FS330


26
0


LIQZO-LEB-252
LIQZO-LES-252


LIQZO-LEB-322
LIQZO-LES-322


LIQZO-LEB-402
LIQZO-LES-402


26
0


26
0 26
0


140


140
140


85x855


8095


5


218.5


15 15
1515


� �


� �


92 92


92 92


Note: for mounting surface and cavity dimensions, see table P006


� Space to remove the 7 or 12 pin main connector. For main and communication connectors see section ,11 12


155
for EW - POWERLINK
and EI - EtherNet/IP


155
for EW - POWERLINK
and EI - EtherNet/IP


155
for EW - POWERLINK 
and EI - EtherNet/IP


155
for EW - POWERLINK
and EI - EtherNet/IP







LIQZP-LEB-502
LIQZP-LES-502


140x140


49
12


9
31


7


5 140
180x180


76
14


2
33


6


5


11/16


LIQZP-LEB-632
LIQZP-LES-632


LIQZP-LEB-802
LIQZP-LES-802


LIQZP-LEB-1002
LIQZP-LES-1002


150


45
16
2


35
6


Ø250 150


70
17
8


38
7


Ø297 150


Note: for mounting surface and cavity dimensions, see table P006


15


1515


� Space to remove the 7 or 12 pin main connector. For main and communication connectors see section , 11 12


� �


�


10
5


15


�


12
8


12
8 14
0


165
for EW - POWERLINK 
and EI - EtherNet/IP


155
for EW - POWERLINK 
and EI - EtherNet/IP


165
for EW - POWERLINK 
and EI - EtherNet/IP


165
for EW - POWERLINK 
and EI - EtherNet/IP








LIQZO-TEB and LIQZP-TEB 
2-way proportional cartridge valves speci-
fically designed for throttling functions and
not compensated flow regulations in
hydraulic systems.
The valve poppet is controlled in closed
loop by means of a LVDT position transdu-
cer and a proportional pilot valve type
DHZO, see table F160
The cartridge execution for blocks installa-
tion grants high flow capabilities and mini-
mized pressure drops.
The integral analog electronic driver
performs the valve’s hydraulic regulation
according to the reference signal and
assures valve-to-valve interchangeability
thanks to the factory presetting.
TEB basic execution is operated with ana-
log reference signals and it is provided
with USB port for software functional para-
meters setting.
LIQZO: sizes from 16 to 40, 


Max flow: 600 to 2500 l/min
Max pressure: 350 bar


LIQZP: sizes from 50 to 80
Max flow: 4000 to 10.000 l/min
Max pressure: 420 bar


Valve size, see section �


LIQZO = 16 25 32 40
l/min 250 500 800 1200


LIQZP = 50 63 80
l/min 2000 3000 4500


Nominal flow (l/min) at Δp 5 bar


www.atos.com


Proportional 2-way cartridges
rugged digital, with position transducers, ISO 7368 sizes from 16 to 80


Table TF325-0/E


1 MODEL CODE


TF325


LIQZO-TEB
(functional symbol)


LIQZO


Flow control valve


LIQZO
size 16 to 40, Pmax 350 bar


LIQZP
size 50 to 80, Pmax 420 bar


/ /25 2 L4 * ** *


Series number


Spool type - regulating characteristics:


L4 = linear


Configuration:  2 = 2 way


-- --T EB NPSN


T = closed-loop - one LVDT transducer


Alternated P/Q controls
SN = none


Fieldbus interfaces USB port always present:
NP = Not present 


Integral digital drivers:
EB = basic (1)


Electronic options, see sect. �
I = current reference input and


monitor 4÷20 mA (omit for stan-
dard voltage reference input
and monitor ±10 V)


F = fault signal
Q = enable signal
Z = enable, fault and monitor signals


(12 pin connector)


Seals material, 
see sect. �:
- = NBR 
PE = FKM 


LIQZO-TEB
(simplified symbol)


5


7


8


6


LIQZO-TEB-SN-NP-402L4


Integral electronics


Communication connector


Main connector


External pilot port


�


�


�


�


Poppet


Sleeve


Main stage position transducer


Pilot valve


�


�


�


	


*


speed code


- omit for size 16 to 50
104119 only for LIQZP


size 63
131114 only for LIQZP


size 80







LIQZO-TEB and LIQZP-TEB proportional cartridges are CE marked according to the applicable Directives (e.g. Immunity/Emission EMC
Directive and Low Voltage Directive). Installation, wirings and start-up procedures must be performed according to the general prescriptions
shown in table F003 and in the installation notes supplied with relevant components.
The electrical signals of the valve (e.g. monitor signals) must not be directly used to activate safety functions, like to switch-ON/OFF the machi-
ne’s safety components, as prescribed by the European standards (Safety requirements of fluid technology systems and components-hydrau-
lics, EN-982).


2 GENERAL NOTES


Note: above performance data refer to valves coupled with Atos electronic drivers, see section �.
(1) with step reference input 0÷100% (2) see datailed diagrams in section 6.2


Ports A, B = 350 X = 350         Y 
 10


Ports A, B = 420 X = 350         Y 
 10


≤ 0,1


min: 40% of system pressure       max 350     recommended 140 ÷ 160


± 0,1


zero point displacement < 1% at ΔT = 40°C


Size


Max pressure   [bar]
LIQZO


LIQZP


Nominal flow of pilot valve at Δp = 70 bar [l/min]


Leakage of pilot valve at P = 100 bar [l/min]


Piloting pressure [bar]


Piloting volume [cm3]


Piloting flow (1) [l/min]


Response time 0 ÷ 100% step signal (2) [ms]


Hysteresis [% of the max regulation]


Repeatability [% of the max regulation]


Thermal drift


Max regulated flow [l/min]
at Δp = 5 bar
at Δp = 10 bar


Max permissible flow


250
350
600


1,6


4,0


25


16


500
700
1200


2,2


4,5


30


25


800
1100
1800


7,0


12


35


32


1200
1700
2500


9,4


16


35


40


2000
2800
4000


17,7


21


50


50


3000
4250
6000


32,5


26


75


63


4500
6350
10000


39,5


27


90


80


43
0,5


43
0,5


43
0,5


50
0,6


50
0,6


50
0,6


50
0,6


Communication interface USB 
Atos ASCII coding


Communication physical layer not insulated
USB 2.0 + USB OTG


Assembly position Any position


Subplate surface finishing Roughness index, Ra 0,4 flatness ratio 0,01/100 (ISO 1101)


MTTFd valves according to EN ISO 13849 75 years, see technical table P007


Ambient temperature range Standard execution = -20°C ÷ +60°C


Storage temperature range Standard execution = -20°C ÷ +70°C


Coil resistance R at 20°C 3 ÷ 3,3 Ω 


Max. solenoid current 2,6 A


Max. power 50 Watt                


Insulation class H (180°) Due to the occuring surface temperatures of the solenoid coils, the European stan-
dards ISO 13732-1 and EN982 must be taken into account


Protection degree to DIN EN60529 IP66/67


Tropicalization Tropical coating on electronics PCB


Duty factor Continuous rating (ED=100%)


EMC, climate and mechanical load See technical table G004


3 MAIN CHARACTERISTICS - based on mineral oil ISO VG 46 at 50 °C


The loss of the pilot pressure causes the undefined position of the main spool.
The sudden interruption of the power supply during the valve operation causes the immediate shut-off of the main spool.
This could cause pressure surges in the hydraulic system or high decelerations which may lead to machine damages.


WARNING


WARNING
To avoid overheating and possible damage of the electronic driver, the valves must be never energized without hydraulic supply to the
pilot stage. In case of prolonged pauses of the valve operation during the machine cycle, it is always advisable to disable the driver
(option /Q or /Z)
A safety fuse 2,5 A installed on 24VDC power supply of each valve is always recommended, see also Power supply note at sections 7 


Δp P-T







6 DIAGRAMS  (based on mineral oil ISO VG 46 at 50 °C)
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3 = LIQZO-TEB-32*
4 = LIQZO-TEB-40*
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6.1 Regulation diagrams  (values measured at Δp 5 bar)
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1 = LIQZO-TEB-16*
2 = LIQZO-TEB-25*
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Reference signal [V]
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6
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5 = LIQZP-TEB-50*
6 = LIQZP-TEB-63*


7 = LIQZP-TEB-80*


TF325


Mineral oils


Hydraulic fluid


NBR, FKM


FKM


NBR


DIN 51524


ISO 12922


HL, HLP, HLPD, HVLP, HVLPD


HFDU, HFDR


HFC


Suitable seals type Classification Ref. Standard


Flame resistant without water


Flame resistant with water


4 SEALS AND HYDRAULIC FLUID - for other fluids not included in above table, consult our technical office


NBR seals (standard) = -20°C ÷ +60°C, with HFC hydraulic fluids = -20°C ÷ +50°C
Seals, recommended temperature fluid


FKM seals (/PE option) = -20°C ÷ +80°C


Recommended viscosity 20÷100 mm2/s - max allowed range 15 ÷ 380 mm2/s


Fluid contamination class ISO 4406  class 20/18/15  NAS 1638  class 9, in line filters of 10 μm (β10 _>75 recommended)


5 ELECTRONIC DRIVERS


Valve model


Data sheet


Drivers model E-RI-TEB-N


TEB


Type


Format Integral to valve


Digital


GS208


Note: for main and communication connector see sections ,9 10
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6.2 Response time
The response times in below diagrams are measured at different steps of the reference input signal. They have to be  considered as average values.
For the valves with digital electronics the dynamics performances can be optimized by setting the internal software parameters.
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ADDITIONAL EXTERNAL PILOT PORT CONNECTION


external pilot
(plugged)


Sizes 16 - 63


7


X1 = additional external pilot port connection G1/4”


X1


CH 6


Size 80


X1


external pilot
(plugged)


CH 6







TF325


9 ELECTRONIC CONNECTIONS AND LEDS


V+
V0
AGND AGND


ENABLE


Q_INPUT+


INPUT-
Q_MONITOR referred to:
AGND V0


FAULT
EARTH


A
B


C


D


E


F


G


Input - power supply
Gnd - power supply
Gnd - analog signal
Input - on/off signal
Input - analog signal
Software selectable
Input - analog signal
Output - analog signal
Software selectable
Output - on/off signal


TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS NOTESStandard /Q /F


Power supply 24 VDC


Power supply 0 VDC


Analog ground
Enable (24 VDC) or disable (0 VDC) the valve, referred to V0
Flow reference input signal: ±10 VDC / ±20 mA maximum range
Defaults are ±10 VDC for standard and 4 ÷ 20 mA for /I option
Negative reference input signal for Q_INPUT+
Flow monitor output signal: ±10 VDC / ±20 mA maximum range
Defaults are ±10 VDC for standard and 4 ÷ 20 mA for /I option
Fault (0 VDC) or normal working (24 VDC)
Internally connected to the driver housing


9.1   Main connector signals - 7 pin - standard, /F and /Q options


PIN


9.2   Main connector signal - 12 pin - /Z option


1
2


3


4


5


6


7
8
9
10


11


PE


V+
V0
ENABLE referred to:
V0


Q_INPUT+


INPUT-
Q_MONITOR referred to:
AGND
AGND
R_ENABLE
NC
NC
FAULT referred to:
V0
EARTH


Power supply 24 VDC


Power supply 0 VDC


Enable (24 VDC) or disable (0 VDC) the valve 


Flow reference input signal: ±10 VDC / ±20 mA maximum range
Defaults are ±10 VDC for standard and 4 ÷ 20 mA for /I option
Negative reference input signal for Q_INPUT+
Flow monitor output signal: ±10 VDC / ±20 mA maximum range
Defaults are ±10 VDC for standard and 4 ÷ 20 mA for /I option
Analog ground
Repeat enable, output repeter signal of enable input, referred to V0
Do not connect
Do not connect


Fault (0 VDC) or normal working (24 VDC)


Internally connected to the driver housing


Input - power supply
Gnd - power supply


Input - on/off signal


Input - analog signal
Software selectable
Input - analog signal
Input - analog signal
Software selectable
Output - analog signal


Output - on/off signal


PIN TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS NOTESTEB-SN /Z


USB connector - M12 - 5 pin  always present


PIN SIGNAL TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION (1)
1 +5V_USB Supply for external USB Flash Drive
2 ID USB Flash Drive identification
3 GND_USB Signal zero data line
4 D- Data line -
5 D+ Data line +


9.3 Communications connectors        - 


8 ELECTRONIC OPTIONS


Standard driver execution provides on the 7 pin main connector:
Power supply -  24 VDC must be appropriately stabilized or rectified and filtered; a 2,5 A safety fuse is required in series to each driver


power supply Apply at least a 10000 μF/40 V capacitance to single phase rectifiers or a 4700 μF/40 V capacitance to
three phase rectifiers


Reference input signal -  analog differential input with ±10 VDC nominal range (pin D, E), proportional to desired valve spool position
Monitor output signal -  analog output signal proportional to the actual valve’s spool position with ±10VDC nominal range
A minimum time of 300 to 500 ms have be considered between the driver energizing with the 24 VDC power supply and when the valve is
ready to operate. During this time the current to the valve coils is switched to zero.


8.1 Option /F
It provides a Fault output signal in place of the Monitor output signal, to indicate fault conditions of the driver (cable interruption of spool tran-
sducers or reference signal - for /I option): Fault presence corresponds to 0 VDC, normal working corresponds to 24 VDC


8.2 Option /I
It provides 4 ÷ 20 mA current reference and monitor signals, instead of the standard ±10 V.
Input signal can be reconfigured via software selecting between voltage and current, within a maximum range of ±10 V or ±20 mA.
It is normally used in case of long distance between the machine control unit and the valve or where the reference signal can be affected by
electrical noise; the valve functioning is disabled in case of reference signal cable breakage.


8.3 Option /Q
It provides the possibility to enable or disable the valve functioning without cutting the power supply (the valve functioning is disabled but the
driver current output stage is still active). To enable the driver supply a 24 VDC on the enable input signal.


8.4 Option /Z
It provides, on the 12 pin main connector, the following additional features:
Enable Input Signal 
To enable the driver, supply 24 VDC on pin 3 referred to pin 2: when the Enable signal is set to zero the valve functioning is disabled (zero cur-
rent to the solenoid) but the driver current output stage is still active. 
Fault Output Signal
Fault output signal indicates fault conditions of the driver (solenoid short circuits/not connected, reference signal cable broken for 4÷20mA
input, etc.). Fault presence corresponds to 0 VDC, normal working corresponds to 24 VDC (pin 11 referred to pin 2): Fault status is not affected
by the Enable input signal 


8.5 Possible combined options: /FI, /IQ and /IZ


Note (1): Shield connection on connector’s
housing is reccomended 
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B


A1 A2


A3 A4


ZH-12P


ZM-7P ZM-12P


ZH-7P


12 pin (Metallic)7 pin (Metallic)


M
A


IN
 C


O
N


N
E


C
T


O
R


S


Note: the use of metallic connectors is strongly recommended to meet EMC performance


12 pin (Plastic)7 pin (Plastic)


A2A


A


A A


A


Note: connectors front view


USB
(female)


12 PIN MAIN CONNECTOR
(male)


7 PIN MAIN CONNECTOR
(male)


PE


USB
COMMUNICATION
(always present)


MAIN 
CONNECTOR


TEB


9.4   Connections layout


TEB


E-C-SB-USB/M12
USB CABLE
cable lenght 4 m


MODEL CODES OF MAIN CONNECTORS AND COMMUNICATION CONNECTORS - to be ordered separately11


VALVE VERSION


CONNECTOR CODE
ZM-7P (IN) ZM-12P (IN)


ZH-7P (IN) ZH-12P (IN)


PROTECTION DEGREE IP67


TEB TEB /Z


DATA SHEET GS208, K500


A3 A4


12 PROGRAMMING TOOLS - see table GS500


Valve's functional parameters and configurations, can be
easily set and optimized using Atos E-SW programming
software connected via USB communication port to the
digital driver. E-SW software is available in different versions
according to the driver’s fieldbus interface: 
NP (not present).


/S
/S


For fieldbus versions, E-SW software permits valve's parameterization
through USB communication port also if the driver is connected to the central
machine unit via fieldbus.


USB connection


TEB


E-C-SB-USB/M12 cable


WARNING: drivers USB port is not isolated!
Use of E-A-SB-USB/OPT isolator adapter is highly recommended for PC protection.


E-A-SB-USB/OPT isolator







Size


16


Fastening bolts
class 12.9


N°4 M8x90


Tightening 
torque
35 Nm


Mass (Kg)


6,2


25
32
40


N°4 M12x100
N°4 M16x60
N°4 M20x70


125 Nm
300 Nm
600 Nm


8,8


11,2
17,3


LIQZO fastening bolts and valve mass


TF325


100x1005


30


10
5


125x125


39


12
0


LIQZO-TEB-162


65x655 140


75


98


13 INSTALLATION DIMENSIONS [mm] 


25
0


LIQZO-TEB-252


LIQZO-TEB-322 LIQZO-TEB-402


25
0


25
0


25
0


140


140
140


85x855


8095


5


218.5


15 15
1515


� �


� �


92 92


92


92


Note: for mounting surface and cavity dimensions, see table P006


� Space to remove the 7 or 12 pin main connector. For main and communication connectors see section ,9 10


172.5


182.5


190 202.5







LIQZP-TEB-502


140x140


49


12
9


31
7


5 140


180


76


14
2


33
6


06/15


104119 LIQZP-TEB-632


22
0


Note: for mounting surface and cavity dimensions, see table P006


15


� Space to remove the 7 or 12 pin main connector. For main and communication connectors see section , 9 10


�


10
5


131114 LIQZP-TEB-802


18
0


234 338


Ø250


45


16
2


35
6


Size


50


Fastening bolts
class 12.9


N°4 M20x80


Tightening 
torque


600 Nm


Mass (Kg)


24,6


63
80


N°4 M30x120
N°8 M24x80


2100 Nm
1000 Nm


44,6


72,2


LIQZP fastening bolts and valve mass


210
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Proportional pressure control cartridges
digital, open loop - compensator, relief, reducing functions


Table FS300-1/E


Proportional cartridge valves
LICZO = pressure compensator
LIMZO = pressure relief
LIRZO = pressure reducing


A = open loop pressure control


-    = omit for execution with separated driver
see section�


EB= basic integral driver
ES = full integral driver


Valve size ISO 7368:  
1 = 16;        2 = 25;        3 = 32;        4 = 40;        5 = 50 (not for LIRZO)
6 = 63; (only for LIMZO)                    8 = 80; (only for LIMZO)


Hydraulic options:
P =with integral mechanical pressure limiter
      (standard for size 1, 2 and 3)
Electronics options
only for AEB and AES - see section  :
I = current reference input and monitor 4÷20 mA


(omit for standard voltage reference input 0÷10 V)
Q = enable signal
Z = double power supply, enable, fault and 


monitor signals - 12 pin connector


1 MODEL CODE FOR COVERS


FS300


Max regulated pressure:
50   = 50 bar
100 = 100 bar


210 = 210 bar
315 = 315 bar


LIMZO-AES-BC-4


Poppet
Cover
Mechanical pressure limiter
Proportional solenoid
Integral electronics
USB connector
Fieldbus connector
Main connector
Screw for air blending


�


�


�


�


�


�


�


�


�


LIMZO / / /- -A NPEB 3 315 * ** *
Seals material, 
see sect.�, �:
-     = NBR 
PE = FKM 
BT  = HNBR


Fieldbus interfaces USB port always present (1)
NP = Not present     BP = PROFIBUS DP
BC = CANopen        EH = EtherCAT


Series number


�


� �


�


�


LICZO, LIMZO and LIRZO 
2-way digital proportional cartridge valves
respectively performing: pressure
compensator, relief and reducing open
loop functions.
Executions:
• A without integral driver, to be coupled
with separated driver, see section �
• AEB with basic integral digital electro-
nic driver, analog reference signals and
USB port for software functional para-
meters setting
• AES with full integral digital electronic
driver and fieldbus interface for functio-
nal parameters sett ing, reference
signals and real-time diagnostics
The integral digital electronic driver
performs the valve’s hydraulic regulation
according to the reference signal and
assures valve-to-valve interchangeability
thanks to the factory presetting
Size: 16 to 80
Max flow: up to 4500 l/min
Max pressure: 350 bar


A


B


Series
number


Cartridge according to ISO 7368


Size: 16; 25; 32; 40; 50; 63; 80
Type of cartridge, see section � for functions
31 = for LIMZO and LICZO
36 = for LICZO
37 = for LIRZO


Spring cracking pressure:
2 = 1,5 bar for poppet 31
3 = 3 bar 6 = 6 bar for poppet 31 and 36
4 = 4 bar 7 = 7 bar for poppet 37


2 MODEL CODE FOR CARTRIDGES


Seals material,
see sect.�, �: 
-     = NBR 
PE = FKM 


SC  LI - /32 31 2 ** *


(1) Omit for A execution; AEB available only in version NP; AES available only in version BC, BP, EH


-


12


�


�


��


/ *


Coil voltage only for A - see sect.  :
-     = standard coil for 24VDC Atos drivers
6    = optional coil for 12VDC Atos drivers
18  = optional coil for low current drivers


11


350 = 350 bar







4 GENERAL NOTES


Hydraulic symbols
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LICZO-A-1÷3
LICZO-A-4÷5 /P


LICZO-A-4 
LICZO-A-5 


LICZO-AEB(AES)-1÷3
LICZO-AEB(AES)-4÷5 /P LICZO-AEB(AES)-4÷5


LIMZO


LIMZO-A-1÷3
LIMZO-A-4÷8 /P LIMZO-A-4÷8 


LIMZO-AEB(AES)-1÷3
LIMZO-AEB(AES)-4÷8 /P LIMZO-AEB(AES)-4÷8


LIRZO


LIRZO-A-1÷3
LIRZO-A-4 /P LIRZO-A-4 


LIRZO-AEB(AES)-1÷3
LIRZO-AEB(AES)-4 /P LIRZO-AEB(AES)-4


3 ELECTRONIC DRIVERS


Note: for main and communication connector see sections ,15 16


LICZO-A*,  L IMZO-A* and LIRZO-A* propor t ional  va lves are CE marked according to the appl icable Di rect ives (e.g.
Immunity/Emission EMC Directive and Low Voltage Directive). Installation, wirings and start-up procedures must be performed
according to the general prescriptions shown in table F003 and in the installation notes supplied with relevant components.


Valve model A AEB AES
Drivers model E-MI-AC-01F E-BM-AC-01F E-ME-AC-01F E-MI-AS-IR E-BM-AS-PS E-BM-AES E-RI-AEB E-RI-AES
Type Analog Digital
Voltage supply (VDC) 12 24 12 24 24 12 24 12 24 24 24
Valve coil option /6 std /6 std std /6 std /6 std std std


Format plug-in
to solenoid


DIN 43700
UNDECAL EUROCARD plug-in


to solenoid DIN-rail panel Integral to valve


Data sheet G010 G025 G035 G020 G030 GS050 GS115







6 MAIN CHARACTERISTICS - based on mineral oil ISO VG 46 at 50 °C


(1) Average response time value; the pressure variation in consequence of a modification of the reference input signal to the valve is affected
by the stiffness of the hydraulic circuit: greater is the stiffness of the circuit, faster is the dynamic response


(2) consult our technical office


Notes: above performance data refer to valves coupled with Atos electronic drivers, see section �


Valve model
Valve size
Max flow 
Min regulated pres. at port A
Min regulated pres. at port A for /350
Max regulated pres. at port A
Response time 0-100% step signal (1)           
(depending on installation)  
Hysteresis
Linearity
Repeatibility


£ 2
£ 3
£ 2


100; 210; 315; 350


100÷400


[l/min]
[bar]
[bar]
[bar]


[ms]


[% of regulated max pres.]
[% of regulated max pres.]
[% of regulated max pres.]


100÷350


LIRZO


100; 210; 315; 350


100÷450


LIMZOLICZO


100; 210; 315; 350


7
12


16
160


25
300


32
550


40
1000
13
13


50
2000
15
16


16
200
9
11


25
400
8,5
10


32
750
8
10


40
1000
10,5
12


50
2000
12
13


16
200
7
10


25
400
7
10


32
750
7
9


63
3000
12
13


80
4500
(2)
16


40
800


Mineral oils
Hydraulic fluid


NBR, FKM, HNBR
FKM


NBR, HNBR


DIN 51524


ISO 12922


HL, HLP, HLPD, HVLP, HVLPD


HFDU, HFDR


HFC


Suitable seals type Classification Ref. Standard


Flame resistant without water
Flame resistant with water


7 SEALS AND HYDRAULIC FLUID - for other fluids not included in below table, consult our technical office


                                                                          NBR seals (standard) = -20°C ÷ +60°C, with HFC hydraulic fluids = -20°C ÷ +50°C
 Seals, recommended fluid temperature          FKM seals (/PE option) = -20°C ÷ +80°C
                                                                          HNBR seals (/BT option) = -40°C ÷ +60°C, with HFC hydraulic fluids = -40°C ÷ +50°C
 Recommended viscosity                                 20÷100 mm2/s - max allowed range 15 ÷ 380 mm2/s


 Fluid contamination class                                ISO 4406  class 20/18/15  NAS 1638  class 9, achievable with in line filter - 10 mm (b10 _>75 recommended)


5 FIELDBUS - only for AES


 Assembly position                                            Any position
 Subplate surface finishing                               Roughness index, Ra 0,4 flatness ratio 0,01/100 (ISO 1101)
 MTTFd valves according to EN ISO 13849     150 years, see technical table P007
 Ambient temperature range                             A: standard = -20°C ÷ +70°C, /BT option = -40°C ÷ +60°C
                                                                          AEB, AES: standard = -20°C ÷ +60°C, /BT option = -40°C ÷ +60°C
 Storage temperature range                             A: standard = -20°C ÷ +80°C, /BT option = -40°C ÷ +70°C
                                                                         AEB, AES: standard = -20°C ÷ +70°C, /BT option = -40°C ÷ +70°C
 Coil resistance R at 20°C                                 Standard = 3 ÷ 3,3W      Option /6 = 2 ÷ 2,2W                  Option /18 = 13 ÷ 13,4W 


 Max. solenoid current                                      Standard = 2,6 A Option /6 = 3,25 A          Option /18 = 1,5 A
 Max. power                                                       A = 30 Watt AEB, AES = 50 Watt
 Insulation class                                                 H (180°) Due to the occuring surface temperatures of the solenoid coils, the European standards
                                                                           ISO 13732-1 and EN982 must be taken into account
 Protection degree to DIN EN60529                  IP66/67 with mating connectors              
 Tropicalization (only AEB, AES)                       Tropical coating on electronics PCB
 Duty factor                                                        Continuous rating (ED=100%)
 EMC, climate and mechanical load                 See technical table G004
Communication interface (only AEB, AES) USB 


Atos ASCII coding
CANopen
EN50325-4 + DS408


PROFIBUS DP
EN50170-2/IEC61158


EtherCAT
IEC 61158


Communication physical layer 
(only AEB, AES) 


not insulated
USB 2.0 + USB OTG


optical insulated
CAN ISO11898


optical insulated
RS485


Fast Ethernet, insulated
100 Base TX


£ 1,5
£ 3
£ 2


£ 2
£ 3
£ 2


Fieldbus allows the direct communication of the proportional valve with machine control unit for digital reference signal, diagnostics and
settings of functional parameters. Analog reference signal remain available on the main connector for quick commissioning and maintenance.
For detailed information about fieldbus features and specification see tech table GS510. 


FS300







8 DIAGRAMS (based on mineral oil ISO VG 46 at 50 °C)


1      Regulation diagrams LIMZO
2      Regulation diagrams LICZO
- - - - dotted line = /350


3      Pressure/flow diagrams LICZO, LIMZO
- - - - dotted line = /350


4-14 Min. pressure/flow diagrams
        with zero reference signal


 4 = LIMZO-*-1 7 = LICZO-*-1
 5 = LIMZO-*-2 8 = LICZO-*-2
 6 = LIMZO-*-3 9 = LICZO-*-3
12= LIMZO-*-4 10 = LICZO-*-4
13= LIMZO-*-5 11 = LICZO-*-5
14= LIMZO-*-6
Note: for LIMZO-*-8 consult our technical office
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adjustment screw
�


�
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� ��


locking nut protection cap


9.1 Option /P - integral mechanical pressure limiter (standard for size 1, 2 and 3)
The LICZO-A*, LIMZO-A* and LIRZO-A* standard size 1, 2, 3 and option /P are
provided with mechanical pressure limiter acting as protection against overpressu-
re. For safety reasons the factory setting of the mechanical pressure limiter is fully
unloaded (min pressure).
At the first commissioning it must be set at a value lightly higher than the max pres-
sure regulated with the proportional control.
For the pressure setting of the mechanical pressure limiter, proceed according to
following steps:
• apply the max reference input signal to the valve’s driver. The system pressure
will not increase until the mechanical pressure limiter remains unloaded.
• turn clockwise the adjustment screw � until  the system pressure will increase up to
a stable value corresponding to the pressure setpoint at max reference input signal.
• turn clockwise the adjustment screw � of additional 1 or 2 turns to ensure that the
mechanical pressure limiter remains closed during the proportional valve working. 


9 HYDRAULIC OPTIONS 
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Regulation diagrams LIRZO


15= LIRZO-A, LIRZO-AEB, LIRZO-AES


16-19 Min. pressure/flow diagrams
        with reference signal “null”


16= LIRZO-*-1
17= LIRZO-*-2
18= LIRZO-*-3
19= LIRZO-*-4
- - - - -  dotted line = /350


Pressure/flow diagrams


20= LIRZO-A, LIRZO-AE, LIRZO-AES
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13 PROGRAMMING TOOLS - see tech table GS500
Valve's functional parameters and configurations, can be easily set and optimized using
Atos E-SW programming software connected via USB port to the digital driver. For
fieldbus versions, the software permits valve's parameterization through USB port also if
the driver is connected to the central machine unit via fieldbus.
The software is available in different versions according to the driver’s options:
E-SW-BASIC        support:      NP (USB)                   PS (Serial)                        IR (Infrared)
E-SW-FIELDBUS support:      BC (CANopen)          BP (PROFIBUS DP)        EH (EtherCAT)
                                                   EW (POWERLINK)    EI (EtherNet/IP)
E-SW-*/PQ           support:      valves with SP, SF, SL alternated control (e.g. E-SW-BASIC/PQ)
WARNING: drivers USB port is not isolated!
The use of isolator adapter is highly recommended for PC protection (see table GS500)


USB connection


E-C-SB-USB/M12 cable


E-A-SB-USB/OPT isolator


11 OPTIONS for -A


8.1 Coil voltage
Option /6         optional coil to be used with Atos drivers with power supply 12 VDC
Option /18       optional coil to be used with electronic drivers not supplied by Atos


Standard driver execution provides on the 7 pin main connector:
Power supply               -  24VDC must be appropriately stabilized or rectified and filtered; a 2,5 A fuse time lag is required in series to each driver


power supply. Apply at least a 10000 mF/40 V capacitance to single phase rectifiers or a 4700 mF/40 V capacitance to
three phase rectifiers


Reference input signal -  analog differential input with 0÷+10 VDC nominal range (pin D, E), proportional to desired valve pressure regulation
Monitor output signal   -  analog output signal proportional to the actual valve’s coil current (1V monitor = 1A coil current)
Note:  a minimum booting time of 500 ms has be considered from the driver energizing with the 24 VDC power supply before the valve has


been ready to operate. During this time the current to the valve coils is switched to zero.


12.1 Option /I
It provides 4 ÷ 20 mA current reference signal, instead of the standard 0÷+10 VDC.
Input signal can be reconfigured via software selecting between voltage and current, within a maximum range of ±10 V or ±20 mA.
It is normally used in case of long distance between the machine control unit and the valve or where the reference signal can be affected by
electrical noise; the valve functioning is disabled in case of reference signal cable breakage
12.2 Option /Q
To enable the driver, supply 24 VDC on pin C referred to pin B: Enable input signal allows to enable/disable the current supply to the solenoid,
without removing the electrical power supply to the driver; it is used to maintain active the communication and the other driver functions when
the valve has to be disabled. This condition does not comply with European Norms EN13849-1 (ex EN954-1).
12.3 Option /Z
It provides, on the 12 pin main connector, the following additional features:
  Enable Input Signal 
To enable the driver, supply 24 VDC on pin 3 referred to pin 2: Enable input signal allows to enable/disable the current supply to the solenoid,
without removing the electrical power supply to the driver; it is used to maintain active the communication and the other driver functions when
the valve has to be disabled. This condition does not comply with European Norms EN13849-1 (ex EN954-1). 
  Fault Output Signal
Fault output signal indicates fault conditions of the driver (solenoid short circuits/not connected, reference signal cable broken for 4÷20mA
input, etc.). Fault presence corresponds to 0 VDC, normal working corresponds to 24 VDC (pin 11 referred to pin 2): Fault status is not affected
by the Enable input signal 
  Power supply for driver’s logics and communication 
Separate power supply (pin 9,10) allow to cut solenoid power supply (pin 1, 2) while maintaining active diagnostics, serial and fieldbus communication.
A safety fuse is required in series to each driver power supply: 500 mA fast fuse. 
12.4 Possible combined options: /IQ, /IZ


ELECTRONIC OPTIONS - for AEB and AES


10 AIR BLEEDING


At the first valve commissioning the air eventually trapped inside the solenoid must be bled-off through
the screw � located at the rear side of the solenoid housing.
The presence of air may cause pressure instability and vibrations. �


FS300







14 ELECTRONIC CONNECTIONS


                 BC fieldbus execution, connector - M12 - 5 pin (2)


PIN SIGNAL TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION (1)
1 CAN_SHLD Shield
2 NC do not connect
3 CAN_GND Signal zero data line
4 CAN_H Bus line (high)
5 CAN_L Bus line (low)


                  EH fieldbus execution, connector - M12 - 4 pin (2)
PIN SIGNAL TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION (1)
1 TX+ Transmitter
2 RX+ Receiver
3 TX- Transmitter
4 RX- Receiver


Housing SHIELD


14.3 Communication connectors - LI*ZO-AEB  and LI*ZO-AES


14.4 Solenoid connection - only for LI*ZO-A


                  BP fieldbus execution, connector - M12 - 5 pin (2)


PIN SIGNAL TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION (1)
1 +5V Termination supply signal
2 LINE-A Bus line (high)
3 DGND Data line and termination signal zero
4 LINE-B Bus line (low)
5 SHIELD


Notes: (1) shield connection on connector’s housing is recommended    (2) only for AES execution


C3 C4


14.1 Main connector signals - 7 pin - standard and /Q option - LI*ZO-AEB and LI*ZO-AES


PIN TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS NOTES


A V+ Power supply 24 VDC Rectified and filtered: VRMS = 20 ÷ 32 VMAX (ripple max 10 % VPP) Input - power supply
B V0 Power supply 0 VDC Gnd - power supply


C


D INPUT+ Pressure reference input signal: ±10 VDC / ±20 mA maximum range 
Defaults are 0 ÷ 10 VDC for standard and 4 ÷ 20 mA for /I option


Input - analog signal
Software selectable


E INPUT- Negative reference input signal for P_INPUT+ Input - analog signal


F MONITOR referred to:
AGND            V0


Pressure monitor output signal: ±5 VDC maximum range 
Default is 0 ÷ 5 VDC (1V = 1A)


Output - analog signal
Software selectable


G EARTH Internally connected to driver housing


Standard /Q


Analog ground
Enable (24 VDC) or disable (0 VDC) the driver, referred to V0   


AGND


ENABLE


Gnd - analog signal
Input - on/off signal


PIN /Z TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS NOTES


1 V+ Power supply 24 VDC Rectified and filtered: VRMS = 20 ÷ 32 VMAX (ripple max 10 % VPP)  Input - power supply
2 V0 Power supply 0 VDC Gnd - power supply
3 ENABLE Enable (24 VDC) or disable (0 VDC) the driver, referred to V0  Input - on/off signal


4 INPUT+
Pressure reference input signal: ±10 VDC / ±20 mA maximum range
Defaults are 0 ÷ 10 VDC for standard and 4 ÷ 20 mA for /I option


Input - analog signal
Software selectable


5 INPUT- Negative reference input signal for P_INPUT+ Input - analog signal


6 MONITOR
Pressure monitor output signal: ±5 VDC maximum range 
Defaults is 0 ÷ 5 VDC (1V = 1A)


Output - analog signal
Software selectable


7 NC Do not connect
8 NC Do not connect
9 VL+ Power supply 24 VDC for driver’s logic and communication Input - power supply


10 VL0 Power supply 0 VDC for driver’s logic and communication Gnd - power supply


11 FAULT Fault (0 VDC) or normal working (24 VDC), referred to V0 Output - on/off signal


PE EARTH Internally connected to driver housing


14.2 Main connector signals - 12 pin - /Z option - LI*ZO-AEB and LI*ZO-AES 


                 USB connector - M12 - 5 pin   always present
PIN SIGNAL TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION (1)
1 +5V_USB Power supply
2 ID Identification
3 GND_USB Signal zero data line
4 D- Data line -
5 D+ Data line +


PIN SIGNAL TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION
1 COIL Power supply
2 COIL Power supply
3 GND Ground


Connector code 666


1


2 3







B


B
A2


A3


A4


A1


C4


C3


ZM-4PM/E
EtherCAT


ZM-5PF CANopen


E-C-SB-USB/M12 USB CABLE
cable lenght 4m


E-C-SB-USB/M12 USB CABLE
cable lenght 4m


Note: use of metallic connectors is strongly recommended in order to fulfill EMC requirements


ZM-4PM/E
EtherCAT


ZM-5PM/BP PROFIBUS
DP


ZM-7P
MAIN CONNECTOR
7 pin (Metallic)


ZM-12P
MAIN CONNECTOR
12 pin (Metallic)


ZH-7P
MAIN CONNECTOR
7 pin (Plastic)


ZH-12P
MAIN CONNECTOR
12 pin (Plastic)


ZM-5PF ZM-5PM/BP ZM-4PM/E


ZM-4PM/E


BC - CANopen BP - PROFIBUS DP EH - EtherCAT


666


A (1)


MODEL CODES OF MAIN CONNECTORS AND COMMUNICATION CONNECTORS - to be ordered separately16


VALVE VERSION


CONNECTOR CODE
ZM-7P (IN) ZM-12P (IN)


ZH-7P (IN) ZH-12P (IN)
PROTECTION DEGREE IP67


K500
IP67


AEB
AES


AEB/Z
AES/Z


only for AES 


DATA SHEET GS115, K500


A3 A4 A4 C4


C3 C4


B


A2


A1


A2


A1


B


C4


C3


C4


C3


B


A2


A1


B


A2


A1


A2


A


C3 C4


USB
(female)


EtherCAT
(female - input)
only for AES


EtherCAT
(female - output)
only for AES


Note: Driver connectors front view


14.5 Connections layout - only for AEB and AES


AEB-NP
AES-BC / AES-BP


AES-EH


AES-EH


7 PIN MAIN CONNECTOR
Standard and /Q option


(male)


12 PIN MAIN CONNECTOR
/Z option
(male)


PROFIBUS DP
(female)


only for AES


CANopen 
(male)


only for AES


CONNECTORS15


Power supply


(1) Connectors supplied with the valve


FS300


AEB-NP
AES-BC / AES-BP







17 COVERS INSTALLATION DIMENSIONS [mm]


Note:
For size 1 cover is not squared, dimensions 65x80


Ø BSize A C D Port
Pp-Dr Seal


Fastening
bolts


class 12.9
Tightening
torque Nm


1


2


3


4


5


6


8


65x80


85


100


125


140


180


Ø250


3


5


5


5


6


6


8


4


6


6


6


4


4


6


40


40


50


60


70


80


80


-


-


-


G 1/4”


G 1/4”


G 3/8”


G 3/8”


n° 2 OR 108


n° 2 OR 108


n° 2 OR 2043


n° 2 OR 2050


n° 2 OR 2050


n° 2 OR 2056


n° 2 OR 123


n° 4 M8x45


n° 4 M12x45


n° 4 M16x55


n° 4 M20x70


n° 4 M20x80


n° 4 M30x90


n° 4 M24x90


35


125


300


600


600


2100


1000


COVERS DIMENSIONS [mm]


AxA3.5 3.5


ØB


D
C


LICZO-A-1
LICZO-A-2
LICZO-A-3


109
43


85


109


85


109


85
30


85
30


85
30


30


Ø250 Ø250


LIMZO-A-1
LIMZO-A-2
LIMZO-A-3


LIRZO-A-1
LIRZO-A-2
LIRZO-A-3


LICZO-A-4
LICZO-A-5


LIMZO-A-4
LIMZO-A-5
LIMZO-A-6


LIRZO-A-4


LICZO-A-4/P
LICZO-A-5/P


LIMZO-A-4/P
LIMZO-A-5/P
LIMZO-A-6/P


LIRZO-A-4/P


LIMZO-A-8


LIMZO-A-8/P


Version -A without integral driver


Note: for mounting surface and cavity dimensions, see tech. table P006


LICZO, LIMZO, LIRZO Cartridge
Size Standard Option /P SC LI 
1 3,3 - 0,2
2 4,0 - 0,5
3 5,3 - 0,9
4 10,7 11,7 1,7
5 14,2 15,2 2,9
6 23,7 24,7 6,7
8 32,3 33,3 13,1


Mass (kg)


�


� = Screw for air bleeding: at the first valve commissioning
the air eventually trapped inside the solenoid must be
bled-off though the screw �


�


�


�


�







FS300


T


T


T


T


T


Note:
For size 1 cover is not squared, dimensions 65x80


Ø BSize A C D Port
Pp-Dr Seal


Fastening
bolts


class 12.9
Tightening
torque Nm


1


2


3


4


5


6


8


65x80


85


100


125


140


180


Ø250


3


5


5


5


6


6


8


4


6


6


6


4


4


6


40


40


50


60


70


80


80


-


-


-


G 1/4”


G 1/4”


G 3/8”


G 3/8”


n° 2 OR 108


n° 2 OR 108


n° 2 OR 2043


n° 2 OR 2050


n° 2 OR 2050


n° 2 OR 2056


n° 2 OR 123


n° 4 M8x45


n° 4 M12x45


n° 4 M16x55


n° 4 M20x70


n° 4 M20x80


n° 4 M30x90


n° 4 M24x90


35


125


300


600


600


2100


1000


COVERS DIMENSIONS [mm]


AxA3.5 3.5


ØB


D
C


13
0


30
30


Ø250


13
0


30


Ø250


13
0


137


13
0


137


30


13
0


137
43


15


15


15


15


15


LICZO-AE*-1
LICZO-AE*-2
LICZO-AE*-3


LIMZO-AE*-1
LIMZO-AE*-2
LIMZO-AE*-3


LIRZO-AE*-1
LIRZO-AE*-2
LIRZO-AE*-3


LICZO-AE*-4
LICZO-AE*-5


LIMZO-AE*-4
LIMZO-AE*-5
LIMZO-AE*-6


LIRZO-AE*-4


LICZO-AE*-4/P
LICZO-AE*-5/P


LIMZO-AE*-4/P
LIMZO-AE*-5/P
LIMZO-AE*-6/P


LIRZO-AE*-4/P


LIMZO-AE*-8


LIMZO-AE*-8/P


Versions -AEB and -AES 


Note: for mounting surface and cavity dimensions, see tech. table P006


LICZO, LIMZO, LIRZO Cartridge
Size Standard Option /P SC LI 
1 4 - 0,2
2 4,5 - 0,5
3 5,8 - 0,9
4 11,2 12,2 1,7
5 14,7 15,7 2,9
6 24,2 25,2 6,7
8 32,8 33,8 13,1


Mass (kg)


� = Screw for air bleeding: at the first valve commissioning
the air eventually trapped inside the solenoid must be
bled-off though the screw �


= Space to remove the 7 or 12 pin main connector.
For main and communication connectors see
section , 15 16


�


�


�


�


�


�


�


�


�


�


�
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Note:
For size 1 cover is not squared, dimensions 65x80


Ø BSize A C D Port
Pp-Dr


Fastening
bolts


class 12.9
Tightening
torque Nm


1


2


3


4


5


6


8


65x80


85


100


125


140


180


Ø250


3


5


5


5


6


6


8


4


6


6


6


4


4


6


40


40


50


60


70


80


80


-


-


-


G 1/4”


G 1/4”


G 3/8”


G 3/8”


n° 2 OR 108


n° 2 OR 108


n° 2 OR 2043


n° 2 OR 2050


n° 2 OR 2050


n° 2 OR 2056


n° 2 OR 123


n° 4 M8x45


n° 4 M12x45


n° 4 M16x55


n° 4 M20x70


n° 4 M20x80


n° 4 M30x90


n° 4 M24x90


35


125


300


600


600


2100


1000


COVERS DIMENSIONS [mm]


AxA3.5 3.5


ØB


D
C


03/17


16
3


30


Ø250


15


16
3


30


Ø250


15


30


125 137


16
3


15


15


15


125 137


16
3


43


125 137


16
3


30


LICZO-AES-EH-1
LICZO-AES-EH-2
LICZO-AES-EH-3


LIMZO-AES-EH-1
LIMZO-AES-EH-2
LIMZO-AES-EH-3


LIRZO-AES-EH-1
LIRZO-AES-EH-2
LIRZO-AES-EH-3


LICZO-AES-EH-4
LICZO-AES-EH-5


LIMZO-AES-EH-4
LIMZO-AES-EH-5
LIMZO-AES-EH-6


LIRZO-AES-EH-4


LICZO-AES-EH-4/P
LICZO-AES-EH-5/P


LIMZO-AES-EH-4/P
LIMZO-AES-EH-5/P
LIMZO-AES-EH-6/P


LIRZO-AES-EH-4/P


LIMZO-AES-EH-8


LIMZO-AES-EH-8/P


Version -AES-EH


Note: for mounting surface and cavity dimensions, see tech. table P006


LICZO, LIMZO, LIRZO Cartridge
Size Standard Option /P SC LI 
1 4,1 - 0,2
2 4,6 - 0,5
3 5,9 - 0,9
4 11,3 12,3 1,7
5 14,8 15,8 2,9
6 24,3 25,3 6,7
8 32,9 33,9 13,1


Mass (kg)


�


�


�


�


�


� = Screw for air bleeding: at the first valve commissioning
the air eventually trapped inside the solenoid must be
bled-off though the screw �


= Space to remove the 7 or 12 pin main connector.
For main and communication connectors see
section , 15 16


�


Seal








LIQZH-LEB, LIQZH-LES
High response 2-way servoproportional
cartridge valves specifically designed for
high flow applications requiring maximum
dynamics and accurate control. 
Typical applications are die casting and
fast forging presses.
They are equipped with two LVDT position
transducers for best dynamics in not com-
pensated flow regulations.
The cartridge execution for blocks instal-
lation grants high flow capabilities and
minimized pressure drops.
The integral digital electronic driver
performs the valve’s hydraulic regulation
according to the reference signal and
assures valve-to-valve interchangeability
thanks to the factory presetting.
High response valves are available in
LEB basic execution with analog referen-
ce signals and USB port for software
functional parameters setting or in LES
full execution which includes also optio-
nal fieldbus interfaces for functional
parameters setting, reference signals
and real-time diagnostics
sizes from 32 to 100, 
Max flow: 1800 to 16.000 l/min
Max pressure: 420 bar


9


0


www.atos.com


Servoproportional 2-way cartridges high response
digital, with two position transducers, ISO 7368 sizes from 32 to 100, rugged design


Table TFS330-1/E


1 MODEL CODE


FS330


Integral electronics
USB connector
Fieldbus connectors
Main connector
Pilot valve position transducer
Air bleeding 
Air suction port 
External pilot


�


�


�


�


�


�


�


�


�


	






�


Poppet
Sleeve
Main stage position transducer
Pilot valve


X Y


B


A


functional symbol


LIQZH


Servoproportional cartridge
high response 


/ /40 2 L4 * ** *


Series number


Poppet type - regulating characteristics:


L4 = linear


Configuration:  2 = 2 way


-- - -L ES NPSN


L = closed-loop
two LVDT transducers


Alternated P/Q controls:
SN = none


Integral digital drivers:
EB = basic (1)
ES = full


LIQZH-LES-SN-BP-502L4


Electronic options, see sections
I  = current reference input and monitor 4÷20 mA


(omit for standard voltage reference input and
monitor ±10 V)


F = fault signal
Q = enable signal
Z = double power supply (2), enable, fault and 


monitor signals (12 pin connector)


9


Seals material, 
see sect. �, �:
-     = NBR 
PE = FKM 
BT  = HNBR


(1) LEB available only in version SN-NP (2) Double power supply only for LES


simplified symbol


Fieldbus interfaces USB port always present:
NP = Not present (1)       EW = POWERLINK
BC = CANopen               EH  = EtherCAT
BP = PROFIBUS DP       EI    = EtherNet/IP


Valve size, see section �
size 32 40 50
l/min 800 1200 2000
size 63 80 100
l/min 3000 4500 7200
Nominal flow (l/min) at Dp 5 bar







 Max regulated flow                                   [l/min]
                                        at Dp = 5 bar
                                        at Dp = 10 bar
 Max permissible flow


LIQZH-LEB, LES servoproportional cartridges are CE marked according to the applicable Directives (e.g. Immunity/Emission EMC Directive
and Low Voltage Directive). Installation, wirings and start-up procedures must be performed according to the general prescriptions shown in
table F003 and in the installation notes supplied with relevant components.
The electrical signals of the valve (e.g. monitor signals) must not be directly used to activate safety functions, or components, as prescribed by
the European standards (Safety requirements of fluid technology systems and components-hydraulics, EN-982).


2 GENERAL NOTES


Note:
above performance data refer to valves coupled with Atos electronic drivers, see section �.
(1) with step reference input 0÷100% (2) with pilot pressure = 140 bar, see datailed diagrams in section 7.2


                                         Ports A, B = 420 X = 350         Y � 10


£ 0,1


min: 40% of system pressure       max 350     recommended 140 ÷ 160


± 0,1
zero point displacement < 1% at DT = 40°C


800
1100
1800


3,31
13,2
15


32


1200
1700
2500


5,34
17,8
18


40


2000
2800
4000


7,42
22,3
20


50


3000
4250
6000


10,28
31
20


63


4500
6350
10000


19,55
39
30


80


7200
10200
16000


100


22,53
45
30


20
0,3


40
0,7


40
0,7


100
1


100
1


100
1


3 FIELDBUS - only for LES
Fieldbus allows the direct communication of the proportional valve with machine control unit for digital reference signal, diagnostics and
settings of functional parameters. Analog reference signal remain available on the main connector for quick commissioning and maintenance.
For detailed information about fieldbus features and specification see tech table GS510. 


4 MAIN CHARACTERISTICS - based on mineral oil ISO VG 46 at 50 °C


The loss of the pilot pressure or the sudden interruption of the power supply during the valve operation causes the immediate shut-off
of the main poppet.
This could cause pressure surges in the hydraulic system or high decelerations which may lead to machine damages.


WARNING


WARNING
To avoid overheating and possible damage of the electronic driver, the valves must be never energized without hydraulic supply to the
pilot stage. In case of prolonged pauses of the valve operation during the machine cycle, it is always advisable to disable the driver
(option /Q or /Z)
A safety fuse 2,5 A installed on 24VDC power supply of each valve is always recommended, see also Power supply note at sections 9 


Dp A-B


 Size                                                                    
 
 


 Max pressure   [bar]                                          
 Nominal flow of pilot valve at Dp = 70 bar   [l/min]
 Leakage of pilot valve at P = 100 bar      [l/min]
 Piloting pressure                                        [bar]
 Piloting volume                                          [cm3]
 Piloting flow (1)                                         [l/min]
 Response time 0 ÷ 100% step signal (2)    [ms]
 Hysteresis                  [% of the max regulation]
 Repeatability              [% of the max regulation]
Thermal drift


Assembly position Any position
Subplate surface finishing Roughness index, Ra 0,4 flatness ratio 0,01/100 (ISO 1101)
MTTFd values according to EN ISO 13849 75 years, see technical table P007
Ambient temperature range standard = -20°C ÷ +60°C             /BT option = -40°C ÷ +60°C
Storage temperature range standard = -20°C ÷ +70°C             /BT option = -40°C ÷ +70°C
Coil resistance R at 20°C 3 ÷ 3,3 W 


Max. solenoid current 2,6 A
Max. power 50 Watt 


Insulation class H (180°) Due to the occuring surface temperatures of the solenoid coils, the European
standards ISO 13732-1 and EN982 must be taken into account


Protection degree to DIN EN60529 IP66/67 with mating connector
Tropicalization Tropical coating on electronics PCB
Duty factor Continuous rating (ED=100%)
EMC, climate and mechanical load See technical table G004


Communication interface USB 
Atos ASCII coding


CANopen
EN50325-4 + DS408


PROFIBUS DP
EN50170-2/IEC61158


EtherCAT, POWERLINK
EtherNet/IP 
IEC 61158


Communication physical layer not insulated
USB 2.0 + USB OTG


optical insulated
CAN ISO11898


optical insulated
RS485


Fast Ethernet, insulated
100 Base TX







7 DIAGRAMS  (based on mineral oil ISO VG 46 at 50 °C)
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Reference signal [V]


1


2


1 = LIQZH-L*-32*
2 = LIQZH-L*-40*


7.1   Regulation diagrams  (values measured at Dp 5 bar)
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Reference signal [V]
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Reference signal [V]


3


4


5


3 = LIQZH-L*-50*
4 = LIQZH-L*-63*


5 = LIQZH-L*-80*
6 = LIQZH-L*-100*


6


FS330


5 SEALS AND HYDRAULIC FLUID - for other fluids not included in below table, consult our technical office


6 ELECTRONIC DRIVERS


Note: for main and communication connector see sections ,12 13


Seals, recommended fluid temperature
 NBR seals (standard) = -20°C ÷ +60°C, with HFC hydraulic fluids = -20°C ÷ +50°C
 FKM seals (/PE option) = -20°C ÷ +80°C
 HNBR seals (/BT option) = -40°C ÷ +60°C, with HFC hydraulic fluids = -40°C ÷ +50°C


 Recommended viscosity 20÷100 mm2/s - max allowed range 15 ÷ 380 mm2/s
Fluid contamination class ISO 4406  class 20/18/15  NAS 1638  class 9, in line filters of 10 mm (b10 _>75 recommended)
Hydraulic fluid Suitable seals type Classification Ref. Standard
Mineral oils NBR, FKM, HNBR HL, HLP, HLPD, HVLP, HVLPD DIN 51524
 Flame resistant without water FKM HFDU, HFDR


ISO 12922
Flame resistant with water NBR, HNBR HFC


Valve model LEB LES
Drivers model E-RI-LEB-N E-RI-LES-N
Type Digital
Format Integral to valve
Data sheet GS208 GS210
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3 = LIQZH-L*-40*: 10% ⟷ 90%
4 = LIQZH-L*-40*: 50%  ±  5%


7.3    Bode diagrams - stated at nominal hydraulic conditions
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1 2


1 = LIQZH-L*-32*: 10% ⟷ 90%
2 = LIQZH-L*-32*: 50%  ±  5%
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5 = LIQZH-L*-50*: 10% ⟷ 90%     7 = LIQZH-L*-63*: 10% ⟷ 90%
6 = LIQZH-L*-50*: 50%  ±  5%        8 = LIQZH-L*-63*: 50%  ±  5%


9 = LIQZH-L*-80*: 10% ⟷ 90% 11 = LIQZH-L*-100*: 10% ⟷ 90%
10 = LIQZH-L*-80*: 50%  ±  5% 12 = LIQZH-L*-100*: 50%  ±  5%
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7.2   Response time
The response times in below diagrams are measured at different steps of the reference input signal. They have to be  considered as average values.
For the valves with digital electronics the dynamics performances can be optimized by setting the internal software parameters.
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9 ELECTRONIC OPTIONS


Standard driver execution provides on the 7 pin main connector:
Power supply               -  24 VDC must be appropriately stabilized or rectified and filtered; 2,5 A fuse time lag is required in series to each driver


power supply. Apply at least a 10000 mF/40 V capacitance to single phase rectifiers or a 4700 mF/40 V capacitance to
three phase rectifiers


Reference input signal -  analog differential input with ±10 VDC nominal range (pin D, E), proportional to desired valve poppet position
Monitor output signal   -  analog output signal proportional to the actual valve’s poppet position with ±10VDC nominal range
Note:   a minimum booting time between 400 and 800 ms has be considered from the driver energizing with the 24 VDC power supply before the valve


has been ready to operate. During this time the current to the valve coils is switched to zero.


9.1   Option /F
  It provides a Fault output signal in place of the Monitor output signal, to indicate fault conditions of the driver (cable interruption of poppet
transducers or reference signal - for /I option): Fault presence corresponds to 0 VDC, normal working corresponds to 24 VDC


9.2   Option /I
It provides 4 ÷ 20 mA current reference and monitor signals, instead of the standard 0 ÷ +10 V.
Input signal can be reconfigured via software selecting between voltage and current, within a maximum range of ±10 V or ±20 mA.
It is normally used in case of long distance between the machine control unit and the valve or where the reference signal can be affected by
electrical noise; the valve functioning is disabled in case of reference signal cable breakage.


9.3   Option /Q
To enable the driver, supply 24 VDC on pin C referred to pin B: Enable input signal allows to enable/disable the current supply to the solenoid,
without removing the electrical power supply to the driver; it is used to maintain active the communication and the other driver functions when
the valve has to be disabled. This condition does not comply with European Norms EN13849-1 (ex EN954-1).


9.4   Option /Z
It provides, on the 12 pin main connector, the following additional features:
  Enable Input Signal 
To enable the driver, supply 24 VDC on pin 3 referred to pin 2: Enable input signal allows to enable/disable the current supply to the solenoid,
without removing the electrical power supply to the driver; it is used to maintain active the communication and the other driver functions when
the valve has to be disabled. This condition does not comply with European Norms EN13849-1 (ex EN954-1). 
  Fault Output Signal
Fault output signal indicates fault conditions of the driver (solenoid short circuits/not connected, reference signal cable broken for 4÷20mA
input, etc.). Fault presence corresponds to 0 VDC, normal working corresponds to 24 VDC (pin 11 referred to pin 2): Fault status is not affected
by the Enable input signal 
  Power supply for driver’s logics and communication - only for LES
Separate power supply (pin 9,10) allow to cut solenoid power supply (pin 1,2) while maintaining active diagnostics, USB and fieldbus communication.
A safety fuse is required in series to each driver power supply: 500 mA fast fuse.


9.5   Possible combined options
/FI, /IQ and /IZ


AIR BLEEDING8


� To be used only in case port A is connected to tank and
subjected to negative pressure, consult our technical office.


� At the machine commissioning it is advisable to bleed the
air from piloting chambers, by loosening the 2 plugs shown
in the picture.


     Operate the valve for few seconds at low pressure and then
lock the plugs.


� Additional external pilot port connection.


Sizes 80 to 100Size 32 to 63


Air suction �


�


FS330


SP
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MB


�


�


�
�


�


�


�


�


�


�


Port
LIQZH Size


32 40 50 63 80 100


�
Air suction


G1/4”


CH 6


G1/2”


CH 10


�
Air bleeding


G1/4”


CH 6


�
External pilot


G1/2”


CH 10


SP


ACC
MA


MB







EH, EW, EI fieldbus execution,connector - M12 - 4 pin
PIN SIGNAL TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION (1)
1 TX+ Transmitter
2 RX+ Receiver
3 TX- Transmitter
4 RX- Receiver


Housing SHIELD


BC fieldbus execution, connector - M12 - 5 pin
PIN SIGNAL TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION (1)
1 CAN_SHLD Shield
2 not used -        pass-through connection (2)
3 CAN_GND Signal zero data line
4 CAN_H Bus line (high)
5 CAN_L Bus line (low)


USB connector - M12 - 5 pin  always present
PIN SIGNAL TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION (1)
1 +5V_USB Supply for external USB Flash Drive
2 ID USB Flash Drive identification
3 GND_USB Signal zero data line
4 D- Data line -
5 D+ Data line +


BP fieldbus execution, connector - M12 - 5 pin
PIN SIGNAL TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION (1)
1 +5V Termination supply signal
2 LINE-A Bus line (high)
3 DGND Data line and termination signal zero
4 LINE-B Bus line (low)
5 SHIELD


10.3 Communications connectors        - 


10 ELECTRONIC CONNECTIONS AND LEDS


V+
V0
AGND AGND


ENABLE


Q_INPUT+


INPUT-
Q_MONITOR referred to:
AGND V0


FAULT
EARTH


A
B


C


D


E


F


G


Input - power supply
Gnd - power supply
Gnd - analog signal
Input - on/off signal
Input - analog signal
Software selectable
Input - analog signal
Output - analog signal
Software selectable
Output - on/off signal


TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS NOTESStandard /Q /F
Power supply 24 VDC Rectified and filtered: VRMS = 20 ÷ 32 VMAX (ripple max 10 % VPP)
Power supply 0 VDC
Analog ground
Enable (24 VDC) or disable (0 VDC) the valve, referred to V0
Flow reference input signal: ±10 VDC / ±20 mA maximum range
Defaults are 0 ÷ +10 V for standard and 4 ÷ 20 mA for /I option
Negative reference input signal for Q_INPUT+
Flow monitor output signal: ±10 VDC / ±20 mA maximum range
Defaults are 0 ÷ +10 V for standard and 4 ÷ 20 mA for /I option
Fault (0 VDC) or normal working (24 VDC)
Internally connected to the driver housing


10.1   Main connector signals - 7 pin - standard, /F and /Q options


PIN


10.2   Main connector signal - 12 pin - /Z option


Note: do not disconnect VL0 before VL+ when the driver is connected to PC USB port


1
2


3


4


5


6


7


8


9


10


11


PE


V+
V0
ENABLE referred to:
V0 VL0


Q_INPUT+


INPUT-
Q_MONITOR referred to:
AGND VL0
AGND


NC
R_ENABLE


NC
NC


VL+
NC


VL0
FAULT referred to:
V0 VL0
EARTH


Power supply 24 VDC Rectified and filtered: VRMS = 20 ÷ 32 VMAX (ripple max 10 % VPP)
Power supply 0 VDC


Enable (24 VDC) or disable (0 VDC) the valve 


Flow reference input signal: ±10 VDC / ±20 mA maximum range
Defaults are 0 ÷ +10 V for standard and 4 ÷ 20 mA for /I option
Negative reference input signal for Q_INPUT+
Flow monitor output signal: ±10 VDC / ±20 mA maximum range
Defaults are 0 ÷ +10 V for standard and 4 ÷ 20 mA for /I option
Analog ground
Do not connect
Repeat enable, output repeter signal of enable input, referred to V0
Do not connect
Do not connect
Power supply 24 VDC for driver’s logic and communication
Do not connect
Power supply 0 VDC for driver’s logic and communication


Fault (0 VDC) or normal working (24 VDC)


Internally connected to the driver housing


Input - power supply
Gnd - power supply


Input - on/off signal


Input - analog signal
Software selectable
Input - analog signal
Input - analog signal
Software selectable
Output - analog signal
Gnd - analog signal


Output - on/off signal


Input - power supply


Gnd - power supply


Output - on/off signal 


PIN TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS NOTESLEB-SN /Z LES-SN /Z


Notes: (1) shield connection on connector’s housing is recommended                           (2): pin 2 can be fed with external +5V supply of CAN interface







ZM-5PF ZM-5PF/BP ZM-4PM/E


ZM-5PM ZM-5PM/BP ZM-4PM/E


BC - CANopen BP - PROFIBUS DP
EH - EtherCat 


EW - POWERLINK
EI - EtherNet/IP


MODEL CODES OF MAIN CONNECTORS AND COMMUNICATION CONNECTORS - to be ordered separately12


VALVE VERSION


CONNECTOR CODE
ZM-7P (IN) ZM-12P (IN)


ZH-7P (IN) ZH-12P (IN)
PROTECTION DEGREE IP67


LEB
LES


LEB /Z
LES /Z


only for LES


DATA SHEET GS208, GS210, K500


A3 A4


CONNECTORS11


B


A1 A2


A3 A4


ZH-12P


ZM-7P ZM-12P


ZH-7P


ZM-5PM/BPZM-5PM


ZM-5PF


ZM-4PM/E


ZM-5PF/BP


12 pin (Metallic)7 pin (Metallic)


M
AI
N 
CO


NN
EC


TO
RS


FI
EL


DB
US


 C
ON


NE
CT


OR
S


Note: the use of metallic connectors is strongly recommended to meet EMC performance


12 pin (Plastic)7 pin (Plastic)


L1 L2 L3


A


A A


A


A


A


A2A


A


A


 


Note: connectors front view


MAIN 
CONNECTOR


FIELDBUS
CONNECTOR


USB
(female)


EtherCAT - POWERLINK
EtherNet/IP


(female - INPUT)


CANopen
(male)


12 PIN MAIN CONNECTOR
(male)


7 PIN MAIN CONNECTOR
(male)


EtherCAT - POWERLINK
EtherNet/IP


(female - OUTPUT)


CANopen
(female)


PROFIBUS DP
(male)


PROFIBUS DP
(female)


FIELDBUS
CONNECTOR


PE


DIAGNOSTIC
LED


LED FUNCTION DESCRIPTION


NP, BC, BP EH, EW, EI
L1 VALVE STATUS LINK/ACT
L2 NETWORK STATUS NETWORK STATUS
L3 SOLENOID STATUS LINK/ACT


USB
CONNECTOR
(always present)


L


L


USB
CONNECTOR
(always present)


MAIN 
CONNECTOR


LEB


10.5   Connections layout


LES


LEB


LES


E-C-SB-USB/M12
USB CABLE
cable lenght 4 m


FS330







Size Fastening bolts
class 12.9 (1)


Tightening 
torque


Mass (Kg) 


14 FASTENING BOLTS and VALVE MASS


32
40


N°4 M16x60
N°4 M20x70


300 Nm
600 Nm


12,0
17,6


Size


50


Fastening bolts
class 12.9 (1)


N°4 M20x80


Tightening 
torque


600 Nm


Mass (Kg)


25,6


63
80
100


N°4 M30x120
N°8 M24x80
N°8 M30x120


2100 Nm
1000 Nm
2100 Nm


46,5
74,6
128


15 MAIN CONNECTORS INSTALLATION DIMENSIONS


(1) Fastening bolts supplied with the valve


13 PROGRAMMING TOOLS - see table GS500
Valve's functional parameters and configurations, can be easily set and optimized using
Atos E-SW programming software connected via USB port to the digital driver. For
fieldbus versions, the software permits valve's parameterization through USB port also if
the driver is connected to the central machine unit via fieldbus.
The software is available in different versions according to the driver’s options:
E-SW-BASIC        support:      NP (USB)                    PS (Serial)                        IR (Infrared)
E-SW-FIELDBUS support:      BC (CANopen)           BP (PROFIBUS DP)        EH (EtherCAT)
                                                   EW (POWERLINK)    EI (EtherNet/IP)
E-SW-*/PQ            support:      valves with SP, SF, SL alternated control (e.g. E-SW-BASIC/PQ)
WARNING: drivers USB port is not isolated!
The use of isolator adapter is highly recommended for PC protection (see table GS500)


USB connection


LES


LEB


E-C-SB-USB/M12 cable


E-A-SB-USB/OPT isolator


Reference
dimension


Main 
connector code


Valve size


32 40 50 63 80 100


B


ZM-7P 32 32 45 68 68 80


ZH-7P Note 1 Note 1 29 52 52 64


ZM-12P Note 1 Note 1 Note 1 35 35 47


ZH-12P Note 1 Note 1 Note 1 Note 1 Note 2 40


C (max) - 121 134 141 172 202 229


D - 141 154 161 192 222 249


Above dimenions refer to the main connector fully screwed to driver’s connector. The space A = 15 mm to remove the connector must be considered
Note 1: the connector installation can be performed only if the valve’s driver protrudes from the edge of the relevant mounting manifold as


rapresented in above “Installation 2”
Note 2: the connector installation may be critic, depending to the cable size and bending radius


Installation 1 - possible interference between manifold and main
connector


A B


C
D


15 mm space to remove the 7 or 12 pin main connectors
Clearance between main connector to valve’s mounting surface.
See the below table to verify eventual interferences, depending
to the valve size and connector type


A =
B =


Max manifold dimension to avoid interference with the main
connector, see below table


C =


Installation 2 - no interference







16 INSTALLATION DIMENSIONS [mm] 


FS330


Note: for mounting surface and cavity dimensions, see table P006


� Space to remove the 7 or 12 pin main connector. For main and communication connectors see section ,11 12


155
for EW - POWERLINK 
and EI - EtherNet/IP


LIQZH-LEB-322
LIQZH-LES-322


LIQZH-LEB-402
LIQZH-LES-402


LIQZH-LEB-502
LIQZH-LES-502


LIQZH-LEB-632
LIQZH-LES-632


11
5


29
7


15


92


140100x1003


12
5


31
3


15


97


140125x1253


14
0


32
0


140140x1403


11
1


15


15
2


34
6


150160x1603


12
8


15


155 
for EW - POWERLINK 
and EI - EtherNet/IP


155
for EW - POWERLINK 
and EI - EtherNet/IP


165
for EW - POWERLINK 
and EI - EtherNet/IP


� �


��
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LIQZH-LEB-802
LIQZH-LES-802


LIQZH-LEB-1002
LIQZH-LES-1002


Note: for mounting surface and cavity dimensions, see table P006


� Space to remove the 7 or 12 pin main connector. For main and communication connectors see section , 11 12


17
0


36
4


150ø2455


13
3


15


150ø2975


18
8


39
7


14
2


15


165
for EW - POWERLINK 
and EI - EtherNet/IP


165
for EW - POWERLINK 
and EI - EtherNet/IP


�


�








Size:
1 = 16     2 = 25     3 = 32     4 = 40


Max regulated pressure:
50 = 50 bar 100 = 100 bar


210 = 210 bar 315 = 315 bar


www.atos.com


Proportional pressure reducing cartridges type LIRCZO
normally closed, ISO 7368 sizes from 16 to 40


Table TF305-2/E


LIRCZO are normally closed proportional
pressure reducing valves, realized in car-
tridge execution according to standard 
ISO 7368
The pressure regulation is proportional to
the reference signal supplied to the elec-
tronic driver.
They provides high flow capability with
low pressure drops and the normally clo-
sed execution permits to regulate very low
values of the reduced pressure (close to
zero or to tank pressure) 
They are available in different executions:
• -A, without pressure transducer and


with separated electronics 
• -AE, as -A but with integral analogue


electronics
They are made by a 2 way cartridge (1)
housed in ISO/DIN standard recess, plus
a closing cover (2) with pilot proportional
pressure reducing valve (3) type RZGO-*-
033 (see KT catalogue, tab. F070)
Applications
Clamps and auxiliary controls of plastic
injection and blow moulding machines
Any other application where a very low
value of the reduced pressure is required.
Standard ISO 7368, size 16, 25, 32, 40
Max flow: up to 1000 l/min
Max pressure: 315 bar


Proportional pressure 
reducing cartridge valves


A = without pressure transducer
AE = as A plus integral electronics Options for -A execution:


- = standard coil for 24VDC Atos drivers


6 = optional coil for 12VDC Atos drivers


18 = optional coil for low current drivers
for -AE executions:
I = current reference (4÷20 mA)
Q = enable signal  


Series 
number


Series number


Seals material:
- = NBR 
PE = FKM 


1 MODEL CODE FOR COVERS


3 TYPICAL FUNCTIONS OF CARTRIDGES


TF305


Cartridge according to ISO 7368


Size: 16,  25,  32,  40 (the same of relative cover)


Type of cartridge, see section � for functions:   36
Spring cracking pressure:
6 = 6 bar 


Type
Functional sketch 
(hydraulic symbol)


Typical
section


Area ratio (1)


36 1:1 (1) It is the ratio of the area A
to the area on which the
pilot pressure is applied.


2 MODEL CODE FOR CARTRIDGES


A


B


A


B


LIRCZO-A-16* and SC LI-16366 LIRCZO-AE-16* and SC LI-16366


connector


Power supply connector
metallic or plastic
see section


4 ELECTRONIC DRIVERS FOR RZMO


Valve model


Drivers model


Data sheet


E-MI-AC-01F


G010


-A -AE


E-MI-AS-IR


G020


E-BM-AC-01F


G025


E-BM-AS-PS


G030


E-ME-AC-01F


G035


E-RP-AC-01F


G100


E-RI-AE


G110


Note: for power supply connector see section 14


14


Seals material:
- = NBR 
PE = FKM 


*/-SC  LI 32 36 6 **


*///--LIRCZO 3A 210 * **







LIRCZO
16 25 32 40
200 400 750 1000
1 1 1 1


50; 100;  210;  315
≤ 2
≤ 3
≤ 2


5 HYDRAULIC CHARACTERISTICS (based on mineral oil ISO VG 46 at 50 °C)


Hydraulic symbols


Valve model
Valve size
Max flow [l/min]
Min regulated pressure at port B [bar]
Max regulated pressure at port B [bar]
Hysteresis [% of the regulated max pressure]
Linearity [% of the regulated max pressure]
Repeatibility [% of the regulated max pressure]


LIRCZO-A-25 LIRCZO-AE-25


Above performance data refer to valves coupled with Atos electronic drivers, see section �. 


see application scheme, sect. 16


Assembly position Any position
Subplate surface finishing Roughness index Ra 0,4 - flatness ratio 0,01/100 (ISO 1101)
Ambient temperature -20°C ÷ +70°C for -A execution; -20°C ÷ +60°C for -AE and -AES executions
Fluid Hydraulic oil as per DIN 51524 ... 535 for other fluids see section �
Recommended viscosity 15 ÷100 mm2/s at 40°C (ISO VG 15÷100)
Fluid contamination class ISO 4406  class 20/18/15  NAS 1638  class 9, in line filters of 10 μm (β10 _>75 recommended)
Fluid temperature -20°C +60°C (standard seals)     -20°C +80°C (/PE seals)
Coil resistance R at 20°C 3 ÷ 3.3 Ω for standard 12 VDC coil; 2 ÷ 2,2 Ω for 6 VDC coil; 13 ÷ 13,4 Ω for 18 VDC coil


Max solenoid current 2,6 A for standard 12 VDC coil; 3,25 A for 6 VDC coil; 1,5 A  for 18 VDC coil 


Max power 40 Watt


Protection degree (CEI EN-60529) IP65 for -A execution; IP67 for -AE and AES executions


Duty factor Continuous rating (ED=100%)


6 MAIN CHARACTERISTICS


7 DIAGRAMS (based on mineral oil ISO VG 46 at 50 °C)


7.1 Regulation diagrams


1 = LIRCZO-A, LIRCZO-AE


7.2 Min. pressure/flow diagrams
with reference signal “null”


2 = LIRCZO-*-1
3 = LIRCZO-*-2
4 = LIRCZO-*-3
5 = LIRCZO-*-4


7.3 Pressure/flow diagrams


6 = LIRCZO-A, LIRCZO-AE
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REGULATIONS AND SWITCHES


7 PIN - STANDARD
MAIN CONNECTOR


BIASSCALE


RAMPS


B1


S1


positive bias adjust


�
�


�


�


(d
riv


er
 v


ie
w


)


positive scale adjust


B1:


S1:


(remove the rear cover)


SW


12 ANALOG INTEGRAL DRIVERS -AE -  MAIN FUNCTIONS AND ELECTRONIC CONNECTIONS


PIN SIGNAL TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS NOTES


A V+ Power supply 24 VDC  for solenoid power stage and driver logic Input - power supply


B V0 Power supply 0 VDC  for solenoid power stage and driver logic Gnd - power supply


C (1) AGND Ground -  signal zero for MONITOR signal Gnd - analog signal


ENABLE Enable (24 VDC) or disable (0 VDC) the driver (for /Q option) Input - on/off signal


D INPUT+ Reference analog input: 0÷+10 VDC maximum range (4 ÷ 20 mA for /I option)
Normal working range 0÷+10 VDC (4 ÷ 20 mA for /I option)


Input - analog signal
E INPUT -


F MONITOR Monitor analog output: 0÷+5 VDC maximum range;   1 V = 1 A Output - analog signal


G EARTH Internally connected to the driver housing


Note: (1) with /Q option ENABLE signal replaces AGND on pin C; MONITOR signal is reffered to pin B.


A minimum time of 60ms to 160ms have be considered between the driver energizing with the 24 VDC power supply and when the valve is ready
to operate. During this time the current to the valve coils is switched to zero


Selector SW Dither frequency
[Hz]SW1 SW2 SW3 SW4


ON
ON


ON
ON ON


ON ON
ON ON ON
ON ON ON
ON ON ON


ON ON ON
ON ON ON ON


The dither frequency is factory pre-
set at 200 Hz and its regulation may
be adjusted after contact with Atos
technical department


100
130
160


200 (Standard)
230
270
300
380
430
470
500


�


RU
RD


ramp for increasing reference signal


ramp for decreasing reference signal


RU:


RD:


12.1 ELECTRONIC CONNECTIONS - 7 PIN MAIN CONNECTORS


dither frequency selector (see table beside)SW:


ON
OFF


RZMO proportional valves are CE marked according to the applicable Directives (e.g. Immunity/Emission EMC Directive and Low Voltage Directive).
Installation, wirings and start-up procedures must be performed according to the general prescriptions shown in table F003 and in the installation notes
supplied with relevant components.
The electrical signals of the valve (e.g. monitor signals) must not be directly used to activate safety functions, like to switch-ON/OFF the machine’s safety
components, as prescribed by the European standards (Safety requirements of fluid technology systems and components-hydraulics, EN-982).


8 GENERAL NOTES


10 CONNECTIONS FOR -A EXECUTION


Signal description


SUPPLY 


SUPPLY 


GND


PIN


1


2


3


SOLENOID POWER SUPPLY CONNECTOR


1


2 3


11 ANALOG INTEGRAL DRIVERS -AE - OPTIONS


Standard driver execution provides on the 7 pin main connector:


Power supply -  24VDC must be appropriately stabilized or rectified and filtered; a 2,5 A safety fuse is required in series to the driver power supply.
Apply at least a 10000 μF/40 V capacitance to single phase rectifiers or a 4700 μF/40 V capacitance to three phase rectifiers


Reference input signal -  analog differential input with 0÷+10VDC nominal range (pin D,E), proportional to desired coil current
Monitor output signal -  analog output signal proportional to the actual valve’s coil current (1V monitor = 1A coil current)


Following options are available to adapt standard execution to special application requirements:


11.1 Option /I
It provides the 4÷20 mA current reference signal instead of the standard 0÷+10 VDC. Monitor output signal is still the standard 0÷+10VDC.


It is normally used in case of long distance between the machine control unit and the valve or where the reference signal can be affected by electrical
noise; the valve functioning is disabled in case of reference signal cable breakage.


11.2 Option /Q
It provides the possibility to enable or disable the valve functioning without cutting the power supply (the valve functioning is disabled but the driver cur-
rent output stage is still active). To enable the driver supply a 24VDC on the enable input signal.


11.3 Possible combined option: /IQ


9 OPTIONS FOR -A EXECUTION


9.1 Option /6 6 VDC coil instead of standard 12 VDC, to be used in case
of power supply 12 VDC


9.2 Option /18 18 VDC coil instead of standard 12 VDC, to be used with
electronic drivers not supplied by Atos







5,5


5,9


6,5


9,4


13 COVER DIMENSIONS [mm]


40


40


50


60


12


10


2.5


-


-


-


-


G 1/4”


n°4 OR 108


n°4 OR 108


n°4 OR 2043


n°4 OR 2050


n°4 M8x45


n°4 M12x45


n°4 M16x55


n°4 M20x70


3


5


5


5


B


4


6


6


6


65x70


85


100


125


Sizes


1


2


3


4


A C D E Ports
Pp-Dr Seals


Fastening
bolts


41.6


143


346


674


Tightening
torque


Mass (Kg)


-A


6,0


6,4


7,0


9,9


-AE


LIRCZO-1-AE
LIRCZO-2-AE
LIRCZO-3-AE


LIRCZO-4-A


LIRCZO-1-A
LIRCZO-2-A
LIRCZO-3-A


LIRCZO-4-A


TF305
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15 COVER INTERFACE AND RECESS DIMENSIONS [mm]


22,5


27


38,5


54,5


43


58


70


87


56


72


85


105


54


70


83


102


42,5


57


68,5


84,5


20


30


30


30


2


2,5


2,5


3


25


34


45


55


Ø d2


16


25


32


40


32


45


60


75


Sizes


16


25


32


40


Ø d1 Ø d3
max


Ø d4
max L1 L2 L3 L4


max L5 L6


2


2,5


2,5


3


L7


0,03


0,03


0,03


0,05


U


0,05


0,05


0,1


0,1


W


+0,1
0


+0,1
0


+0,1
0


+0,1
0


+0,1
0


+0,1
0


+0,1
0


+0,1
0


8


8


8


8


2


4


6


7,5


16


25


32


40


12,5


13


18


19,5


23


29


35


42,5


46


58


70


85


48


62


76


92,5


46


58


70


85


23


29


35


42,5


-


-


-


-


-


-


-


-


65


85


102


125


M8


M12


M16


M20


4


6


6


6


4


6


8


10


22


30


38


46


Sizes A B C D E F G J
min K L


min M Ø N P
max R S


max


16 APPLICATION SCHEME


REDUCED PRESSURE LINE


MAIN LINE


MODEL CODES OF POWER SUPPLY CONNECTORS14


666


connectors supplyed with the valve


VALVE VERSION


CONNECTOR CODE ZH-7P ZM-7P


PROTECTION DEGREE IP65 IP67 IP67


-A -AE


DATA SHEET K500 G110, G115, K500
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Electrohydraulic controls: commissioning and trouble shooting
due stadi, pilotate, dimensioni ISO/Cetop 07 e 08


Table F003-7/E


1 HYDRAULIC SECTION


F003


The following notes give some general suggestions and cautions on the procedures to ensure the good operation of an electrohydraulic system, with par-
ticular reference to the closed-loop circuits, typical of modern electrohydraulic axes and of high-performances proportional components with integral
analog and digital electronics. For more detailed information about specific components see the relevant technical tables. For proper operation of elec-
trohydraulic components, following prescription must be respected.


1.1 Tank and tubes cleaning
1.2 Connections
1.3 Filtration
1.4 Hydraulic drains and return lines
1.5 Hydraulic fluid
1.6 Fluid conditioning
1.7 Air bleeds


2 ELECTRONIC SECTION 
2.1 Power supply 
2.2 Electrical cabling
2.3 Suppression of interferences by electri-


cal noise
2.4 Electronic calibrations
2.5 Temperatures and environments


3 COMMAND SIGNALS WIRING 


4 SHIELD CONNECTIONS


5 TROUBLE SHOOTING TABLES


1.1 Power packs tank and tubes cleaning
Power unit tank has to be accurately clea-
ned, removing all the contaminants and any
extraneous object; piping has to be cold
bended, burred and pickled. When comple-
tely assembled an accurate washing of the
piping (flushing) is requested to eliminate the
contaminants; during this operation the pro-
portional valves have to be removed and
replaced with by-pass connections, or on-off
valves. 


1.2 Hydraulic connections
The flexible hoses have to be armoured type
on pressure line between powerpack and
proportional valve and on return line from
proportional valve. If their potential breacka-
ge may cause damages to any machine or
system or can cause injure to the operator,  a
proper retenction (as the chain locking at
both the pipe-ends) or alternately a protec-
ting carter must be provided.
The proportional valve must be installed as
close as possible to the actuator, to assure
the maximum stiffness of the circuit and so
the best dynamic  performances.   


1.3 Hydraulic fluid
Use only good quality fluids according to
DIN 51524..535, with high viscosity index.
The recommended viscosity is 15÷100
mm2/sec at 40°C. When fluid temperature
exceeds 60°C select viton seals for compo-
nents; in any case the fluid temperature must
not exceed 80°C.


1.4 Fluid filtration
The fluids filtration prevent the wearing of the
hydraulic components caused by the conta-
minans present in the fluid.
Fluid contamination class must be in accor-
dance to ISO 18/15 code by mounting in line
pressure filter at 10μm value and β10=75.
In line filters must be mounted, if possible,
immediately before proportional valve; the fil-
tering element is high cracking pressure type
with clogging electrical indicator, without by-
pass valve.
The flushing (at least 15 min. long) has to be
performed at the system commissioning to
remove the contaminants from the whole cir-
cuit. 
After this operation filtering elements and flu-
shing accessories cannot be used again, if
clogged.
Following additional warnings to be conside-
red:
- make sure that the filters are of correct size


to ensure efficiency;
- the main source of contamination  of  an


hydraulic system is the air exchanged with


the environment: proper air filters on the
power unit tank to be always provided;
- filter  the  fluid  when filling  the tank (new


fluid is contaminated) with filtration Group
GL-15 (table L150) or similar.


1.5 Hydraulic drains and return lines
The function of drains is essential in all
systems, because they define the minimum
pressure level. 
They must be connected to the tank without
counter-pressures.  
Drain connections is provided on tie rod side
of the servocylinder, see figure.


Return line from proportional valve to tank
has to be sized in order to avoid variable
counter pressure < 1 bar; for this reason it is
recommended to use multiple separated
return lines directly connected to tank. 


1.6 Fluid conditioning
A high-performance system must be thermal-
ly conditioned to ensure a limited fluid tem-
perature range (generically between 40 and
50°C) so that the fluid viscosity remains con-
stant during operation.
The operating cycle should start after the
prescribed temperature has been reached.


1.7 Air bleeds
Air in the hydraulic circuits affects hydraulic
stiffness and it is a cause of malfunctioning.
Air bleeds are provided in the proportional
valves and servocylinders;  air dump valves
must be inserted at possible air accumula-
tion points  of the hydraulic system.
Following additional warnings to be consi-
dered:
on starting the system all the bleeds must be
released to allow removal of air. In particular
for servocylinders be careful to bleed the
transducer chamber, which is done by relea-
sing the dump valve at the rod end;


- for the piping untight the connections;
- the system must be bled on first start-up


or after maintenance;
- use  a  precharged check valve (e.g. to 4


bars) on the oil general return line to tank
to avoid emptying of the pipes following a
long out of service.


2.1 Power supply
The voltage values to be within the following
range (depending on the type of supply
devices):
nominal voltage: V = 24 VDC;
filtered and rectified voltage: Vrms=21÷33 V
(ripple max = 2Vpp);
The supply device must be sized in order to
generate the correct voltage when all utilities
require max current at same time; in general
50W max intake electrical power can be con-
sidered  for each supplied valve.
Following additional notes to be considered,
see figure below:
- power supply from a battery: overvoltages


(typically greater than 34 Volts) damage
the electronic circuits; it is  recommended
the use of suitable filters and voltage sup-
pressors;


- rectified AC power supply: the average
value to be within the limit Vrms = 21�28
Volts, with  a supply capacitor equal to
10000 µF for each 3A of current expected
when single-phase power supply; 4700 µF
when three-phase power supply.


1 HYDRAULIC SECTION 


DRAIN
1/8” GAS


2 ELECTRONIC SECTION


RECTIFIER


RECTIFIED AND FILTERED THREE-PHASE POWER SUPPLY


RECTIFIED AND FILTERED SINGLE-PHASE POWER SUPPLY


DIRECT CURRENT POWER SUPPLY


TRANSFORMER


TRANSFORMER RECTIFIER


SUPPRESSOR 
FILTER


OVERVOLTAGE
SUPPRESSOR







2.2 Electrical wiring
The power cables (coils, electronic adjusters
or other loads) to be separated  from the
control cables (references and feed-backs,
signal grounds) to avoid interferences.
The electrical cables of the electronic signals
must be shielded as indicated in section �
with shield or cablebraid connected to the
ground (according to CEI 11-17).
Recommended cable cross section;
- Supply and earth:  0,75 mm2;
- Coils: 1mm2 (Lmax = 20 m); 1,5 mm2 (for


longer distance) of shielded type;
- Voltage reference and LVDT feedback:


0,25mm2 (Lmax = 20m) of shielded type;
Note: current reference signals options must
be provided when greater lengths apply to
reference and feedback connections;
suitable electronic units and transducers or
voltage to current converters are available. 
- Service signal: 0,25mm2 (Lmax = 20 m) of


shielded type;
- Electronic transducers: 0,25mm2 (Lmax =


20 m) of shielded type;


2.3 Suppression of  interferences by
electrical noise


When starting the system, it is always advisa-
ble to check that feedbacks, references and
signal grounds are free from interferences
and electrical noise which can affect the
characteristics  of the signals  and generate
instability in the whole system.
Electrical noises are high non-stationary
oscillations both on amplitude and frequency
around the signal average value; they can be
suppressed by shielding and grounding the
signal cables, see section �.
Most of electrical noises are due to external
magnetic fields generated by transformers,
electric motors, switchboards, etc.


2.4 Electronic calibrations
The valves with integral electronics normally
don’t need any calbration by final customer
because these operations have been already
performed before delivery of component (the
valves with integral electronics are used
more and more for their easier servicing and
improved reliability).


However Bias adjustment is allowed, to per-
mit the regulation between the input referen-
ce electrical zero and the spool center posi-
tion (actuator in a steady position); a new
calibration can be executed with particular
hydraulic conditions (i.e. cylinder with high
differential ratio value and/or high �p pressu-
re operations). When electronic regulators in
Eurocard or other format are installed in the
control unit, the setting procedures are
shown on related technical tables; consult
them carefully before proceeding with the
start-up. Personalised calibrations in case of
particular requirements can be carried out
with the collaboration of Atos technical dept.


2.5 Temperatures and environments
Always chek that the operating environment
is compatible with the data given in the pro-
duct tables. If  necessary provide conditio-
ning of the electronic cabinet.
In particular the integral electronics cannot
be used when ambient temperature is higher
than +60°C or lower than -20°C (-40°C to
+60°C for digital -TES, -LES versions with /BT
options).


The connection of the command signal to the electronics is depending to the type of signal generated from the PLC or CNC.
The following figures show the typical connections in case of common zero or differential command situations.


COMMAND SIGNAL FOR OPTION /I


The correct shielding of signal cables has to be provided to protect the electronics from electrical noise disturbances, which could affect the valve functioning.
Examples of correct shielding criteria are shown in the following fig. E and F.
The shield connections of fig. G and H must be avoided because they could generate ground loops which enhance the noise effect.


Fig. A   Power supply and signal common zero Fig. B   Differential signals not connected with zero (floating)


Fig. C   Common zero Fig. D   Differential input signals


Fig. E    Shield connected to the protected earth Fig. F    Shield connected to the same power supply GND


Fig. G    Never connect the shield on both sides Fig. H       Never connect the shield to grounding facilities
having different potential


Symbols: Standard earth Supply GND Protected earth


CORRECT SHIELD CONNECTIONS


WRONG SHIELD CONNECTIONS


0 VDC


±10 VDC


0 VDC


MONITOR


0 VDC


MONITOR 4÷20mA


0 VDC


MONITOR 4÷20mA


0 VDC


MONITOR


3 COMMAND SIGNAL WIRING


4 SHIELD CONNECTIONS







PROBLEMS CAUSES OF THE FAULTS


Mechanical/Hydraulic Electrical /Electronic


Unstable axes movement Defective pump
Pressure and/or flow fluctuations Air in the circuit Insufficient powered electrical supply


Fluid contaminated Noisy signals-bad grounding or shielding
Insufficient piloting pressure of double stage valves Electrical or electromagnetic disturbances
Stick-slip effect due to excessive friction of cylinder seals
Speed below minimum for hydraulic motors


Actuator overrun Hoses too elastic Bias current set too high
Remote controlled check valve not closing immediately Ramp time too long
Insufficient bleeding Limit switch overrun
Internal leakages Electrical switching time too slow


Standstill or not controllable axes Defective pump Cabling error
Proportional control valve blocked (dirt) Open circuit in electrical control leads
Hand valves and settings not in correct position Signalling devices incorrectly set or defectives


Lack of electrical power and/or reference signal
Transducers mechanically uncalibrated


Actuator running too slow Internal pump leaks due to wear Reference signal not correct 
Flow control valve set too low Scale adjustment not correct


Insufficient output forces and torques Excessive resistance in the return and delivery lines Reference signal  not correct
Operating pressure setting of control valves too low Scale adjustment not correct
Excessive pressure drop across control valves
Internal leaks of pump and valves due to wear


Line hammer during control operation Switching time of proportional control valves too rapid Ramp time too short or absent
Throttles or orifices damaged
No throttling before accumulator system
Excessive masses and forces applied to drive


Excessive operating temperature Insufficient lines cross section
Excessive continuous delivery
Pressure setting too high
Cooling system not operative
Zero pressure circulation inoperative during working
intervals


Excessive noise Filters blocked Dither adjustment not correct 
Foaming of the fluid
Pump or motor mounting loose
Excessive resistance in the suction line
Proportional control valves buzz
Air in the valve solenoid


5 TROUBLE SHOOTING TABLES


5.1 Open loop applications


To evaluate the fault and to find the defective component within an electrohydraulic system it is necessary a good cooperation between electronic and
hydraulic engineers.
Besides a good knowledge of the technical tables for each component, for performing analysis of the system it is necessary to evaluate the hydraulic
scheme and the electric wiring diagram related to operation cycle.
There is no general recipe for succes in fault finding due to quite diverse nature of the electrohydraulic systems; however the following table provides a
useful start point.
Notes:
- Most problems are solved  by the replacement of defective components on site. The defective components can be repaired by the manufacturer.
- Following tables don’t consider a system design fault


5.2 Closed loop applications - static conditions


CAUSES OF THE FAULTS


Mechanical/Hydraulic Electrical /Electronic


Low frequency oscillations Insufficient hydraulic power supply Axes card proportional and  
Insufficient piloting pressure integral Gains set too low
Proportional valve defective Axes card
due to wear or dirt Sampling time too long


High frequency vibration Foaming of the fluid Axes card proportional Gain  
Prop. valve defective due to wear or dirt set too high
Too high Δ pressure across valve Electrical noises
Air in the solenoid of the 
proportional valve


Short time peak (random) Mechanical couplings not rigid Driver’s bias current  
in one direction or both Air in the solenoid of the proportional valve not correct


Proportional valve defective Electromagnetic disturbances
due to wear or dirt


Self amplificating oscillations Hydraulic hoses too elastic Axes card proportional and 
Mechanical couplings not rigid integral Gains too high
Too high Δ pressure across prop. valve
Too high hydraulic proportional valve gain


PROBLEMS 


F003







CAUSES OF THE FAULTS


Mechanical/Hydraulic Electrical /Electronic


Overshoot in one direction Too high Δ pressure across valve Axes card Derivative  
Gain set too low


Overshot in both directions Mechanical couplings not rigid Axes card Proportional 
Hoses too elastic Gain set too high
Proportional control valve mounted Axes card Integral  
too far from the actuators Gain set too low


Slow approach to set Pressure Gain of the proportional Axes card Proportional 
control valve too low Gain set too low


Driver’s Bias current not correct


Drive unable to reach the set Insufficient hydraulic pressure or flow Axes card Integral Gain  
set too high Proportional and
Derivate Gains set too low
Driver’s Scale and Bias
not correct


Unstable control Actuator’s feedback transducer Proportional Gain set too high
connection intermittent Integral Gain set too low
Hoses too elastic Electrical noises
Air in the solenoid of the proportional valve 
to high friction


Inhibited control Actuator’s feedback transducer Lack of electrical power
mechanically uncalibrated Lack of reference or feedback signal
Lack of hydraulic power Cabling error


Bad repeatability Actuator’s feedback transducer Axes card Proportional Gain 
and high hysteresys connection intermittent set too high


Integral Gain set too low


5.3 Closed loop applications - dynamic conditions: step response


PROBLEMS 


5.4 Closed loop applications - dynamic conditions: frequency response


CAUSES OF THE FAULTS


Mechanical/Hydraulic Electrical /Electronic


Amplitude damping Insufficient pressure and flow Axes card Proportional 
Gain too low
Driver’s scale adjustments
set too low


Wave amplifier Hoses too elastic Driver’s scale adjustment 
Proportional control valve not correct
too far from drive


Time delay Insufficient pressure and flow Ramp time inserted
Axes card derivative gain 
set too low


Vibrating control Air in the solenoid of proportional valve Axes card proportional and 
Derivative Gains too high 
Electrical noises
Derivative Gain set too high


PROBLEMS 
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Servoproportional 3-way cartridges
digital, with two position transducers, sizes from 25 to 80, rugged design


Table FS340-3/E


FS340
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Main Spool
Sleeve
Main stage position transducer
Pilot valve
Integral electronics
USB connector
Fieldbus connectors
Main connector
Pilot valve position transducer
Air bleeding 
Air suction port 


LIQZO-LEB, LIQZP-LEB
LIQZO-LES, LIQZP-LES
Servoproportional 3-way cartridge valves
specifically designed for high speed clo-
sed loop controls. They are equipped
with two LVDT position transducers for
best dynamics in directional controls and
not compensated flow regulations.
The cartridge execution for blocks instal-
lation grants high flow capabilities and
minimized pressure drops.
The integral digital electronic driver
performs the valve’s hydraulic regulation
according to the reference signal and
assures valve-to-valve interchangeability
thanks to the factory presetting.
Servoproportional cartridges are available
in LEB basic execution with analog
reference signals and USB port for software
functional parameters setting or in LES full
execution which includes also optional
alternated P/Q controls and fieldbus
interfaces for functional parameters setting,
reference signals and real-time diagnostics.
LIQZO: sizes from 25 to 40, 


Max flow: 500 to 1050 l/min
Max pressure: 350 bar


LIQZP: sizes from 50 to 80, 
Max flow: 2000 to 5000 l/min
Max pressure: 420 bar


Hydraulic options, see section 
A = reversal hydraulic configuration of main spool: 


P-A in rest position
Electronic options, see section 
I = current reference input and monitor 4÷20 mA (omit for


standard voltage reference input and monitor ±10 V)
Only for SN (2):
F = fault signal
Q = enable signal
Z = double power supply (3), enable, fault and 


monitor signals - 12 pin connector 
Only for SP, SL: 
C = current feedback for remote transducer(s)
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LIQZO / /-
Seals materials
see section �, �
-    = NBR
PE= FPM
BT= HNBR 


25 3 L4 * ** *


Series number


Spool type
regulating characteristics:


L4 = linear


Configuration:   3 = 3 way


1 MODEL CODE


Valve size, see section �
LIQZO = 25 32 40
l/min 185 330 420
LIQZP = 50 63 80
l/min 780 1250 2100
Nominal flow (l/min) at Dp 5 bar


Servoproportional 
cartridge
LIQZO = size 25 to 40,


Pmax 350 bar
LIQZP = size 50 to 80,


Pmax 420 bar


LIQZO-LES-SN-BP-323L4/A


Alternated P/Q controls - see section �
SN = none
SP = pressure control (1 pressure tranducer)
SL = force control (1 load cell)


L = closed-loop
two LVDT transducer


Integral digital drivers:
EB = basic (1)
ES = full


-- -L ES NPSN-


functional symbol: Standard


simplified symbol: Standard 


option /A


option /A


(1) LEB available only in version SN-NP (2) F, Q, Z options are standard for SP, SL versions
(3) double power supply only for LES


Fieldbus interfaces USB port always present:
NP = Not present (1)      EW = POWERLINK
BC = CANopen              EH = EtherCAT
BP = PROFIBUS DP       EI   = EtherNet/IP
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5 MAIN CHARACTERISTICS - based on mineral oil ISO VG 46 at 50 °C


Note:
Above performance data refer to valves coupled with Atos electronic drivers, see section �.
(1) with step reference input 0÷100% (2) with pilot pressure = 140 bar, see datailed diagrams in section 8.2


                                         Ports P, A, T = 350 X = 350         Y � 10
                                         Ports P, A, T = 420 X = 350         Y � 10


£ 0,1


min: 40% of system pressure       max 350       recommended 140 ÷ 160


± 0,1
zero point displacement < 1% at DT = 40°C


 Size                                                                    
 
 
 


 Max pressure   [bar] LIQZO      
 LIQZP      
 Nominal flow of pilot valve at Dp = 70 bar  [l/min]
 Leakage of pilot valve at P = 100 bar     [l/min]
 Piloting pressure                                        [bar]
 Piloting volume                                          [cm3]
 Piloting flow (1)                                        [l/min]
 Response time 0 ÷ 100% step signal (2)   [ms]
 Hysteresis                 [% of the max regulation]
 Repeatability             [% of the max regulation]
Thermal drift


 Max regulated flow                                   [l/min]
                                      at Dp = 5 bar
                                      at Dp = 10 bar
 Max permissible flow


185
260
500


2,16
6,5
21


25


330
470
850


7,2
20
22


32


420
590
1050


8,9
25
22


40


780
1100
2000


17,7
43
25


50


1250
1750
3100


33,8
68
30


63


2100
3000
5000


42,7
76
34


80


4
0,2


8
0,2


28
0,5


40
0,7


100
0,7


100
0,7


WARNING


4 FIELDBUS - only for LES
Fieldbus allows the direct communication of the proportional valve with machine control unit for digital reference signal, diagnostics and
settings of functional parameters. Analog reference signal remain available on the main connector for quick commissioning and maintenance.
For detailed information about fieldbus features and specification see tech table GS510. 


The loss of the pilot pressure causes the undefined position of the main spool.
The sudden interruption of the power supply during the valve operation causes the immediate main spool opening A � T or P � A (for
option /A). This could cause pressure surges in the hydraulic system or uncontrolled movements which may lead to machine damages.


WARNING


To avoid overheating and possible damage of the electronic driver, the valves must be never energized without
hydraulic supply to the pilot stage. In case of prolonged pauses of the valve operation during the machine cycle, it is always advisable
to disable the driver (option /Q or /Z). A safety fuse 2,5 A installed on 24VDC power supply of each valve is always recommended, see
also Power supply note at sections 9 


LIQZO-LEB, LES and LIQZP-LEB, LES proportional cartridges are CE marked according to the applicable Directives (e.g. Immunity/Emission
EMC Directive and Low Voltage Directive). Installation, wirings and start-up procedures must be performed according to the general prescrip-
tions shown in table F003 and in the installation notes supplied with relevant components. The electrical signals of the valve (e.g. monitor
signals) must not be directly used to activate safety functions or components, as prescribed by the European standards (Safety requirements of
fluid technology systems and components-hydraulics, EN-982).


2 GENERAL NOTES


Dp P-A or A-T


S* options add the closed loop control of pressure (SP) or force (SL) to the basic functions of proportional directional valves flow regulation.
A dedicated algorithm alternates pressure (force) depending on the actual hydraulic system conditions. 
An additional connector is available for transducers to be interfaced to the valve’s driver (1 pressure transducer for SP or 1 load cell for SL).
Main 12 pin connector is the same as /Z option plus two analog signals specific for the pressure (force) control.
For detailed information and connector wiring of options SP, SL see tech table GS212.


3 ALTERNATED P/Q CONTROLS - only for LES


Assembly position Any position
Subplate surface finishing Roughness index, Ra 0,4 flatness ratio 0,01/100 (ISO 1101)
MTTFd values according to EN ISO 13849 75 years, see technical table P007
Ambient temperature range standard = -20°C ÷ +60°C             /BT option = -40°C ÷ +60°C
Storage temperature range standard = -20°C ÷ +70°C             /BT option = -40°C ÷ +70°C
Coil resistance R at 20°C 3 ÷ 3,3 W 


Max. solenoid current 2,6 A
Max. power 50 Watt 


Insulation class H (180°) Due to the occuring surface temperatures of the solenoid coils, the European
standards ISO 13732-1 and EN982 must be taken into account


Protection degree to DIN EN60529 IP66/67 with mating connector
Tropicalization Tropical coating on electronics PCB
Duty factor Continuous rating (ED=100%)
EMC, climate and mechanical load See technical table G004


Communication interface USB 
Atos ASCII coding


CANopen
EN50325-4 + DS408


PROFIBUS DP
EN50170-2/IEC61158


EtherCAT, POWERLINK
EtherNet/IP 
IEC 61158


Communication physical layer not insulated
USB 2.0 + USB OTG


optical insulated
CAN ISO11898


optical insulated
RS485


Fast Ethernet, insulated
100 Base TX







Note:   for main and communication connector see sections ,13 14


8 DIAGRAMS  (based on mineral oil ISO VG 46 at 50 °C)


8.1   Regulation diagrams, see note


1 = LIQZO, LIQZP (all sizes)
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Hydraulic configuration vs. reference signal:
                             standard option /A
Reference signal 0 ÷+10 V P � A A � T                             12÷20 mA
Reference signal 0 ÷-10 V A � T P � A                             4÷12 mA


8.2   Response time
The response times in below diagrams are measured at different steps of the reference input signal. They have to be  considered as average values.
For the valves with digital electronics the dynamics performances can be optimized by setting the internal software parameters.
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6 SEALS AND HYDRAULIC FLUID - For other fluids not included in below table, consult our technical office


7 ELECTRONIC DRIVERS


FS340


}
}


Seals, recommended fluid temperature
 NBR seals (standard) = -20°C ÷ +60°C, with HFC hydraulic fluids = -20°C ÷ +50°C
 FKM seals (/PE option) = -20°C ÷ +80°C
 HNBR seals (/BT option) = -40°C ÷ +60°C, with HFC hydraulic fluids = -40°C ÷ +50°C


 Recommended viscosity 20÷100 mm2/s - max allowed range 15 ÷ 380 mm2/s
Fluid contamination class ISO 4406  class 20/18/15  NAS 1638  class 9, in line filters of 10 mm (b10 _>75 recommended)
Hydraulic fluid Suitable seals type Classification Ref. Standard
Mineral oils NBR, FKM, HNBR HL, HLP, HLPD, HVLP, HVLPD DIN 51524
 Flame resistant without water FKM HFDU, HFDR


ISO 12922
Flame resistant with water NBR, HNBR HFC


Valve model LEB LES LES-SP, SL
Drivers model E-RI-LEB-N E-RI-LES-N E-RI-LES-S
Type Digital
Format Integral to valve
Data sheet GS208 GS210 GS212
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8.4   Bode diagrams


1 = LIQZO-L*-253L4: ± 90%
2 = LIQZO-L*-253L4: ±  5%
3 = LIQZO-L*-323L4: ± 90%
4 = LIQZO-L*-323L4: ±  5%
5 = LIQZO-L*-403L4: ± 90%
6 = LIQZO-L*-403L4: ±  5%
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7  = LIQZP-L*-503L4: ± 90%
8  = LIQZP-L*-503L4: ±  5%
9  = LIQZP-L*-633L4: ± 90%
10= LIQZP-L*-633L4: ±  5%
11= LIQZP-L*-803L4: ± 90%
12= LIQZP-L*-803L4: ±  5%
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8.3   Pressure gain diagram


AIR BLEEDING9


� To be used only in case port A is connected to tank and
subjected to negative pressure, consult our technical office.


� At the machine commissioning it is advisable to bleed the
air from piloting chambers, by loosening the 2 plugs shown
in the picture.


     Operate the valve for few seconds at low pressure and then
lock the plugs.


Air bleeding �
2 plugs G1/4”


Air suction port �
1 plug G1/4”


CH 6


CH 6


Sizes 63 to 100Size 50


Air bleeding �
2 plugs G1/4”
CH 6


Air suction port �
1 plug G1/2”


CH 10


Air bleeding �
2 plugs G1/4”


CH 6


Air suction port �
1 plug G1/4”


CH 6


Size 16 to 40


Air suction �


�


PA 


SP
MB
MA


SP


MB
MA


SP


MB
MA







FS340


10 HYDRAULIC OPTIONS


Option /A
The standard valve version provides the hydraulic configuration A-T of main
spool in absence of electric power supply to the valve.
The option /A provides the reversed configuration P-A of main spool in
absence of electric power supply to the valve.
This execution is particularly requested in vertical presses for safety reasons,
because in case of electric power breakdown the P-A configuration of the
main spool prevents the uncontrolled and dangerous downstroke of the press
ram.


Option /A


11 ELECTRONIC OPTIONS


Standard driver execution provides on the 7 pin main connector:
Power supply               -  24 VDC must be appropriately stabilized or rectified and filtered; 2,5 A fuse time lag is required in series to each driver


power supply. Apply at least a 10000 mF/40 V capacitance to single phase rectifiers or a 4700 mF/40 V capacitance to
three phase rectifiers


Reference input signal -  analog differential input with ±10 VDC nominal range (pin D, E), proportional to desired valve spool position
Monitor output signal   -  analog output signal proportional to the actual valve’s spool position with ±10VDC nominal range
Note:   a minimum booting time between 400 and 800 ms has be considered from the driver energizing with the 24 VDC power supply before the valve


has been ready to operate. During this time the current to the valve coils is switched to zero.


11.1 Option /F
  It provides a Fault output signal in place of the Monitor output signal, to indicate fault conditions of the driver (cable interruption of spool tran-
sducers or reference signal - for /I option): Fault presence corresponds to 0 VDC, normal working corresponds to 24 VDC


11.2 Option /I
It provides 4 ÷ 20 mA current reference and monitor signals, instead of the standard 0 ÷ +10 V.
Input signal can be reconfigured via software selecting between voltage and current, within a maximum range of ±10 V or ±20 mA.
It is normally used in case of long distance between the machine control unit and the valve or where the reference signal can be affected by
electrical noise; the valve functioning is disabled in case of reference signal cable breakage.


11.3 Option /Q
To enable the driver, supply 24 VDC on pin C referred to pin B: Enable input signal allows to enable/disable the current supply to the solenoid,
without removing the electrical power supply to the driver; it is used to maintain active the communication and the other driver functions when
the valve has to be disabled. This condition does not comply with European Norms EN13849-1 (ex EN954-1).


11.4 Option /Z
It provides, on the 12 pin main connector, the following additional features:


  Enable Input Signal 
To enable the driver, supply 24 VDC on pin 3 referred to pin 2: Enable input signal allows to enable/disable the current supply to the solenoid,
without removing the electrical power supply to the driver; it is used to maintain active the communication and the other driver functions when
the valve has to be disabled. This condition does not comply with European Norms EN13849-1 (ex EN954-1).  


  Fault Output Signal
Fault output signal indicates fault conditions of the driver (solenoid short circuits/not connected, reference signal cable broken for 4÷20mA
input, etc.). Fault presence corresponds to 0 VDC, normal working corresponds to 24 VDC (pin 11 referred to pin 2): Fault status is not affected
by the Enable input signal 


  Power supply for driver’s logics and communication - only for LES
Separate power supply (pin 9,10) allow to cut solenoid power supply (pin 1,2) while maintaining active diagnostics, USB and fieldbus communication.
A safety fuse is required in series to each driver power supply: 500 mA fast fuse.


11.5 Options /C - only for SP, SL
Option /C is available to connect pressure (force) transducers with 4 ÷ 20 mA current output signal, instead of the standard ±10 V.
Input signal can be reconfigured via software selecting between voltage and current, within a maximum range of ±10 V or ±20 mA.


11.6 Possible combined options
For SN: /FI, /IQ and /IZ
For SP, SL: /CI







EH, EW, EI fieldbus execution,connector - M12 - 4 pin
PIN SIGNAL TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION (1)
1 TX+ Transmitter
2 RX+ Receiver
3 TX- Transmitter
4 RX- Receiver


Housing SHIELD


BC fieldbus execution, connector - M12 - 5 pin
PIN SIGNAL TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION (1)
1 CAN_SHLD Shield
2 not used -        pass-through connection (2)
3 CAN_GND Signal zero data line
4 CAN_H Bus line (high)
5 CAN_L Bus line (low)


USB connector - M12 - 5 pin  always present
PIN SIGNAL TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION (1)
1 +5V_USB Supply for external USB Flash Drive
2 ID USB Flash Drive identification
3 GND_USB Signal zero data line
4 D- Data line -
5 D+ Data line +


BP fieldbus execution, connector - M12 - 5 pin
PIN SIGNAL TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION (1)
1 +5V Termination supply signal
2 LINE-A Bus line (high)
3 DGND Data line and termination signal zero
4 LINE-B Bus line (low)
5 SHIELD


12.3 Communications connectors        - 


12.4 Remote pressure transducer connector - M12 - 5 pin - only for SP, SL


V+
V0
ENABLE referred to:
V0 VL0 VL0 V0


Q_INPUT+


INPUT-
Q_MONITOR referred to:
AGND VL0 VL0 V0
AGND


NC


F_INPUT+


R_ENABLE
NC


F_MONITOR referred to:
VL0 V0


NC
VL+


D_IN0
NC


VL0
D_IN1


FAULT referred to:
V0 VL0 VL0 VL0
EARTH


1
2


3


4


5


6


7


8


9


10


11


PE


Input - power supply
Gnd - power supply


Input - on/off signal


Input - analog signal
Software selectable
Input - analog signal
Output - analog signal
Software selectable
Gnd - analog signal


Input - analog signal
Software selectable
Output - on/off signal


Output - analog signal
Software selectable


Input - power supply
Input - analog signal


Gnd - power supply
Input - on/off signal


Output - on/off signal


PIN TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS NOTESLEB-SN /Z LES-SN /Z Fieldbus NP
Power supply 24 VDC Rectified and filtered: VRMS = 20 ÷ 32 VMAX (ripple max 10% VPP
Power supply 0 VDC


Enable (24 VDC) or disable (0 VDC) the valve 


Flow reference input signal: ±10 VDC / ±20 mA maximum range 
Defaults are 0 ÷ +10 VDC for standard and 4 ÷ 20 mA for /I option
Negative reference input signal for Q_INPUT+ and F_INPUT+
Flow monitor output signal: ±10 VDC / ±20 mA maximum range 
Defaults are 0 ÷ +10 VDC for standard and 4 ÷ 20 mA for /I option
Analog ground
Do not connect
Pressure/Force reference input signal: ±10 VDC / ±20 mA maximum range
Defaults are ±10 VDC for standard and 4 ÷ 20 mA for /I option
Repeat enable, output repeter signal of enable input, referred to V0
Do not connect
Pressure/Force monitor output signal: ±10 VDC / ±20 mA maximum range
Defaults are ±10 VDC for standard and 4 ÷ 20 mA for /I option
Do not connect
Power supply 24 VDC for driver’s logic and communication
Multiple pressure/force PID selection, referred to V0
Do not connect
Power supply 0 VDC for driver’s logic and communication
Multiple pressure/force PID selection (not available for SF), referred to V0


Fault (0 VDC) or normal working (24 VDC)


Internally connected to the driver housing


LES-SP, SL


V+
V0
AGND AGND


ENABLE


Q_INPUT+


INPUT-
Q_MONITOR referred to:
AGND V0


FAULT
EARTH


A
B


C


D


E


F


G


Input - power supply
Gnd - power supply
Gnd - analog signal
Input - on/off signal
Input - analog signal
Software selectable
Input - analog signal
Output - analog signal
Software selectable
Output - on/off signal


TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS NOTESStandard /Q /F
Power supply 24 VDC Rectified and filtered: VRMS = 20 ÷ 32 VMAX (ripple max 10 % VPP)
Power supply 0 VDC
Analog ground
Enable (24 VDC) or disable (0 VDC) the valve, referred to V0
Flow reference input signal: ±10 VDC / ±20 mA maximum range
Defaults are 0 ÷ +10 VDC for standard and 4 ÷ 20 mA for /I option
Negative reference input signal for Q_INPUT+
Flow monitor output signal: ±10 VDC / ±20 mA maximum range
Defaults are 0 ÷ +10 VDC for standard and 4 ÷ 20 mA for /I option
Fault (0 VDC) or normal working (24 VDC)
Internally connected to the driver housing


12.1   Main connector signals - 7 pin - standard, /F and /Q options
12 ELECTRONIC CONNECTIONS AND LEDS


12.2   Main connector signals - 12 pin - /Z option and SP, SL


Note: do not disconnect VL0 before VL+ when the driver is connected to PC USB port


PIN


Notes: (1) shield connection on connector’s housing is recommended                          (2): pin 2 can be fed with external +5V supply of CAN interface


PIN SIGNAL TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION Voltage Current
1 VF +24V Power supply +24VDC Connect Connect


2 TR Signal transducer ±10 VDC / ±20 mA maximum range, software selectable
Defaults are ±10 VDC for standard and 4 ÷ 20 mA for /C option Connect Connect


3 AGND Common GND for transducer power and signals Connect /
4 NC Not Connect / /
5 NC Not Connect / /







B


A1 A2


A3 A4


ZM-5PF ZM-5PF/BP ZM-4PM/E


ZM-5PM ZM-5PM/BP ZM-4PM/E


BC - CANopen BP - PROFIBUS DP
EH - EtherCat 


EW - POWERLINK
EI - EtherNet/IP


ZH-5PM/1.5 (1)


P/Q controls
SP, SL


ZH-5PM/1.5


MODEL CODES OF MAIN CONNECTORS AND COMMUNICATION CONNECTORS - to be ordered separately14


VALVE VERSION


CONNECTOR CODE
ZM-7P (IN) ZM-12P (IN)


ZH-7P (IN) ZH-12P (IN)
PROTECTION DEGREE IP67


LEB
LES


LEB /Z
LES /Z


only for LES


DATA SHEET GS208, GS210, GS212, K500


(1) only for SP or SL


A3 A4


CONNECTORS13


ZH-12P


ZM-7P ZM-12P


ZH-7P


ZM-5PM/BPZM-5PM


ZM-5PF


ZM-4PM/E


ZM-5PF/BP


12 pin (Metallic)7 pin (Metallic)


M
AI
N 
CO


NN
EC
TO
RS


FI
EL
DB


US
 C
ON


NE
CT
OR


S SINGLE
PRESSURE/FORCE
TRANSDUCER
cable lenght 1,5m


Note: the use of metallic connectors is strongly recommended to meet EMC performance


12 pin (Plastic)7 pin (Plastic)


L1 L2 L3


A


A A


A


A


A


A2A


A


A


 


Note: connectors front view


MAIN 
CONNECTOR


FIELDBUS
CONNECTOR


USB
(female)


EtherCAT - POWERLINK
EtherNet/IP


(female - INPUT)


CANopen
(male)


12 PIN MAIN CONNECTOR
(male)


7 PIN MAIN CONNECTOR
(male)


EtherCAT - POWERLINK
EtherNet/IP


(female - OUTPUT)


CANopen
(female)


PROFIBUS DP
(male)


PROFIBUS DP
(female)


FIELDBUS
CONNECTOR


PE


REMOTE PRESSURE
TRANSDUCER


(female)


DIAGNOSTIC
LED


LED FUNCTION DESCRIPTION


NP, BC, BP EH, EW, EI
L1 VALVE STATUS LINK/ACT
L2 NETWORK STATUS NETWORK STATUS
L3 SOLENOID STATUS LINK/ACT


USB
CONNECTOR
(always present)


REMOTE PRESSURE
TRANSDUCER
(only for SP, SL)


Not used


L


L


USB
CONNECTOR
(always present)


MAIN 
CONNECTOR


LEB


12.5   Connections layout


LES


LEB


LES


E-C-SB-USB/M12
USB CABLE
cable lenght 4 m


FS340







Size Fastening bolts
class 12.9 (1)


Tightening 
torque


Mass (Kg)


16 FASTENING BOLTS and VALVE MASS


25
32
40


N°4 M12x100
N°4 M16x60
N°4 M20x70


125 Nm
300 Nm
600 Nm


8,8
11,2
17,3


Size


50


Fastening bolts
class 12.9 (1)
N°4 M20x80


Tightening 
torque
600 Nm


Mass (Kg)


24,6
63
80


N°4 M30x120
N°8 M24x80


2100 Nm
1000 Nm


44,6
72,2


LIQZPLIQZO


17 MAIN CONNECTIONS INSTALLATION DIMENSIONS


15 PROGRAMMING TOOLS - see table GS500


(1)  Fastening bolts supplied with the valve


Valve's functional parameters and configurations, can be easily set and optimized using
Atos E-SW programming software connected via USB port to the digital driver. For
fieldbus versions, the software permits valve's parameterization through USB port also if
the driver is connected to the central machine unit via fieldbus.
The software is available in different versions according to the driver’s options:
E-SW-BASIC        support:      NP (USB)                   PS (Serial)                        IR (Infrared)
E-SW-FIELDBUS support:      BC (CANopen)          BP (PROFIBUS DP)        EH (EtherCAT)
                                                   EW (POWERLINK)    EI (EtherNet/IP)
E-SW-*/PQ           support:      valves with SP, SF, SL alternated control (e.g. E-SW-BASIC/PQ)
WARNING: drivers USB port is not isolated!
The use of isolator adapter is highly recommended for PC protection (see table GS500)


USB connection


LES


LEB


E-C-SB-USB/M12 cable


E-A-SB-USB/OPT isolator


Reference dimension
Main 


connector
code


Valve size


25 32 40 50 63 80


B


ZM-7P 32 32 32 45 68 68


ZH-7P Note 1 Note 1 Note 1 29 52 52


ZM-12P Note 1 Note 1 Note 1 Note 1 35 35


ZH-12P Note 1 Note 1 Note 1 Note 1 Note 1 Note 2


C (max) for standard valve - 134 141 154 161 192 222


C (max) for /A option - 114 121 134 141 172 202


D for standard valve - 154 161 174 181 212 242


D for /A option - 134 141 154 161 192 222


Above dimenions refer to the main connector fully screwed to driver’s connector. The space A = 15 mm to remove the connector must be considered
Note 1: the connector installation can be performed only if the valve’s driver protrudes from the edge of the relevant mounting manifold as


rapresented in above “Installation 2”
Note 2: the connector installation may be critic, depending to the cable size and bending radius


Installation 1 - possible interference between manifold and main
connector


A B


C
D


15 mm space to remove the 7 or 12 pin main connectors
Clearance between main connector to valve’s mounting surface.
See the below table to verify eventual interferences, depending
to the valve size and connector type


A =
B =


Max manifold dimension to avoid interference with the main con-
nector, see below table


C =


Installation 2 - no interference







18 INSTALLATION DIMENSIONS [mm]  mounting surface and cavity, see table P006


LIQZO-LEB-253
LIQZO-LES-253


LIQZO-LEB-323
LIQZO-LES-323


LIQZO-LEB-**-403
LIQZO-LES-**-403


23
7


Note: for mounting surface and cavity dimensions see tech. table P006


LIQZP-LEB-503
LIQZP-LES-503


11
0


80 92


15


85x85 205
23


7


10
5


30 92


100X100 205


24
0


12
0


39 92


15


125x125 205


31
7


12
9


49


10
5


15


140x140 205


15


140
155 for SP, SL, EW - POWERLINK


and EI - EtherNet/IP
155 for SP, SL, EW - POWERLINK


and EI - EtherNet/IP


155 for SP, SL, EW - POWERLINK
and EI - EtherNet/IP


155 for SP, SL, EW - POWERLINK
and EI - EtherNet/IP


140


140 140


�


� Space to remove the 7 or 12 pin main connector. For main and communication connectors see section , 13 14


�


�
�


FS340







LIQZP-LEB-803
LIQZP-LES-803


LIQZP-LEB-633
LIQZP-LES-633


11/16


Note: for mounting surface and cavity dimensions see see tech. table P006


33
6


14
2


76 15


12
8


45


16
2


35
6


15


12
8


180x180 405


Ø250 405


150 150 


� Space to remove the 7 or 12 pin main connector. For main and communication connectors see section , 13 14


� �


165 for SP, SL, EW - POWERLINK
and EI - EtherNet/IP


165 for SP, SL,
EW - POWERLINK


and EI - EtherNet/IP
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Components with special seals
for extreme temperature range or fire resistant fluids 


Table TE010-2/E


TE010


A


A


B


A


A


AA BB


AAAA A A A A A


� Special seals 


� Stainless steel spring for version /BT and /BBT


DHI-0611-X24DC/BT


1 COMPONENTS FOR HIGH TEMPERATURE, option /PE


Standard components with /PE option are equipped with FKM seals suitable for applications at high temperatures.
The suggested fluid temperature range is -20°C to +80°C
Fluids compatibility: the option /PE is compatible with mineral oils HLP and flame resistant fluids without water type HFDU, HFDR 
Available models: all components included in Atos KT Master catalogue - see the tech. table relevant to the specific component


DHAX4-0711/M 24DC/BBT


Standard and special components equip-
ped with specific seals for applications at
high / low temperatures or with aviation
hydraulic fluids.


• option /PE for high temperature


• options /BT and /BBT for low temperature


• option /EP for fire resistant aviation
hydraulic fluids


See sections � to � for technical charac-
teristics, availability and  model codes of
the different options.


2 COMPONENTS FOR LOW TEMPERATURE, option /BT


Standard components with /BT option can be stored and operated with ambient / fluid temperature down to -40°C (max temperature +60°C if not
otherwise specified in the specific component’s tech table). They are equipped with specific stainless steel springs and HNBR seals.
Fluids compatibility: the option /BT is compatible with mineral oils HLP and flame resistant fluids with water type HFC 
Available models: selected range of components included in Atos KT Master catalogue - see the  tech. table relevant to the specific component 


The following components cannot be supplied with /BT option or its feasibility must be evaluated. Please consult our technical office.


- pumps = section A of KT catalogue - feasibility to be evaluated
- cylinders = section B of KT catalogue - feasibility to be evaluated
- explosion proof valves - UL standard - tab. E125 of KT catalogue - available only for DHA/UL and DPHA/UL, on request for other UL valves
- proportional valves with integral electronics (with exception of new TEB, TES, LEB, LES versions) - section F of KT catalogue - feasibility to


be evaluated
- hand lever and cam operated valves = tab. E150 of KT catalogue - feasibility to be evaluated
- DH and DK hydraulic and pneumatic operated valves tab. E225 and 255 of KT catalogue - feasibility to be evaluated


3 COMPONENTS FOR VERY LOW TEMPERATURE, /BBT


Stainless steel components with /BBT option can be stored and operated with ambient / fluid temperature down to -60°C (max temperature
+60°C if not otherwise specified in the specific component’s catalogue). They are equipped with seals made by Fluorosilicon rubber per MIL-R
-25988B
Fluids compatibility: the option /BBT is compatible with mineral oils HLP and Jet fuels
Available models: stainless steel valves X series included in tech table E135.


3.1  MODEL CODE 


Valve model code as per KT tech table E135 /BBT = for ambient temperature down to -60°C


*** /BBT
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4 COMPONENTS FOR FIRE RESISTANT FLUIDS, 000400 /EP


The components with /EP option are suitable for operation with phosphate esters based hydraulic fluids, like Skydrol and Exxon Hy Set. They are made
from the relevant standard versions, but using EthYlene-Propylene seals suitable to resist to corrosive fluids,  normally used in Aircraft equipments and
test benches.
Fluid temperature range: -20°C to +80°C
Fluids compatibility: the compatibility of /EP seals with Skydrol and Exxon fluids has been well proved for following types:


4.1  MODEL CODE 


Special execution: 000400 Valve model code as per KT catalogue /EP =for phosphate ester fluids (Skydrol)


-Skydrol LD4
-Skydrol 500B4
-Hyjet IV
-Hyjet V


For other Skydrol fluids consult our technical office.


Available models: the availability must be evaluated case by case depending to the component type and to the ordered quantity 


000400 *** /EP
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Basics for digital electrohydraulics


Table F002-7/E


F002


2 COMMUNICATION INTERFACES


1 DIGITAL TECHNOLOGY FOR PROPORTIONAL VALVES


The communication interface is the access port through which the valve receives commands
and/or setting parameters and it returns information to the fieldbus master.
Atos digital proportional valves are available with 4 optional communication interfaces:
• basic NP and PS: USB or serial programming RS232 interface.
  The main feature of this basic version is the full interchangeability with the corresponding
analog executions, in fact the reference and the monitor signals are analog, whereas the
USB/serial interface allows to manage the diagnostics and to set the best configuration of
the valve for the application’s requirements
• option BC: CANopen
• option BP: Profibus DP
• option EH: EtherCAT
• option EW: POWERLINK
• option EI: EtherNet/IP
The valves with option BC, BP, EH, EW and EI can be connected to the fieldbus network and
thus digitally operated by the machine control unit (see table GS510).
The functional parameters can be set via fieldbus using the standard communication protocol
via machine control unit, or alternatively using the PC graphic software E-SW-FIELDBUS, with
the relevant USB cables and isolator (see table GS500). 
For start-up or maintenance operations, the valves with BC, BP, EH, EW and EI interfaces
can be also operated with analogue signals via the 7 or 12 pins of main connector.


Modern world is driven by digital electronics: computers, automation systems, cars and missiles,
telecomunications and advanced network are all based on digital technology…  …thanks to its
typical benefits in comparison with analog: fast and powerful data processing, easy
programmability, high immunity to electromagnetic noise, process parameters and data storage.
In electrohydraulics, digital electronics gives important advantages:
• better performances of electrohydraulic components: hysteresis, response time, linearity
• numerical software setting of hydraulic parameters (scale, bias, ramp, compensation of non-
linearities) for full repeteability and easy data storage
• diagnostic (fault, monitor) and computer assisted maintenance of machines and systems
• direct interfacing to fieldbus networks
Atos, leader in pioneering proportional electrohydraulics, is active from many years on digital
electrohydraulics including: simulation models of valves and systems, research and testing of
new DSP microcontrolles, R&D of new solutions.
New digital electrohydraulics with on board electronics enable new funcionalities within the
conventional control architectures and represent the foundamental premise to realize new
compact machines with high technological contents.
The digital electronics integrate several logic and control functions (distributed intelligence)
and make it feasible and inexpensive the introduction in the hydraulic system of the most
modern fieldbus communication networks.
Atos digital driver’s range:
• E-RI-AEB/AES basic and full version for valves without transducer
• E-RI-TEB/LEB basic version for valves with single/double LVDT transducer
• E-RI-TES/LES full version for valves with single/double LVDT transducer
• E-RI-REB/RES basic and full version for valves with integral pressure transducer
• E-RI-PES for pumps with alternated P/Q control


DKZOR-AES


AGMZO-REB-P


DPZO-LES


LIQZP-LEB


fig. 2     software setting of digital proportionals


A large number of the functional parameters of the valve can be easily set trough the
communication interface, using the Atos E-SW programming software, as:
• the bias and scale
• the ramps, corresponding to the transition time from 0% to 100% of the valve’s regulation
• the linearization of the hydraulic regulation
• dither frequency
Many other regulations, including the valve functional diagnostic are available, see table
G001 for additional information.


3 SETTINGS AND DIAGNOSTICS USING ATOS PROGRAMMING SOFTWARE


Fieldbus Master


Fieldbus Nodes


fig. 1







V
S


V
P


V
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The digital axis controllers perform accurate
closed loop position controls with additional
speed or pressure/force regulations.
They are available in two executions with
different characteristics to better comply the
several applications requirements:
Z-RI-TEZ, integral to the proportional
directional valve �. It can be supplied pre-
assembled with Atos servocylinder � making
a compact motion control unit called
“servoactuator” (see fig. 8)
Z-ME-KZ, Eurocard format, with extended
electronic interfaces


DIGITAL AXIS CONTROLLERS, see table FS230, G3406
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4 PRESSURE-FORCE/FLOW COMBINED CONTROLS FOR PROPORTIONAL DIRECTIONAL VALVES, see table GS212


5 COMBINED P/Q CONTROLS FOR VARIABLE PISTON PUMPS, see tech table AS170 and GS215


Position 
gains (Gp)


Speed gains (Gs)


Position


Reference cycle                  Real cycle


Error window


The digital driver E-RI-PES for PVPC-PE(R)S variable displacement axial piston pumps (see fig. 6),
integrates the digital combined closed loop pressure and flow control with the electronic max power
limitation. The PERS pump directly controls the system pressure and the speed of machine
actuators.
A multiple set of PID parameters can be real time selected during the axis motion via the 12 pin
connector (option /S) or through the BC, BP, EH, EW or EI interfaces, to optimize the P/Q control
performances.


fig. 8


In most of the machines functions, the typical movement of a single actuator requires direction, speed and sometime force regulations, normally
performed by different valves.
The integral digital drivers with SP, SF, SL options add the pressure or force closed loop to the spool position control of standard proportional
directional valves. A single proportional valve with P/Q option allows to manage complex machine operations requiring high performance com-
bined regulations (typical application: injection cycle or mould motion in plastic machinery).
The closed loop pressure or force control requires the installation in the system of one/two remote pressure transducers or a load cell, to be
connected to the valve digital driver. The option SP performs the closed loop pressure control in one direction by using 1 remote pressure tran-
sducer (see fig. 3). The other two options perform the closed loop force control by 2 remote pressure transducers (option SF, see fig. 4) or load
cell (option SL, see fig. 5).
The pressure (force) and flow levels are regulated with two different command signals. The selection from pressure-force to flow control and
vice versa is self performed by the digital driver through dedicated algorithm.


Sp
ee
d� �


integral digital driver                             valve spool transducer                             pressure transducer                           load cell


E-RI-TES P
V


V
S
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E-RI-TES


V
S
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F
V


E-RI-TES


V
S
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P T


P
V


P
V


SP option SL optionSF option


fig. 3 fig. 5fig. 4


fig. 6








Size (not ISO standard):
16 25 32


2 = 2 way


Table TF310obs/E


LEQZO


Flow control valve


A = without position transducer
AE = as A plus integral


electronics
AES= as A plus integral


digital electronics


Series number


2 ***AES PS- - - /*


1 MODEL CODE


25 4 /


TF310obs


LEQZO-AES-BC-252S4


Proportional throttle cartridges type LEQZO-A*, 2-way
without position transducer, nominal sizes 16, 25 and 32
obsolete components - availability on request
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A


B


YX


DR


�


�


�


��


B


ELECTRONIC DRIVERS FOR LEQZO2


Note: For power supply and communication connector see section 16 


S


Spool type


L = linear 
S = progressive Spool size: 4 = see section �


Spool


Cartridge


Pilot valve


Integral electronics


Main connector


-BC or -BP communication connector


-PS communication connector


�


�


�


�


�


�


�


Coil voltage (only for -A execution) see
section �:
- = standard coil for 24VDC Atos drivers
6 = optional coil for 12VDC Atos drivers
18 = optional coil for low current drivers


Electronics options for -AE execution,
see section �:
I = current reference input (4÷20 mA)
Q = enable signal  


Electronics options for -AES execution,
see section �:
Q = enable signal
Z = double power supply, enable fault


and monitor (12 pin connector)


Valve model


Drivers model


Data sheet


E-MI-AC-01F


G010


E-BM-AC-01F E-ME-AC-01F E-RP-AC-01F


G025 G035 G100


E-RI-AE


G110


E-RI-AES


G115


-A -AE -AES


E-MI-AS-IR E-BM-AS-PS


G020 G030


Communication interfaces 
(only for AES)


PS = Serial (1)
BC = CANopen
BP = PROFIBUS DP


LEQZO-A* are 2-way proportional
cartridge valves, designed for mounting in
manifold blocks and provide not
compensated flow control according to
the electronic reference signal.
They operate in association with electronic
drivers, see table � which supply the pro-
portional valve with proper current to align
valve regulation to the reference signal
supplied to the electronic driver.
They are available in different executions:
• -A, without position transducer;
• -AE, -AES as -A plus analogue (AE) or


digital (AES) integral electronics.


The regulation is operated by means of a
spool � sliding into a cartridgel� piloted
by the proportional pressure reducing
valve type DHRZO �.
The integral electronics � ensures factory
presetting, fine functionality plus valve-to-
valve interchangeability and simplified
wiring and installation.
The electronic main connector � is fully
interchangeable for -AE and -AES
executions.
Standard 7 pin main connector is used for
power supply, analog input reference and
monitor signals.
12 pin connector is used for option /Z (only
AES).
Following communication interfaces �, �
are available for the digital -AES execution:
• standard -PS, Serial communication


interface for configuration, monitoring
and firmware updating through Atos PC
software - always present.


• optional -BC, CANopen interface (only
for -AES)


• optional -BP, PROFIBUS-DP interface
(only for -AES)


The valves with -BC and -BP interfaces
can be integrated into a f ieldbus
communication network and thus digitally
operated by the machine control unit.


The coils are fully plastic encapsulated
(insulation class H), and the valves have
antivibration, antishock and weather-proof
features.


• Reduced response times
• Accurate flow regulation with good


repeatibility
• Sizes: 16, 25 and 32.
• Max flow up to 350 l/min with differential


pressure Δpl=l5 bar, see section �.
• Max pressure: 250 bar.


�


�


Notes
(1) Serial interface always present, also for -BC and -BP options


Seals material:
omit for NBR (mineral
oil & water glycol)
PE = FPM







140
200


75


3 HYDRAULIC CHARACTERISTICS (based on mineral oil ISO VG 46 at 50 °C)


Spool type and size


Max regulated flow [l/min]
at Δp = 5 bar
at Δp = 10 bar


S4


230
320


350
490


Ports A, B, X = 250 Y = 5 Dr = 5


≤ 5%


± 1%


LEQZO-A, LEQZO-AE, LEQZO-AES


Hydraulic symbols LEQZO-A LEQZO-AE, LEQZO-AES


Notes:
	 Above performance data refer to valves coupled with Atos electronic drivers, see section �.
1) Minimum piloting pressure X port = 25 bar.


Max pressure (1) [bar]


Response time 0 ÷ 100% step signal [ms]


Hysteresis [% of max flow]


Repeatability [% of max flow]


Valve model


16 25 32Valve size


L4 S4 L4 S4 L4


6 CONNECTIONS FOR -A EXECUTION


Signal description


SUPPLY 


SUPPLY 


GND


PIN


1


2


3


SOLENOID POWER SUPPLY CONNECTOR


1


2 3


5 OPTIONS FOR -A EXECUTION


5.1 Option /6 optional coil to be used with Atos drivers with power supply 12 VDC


5.2 Option /18 optional coil to be used with electronic drivers not supplied by Atos


LEQZO proportional valves are CE marked according to the applicable Directives (e.g. Immunity/Emission EMC Directive and Low Voltage Directive).


Installation, wirings and start-up procedures must be performed according to the general prescriptions shown in table F003 and in the installation notes
supplied with relevant components.


The electrical signals of the valve (e.g. monitor signals) must not be directly used to activate safety functions, like to switch-ON/OFF the machine’s safety
components, as prescribed by the European standards (Safety requirements of fluid technology systems and components-hydraulics, EN-982).


4 GENERAL NOTES


7 ANALOG INTEGRAL DRIVERS -AE - OPTIONS


Standard driver execution provides on the 7 pin main connector:


Power supply -  24VDC must be appropriately stabilized or rectified and filtered; a 2,5 A safety fuse is required in series to the driver power supply.
Apply at least a 10000 μF/40 V capacitance to single phase rectifiers or a 4700 μF/40 V capacitance to three phase rectifiers


Reference input signal -  analog differential input with 0÷+10VDC nominal range  (pin D,E), proportional to desired coil current
Monitor output signal -  analog output signal proportional to the actual valve’s coil current (1V monitor = 1A coil current)


Following options are available to adapt standard execution to special application requirements:


7.1 Option /I
It provides the 4÷20 mA current reference signal instead of the standard 0÷+10 VDC. Monitor output signal is still the standard 0÷+10VDC.


It is normally used in case of long distance between the machine control unit and the valve or where the reference signal can be affected by electrical
noise; the valve functioning is disabled in case of reference signal cable breakage.


7.2 Option /Q
It provides the possibility to enable or disable the valve functioning without cutting the power supply (the valve functioning is disabled but the driver cur-
rent output stage is still active). To enable the driver supply a 24VDC on the enable input signal.


7.3 Possible combined option: /IQ







REGULATIONS AND SWITCHES
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8 ANALOG INTEGRAL DRIVERS -AE -  MAIN FUNCTIONS AND ELECTRONIC CONNECTIONS


PIN SIGNAL TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS NOTES


A V+ Power supply 24 VDC  for solenoid power stage and driver logic Input - power supply


B V0 Power supply 0 VDC  for solenoid power stage and driver logic Gnd - power supply


C (1) AGND Ground -   signal zero for MONITOR signal Gnd - analog signal


ENABLE Enable (24 VDC) or disable (0 VDC) the driver (for /Q option) Input - on/off signal


D INPUT+ Reference analog differential input: 0÷10 VDC maximum range (4 ÷ 20 mA for /I option)
Default setting: 0÷+10 VDC (4 ÷ 20 mA for /I option) Input - analog signal


E INPUT -


F MONITOR Monitor analog output: 0÷+5 VDC maximum range;    1 V = 1 A Output - analog signal


G EARTH Internally connected to the driver housing


Note: (1) with /Q option ENABLE signal replaces AGND on pin C; MONITOR signal is reffered to pin B.


A minimum time of 60ms to 160ms have be considered between the driver energizing with the 24 VDC power supply and when the valve is ready
to operate. During this time the current to the valve coils is switched to zero


9 DIGITAL INTEGRAL DRIVERS -AES - OPTIONS


Standard driver execution provides on the 7 pin main connector:
Power supply -  24VDC must be appropriately stabilized or rectified and filtered; a 2,5 A safety fuse is required in series to each driver power supply


Apply at least a 10000 μF/40 V capacitance to single phase rectifiers or a 4700 μF/40 V capacitance to three phase rectifiers.
Reference input signal -  analog differential input with 0÷+10 VDC nominal range (pin D,E), proportional to desired coil current (4÷20 mA with


cable break detection, ±10 mA, ±20 mA or 0÷20 mA software selectable)
Monitor output signal -  analog output signal proportional to the actual valve’s coil current (1V monior = 1A coil current)


Following options are available to adapt standard execution to special application requirements:


9.1 Option /Q


To enable the driver, supply 24Vdc on pin C referred to pin B: when the enable signal is set to zero the valve status is software selectable, by factory
default the valve functioning is disabled (zero current to the solenoid) but the driver current output stage is still active. For the complete list of selectable
status, see tab. G115.


9.2 Option /Z
It provides, on the 12 pin main connector, the following additional features:
Logic power supply
Option /Z provides separate power supply for the solenoid (pin 1, 2) and for the digital electronic circuits (pin 9, 10).
Cutting solenoid power supply allows to interrupt the valve functioning but keeping energized the digital electronics thus avoiding fault conditions of the
machine fieldbus controller. This condition allows to realize safety systems in compliance with European Norms EN13849-1 (ex EN954-1).
Enable Input Signal 


To enable the driver, supply 24Vdc on pin C referred to pin B: when the enable signal is set to zero the valve status is software selectable, by factory
default the valve functioning is disabled (zero current to the solenoid) but the driver current output stage is still active. For the complete list of selectable
status, see tab. G115.
Fault Output Signal
Fault output signal indicates fault conditions of the driver (solenoid short circuits/not connected, reference signal cable broken for 4÷20mA input, etc.).
Fault presence corresponds to 0 VDC, normal working corresponds to 24VDC (pin 11 referred to pin 2): Fault status is not affected by the Enable input signal.


Selector SW Dither frequency
[Hz]SW1 SW2 SW3 SW4


ON
ON


ON
ON ON


ON ON
ON ON ON
ON ON ON
ON ON ON


ON ON ON
ON ON ON ON


The dither frequency is factory pre-
set at 200 Hz and its regulation may
be adjusted after contact with Atos
technical department


100
130
160


200 (Standard)
230
270
300
380
430
470
500


�


RU
RD


ramp for increasing reference signal


ramp for decreasing reference signal


RU:


RD:


8.1 ELECTRONIC CONNECTIONS - 7 PIN MAIN CONNECTORS


dither frequency selector (see table beside)SW:


ON
OFF
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10 DIGITAL INTEGRAL DRIVERS -AES -  MAIN FUNCTIONS AND ELECTRONIC CONNECTIONS


Assembly position Any position


Subplate surface finishing Roughness index Ra 0,4 - flatness ratio 0,01/100 (ISO 1101)


Ambient temperature -20°C ÷ +70°C for -A execution; -20°C ÷ +60°C for -AE and -AES executions


Fluid Hydraulic oil as per DIN 51524 ... 535 for other fluids see section �


Recommended viscosity 15 ÷100 mm2/s at 40°C (ISO VG 15÷100)


Fluid contamination class ISO 4406  class 20/18/15  NAS 1638  class 9, in line filters of 10 μm (β10 _>75 recommended)


Fluid temperature -20°C +60°C (standard seals)     -20°C +80°C (/PE seals)


10.2 ELECTRONIC CONNECTIONS - 5 PIN COMMUNICATION AND PRESSURE TRANSDUCER CONNECTORS


10.1 ELECTRONIC CONNECTIONS - 7 & 12 PIN MAIN CONNECTORS


Standard
7pin


/Z option
12pin SIGNAL TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS NOTES


A 1 V+ Power supply 24 VDC  for solenoid power stage (and for driver logic on 7 pin connection) Input - power supply


Gnd - power supplyB 2 V0 Power supply 0 VDC  for solenoid power stage (and for driver logic on 7 pin connection)


- 3 ENABLE Enable (24 VDC) or disable (0 VDC) the driver Input - on/off signal


D 4 INPUT+ Reference analog input: ±10 VDC, ±20 mA maximum range software selectable 
Default setting: 0÷+10 VDC, differential input
/Z option common mode INPUT+ referred to AGND


Input - analog signal
E - INPUT -


C 5 AGND Ground - signal zero for MONITOR signal (INPUT+ signal only for /Z option) Gnd - analog signal
F 6 MONITOR Monitor analog output: 0÷+10 VDC maximum range Output - analog signal


- 7 NC do not connect 


- 8 NC do not connect


- 9 VL+ Power supply 24 VDC  for driver logic Input - power supply


Gnd - power supply- 10 VL0 Power supply 0 VDC  for driver logic


- 11 FAULT Fault (0 VDC) or normal working (24 VDC) Output - on/off signal


G PE EARTH Internally connected to the driver housing


11 SOFTWARE TOOLS


Note: A minimum time of 270 to 340 ms have be considered between the driver energizing with the 24VDC power supply and when the valve is ready
to operate. During this time the current to the valve coils is switched to zero.


12 MAIN CHARACTERISTICS OF PROPORTIONAL THROTTLE CARTRIDGE


Coil resistance R at 20°C 3 ÷ 3.3 Ω for standard;  2 ÷ 2,2 Ω for option /6;  13 ÷ 13,4 Ω for option /18


Max solenoid current 2,6 A for standard 12 VDC coil; 3,25 A for 6 VDC coil; 1,5 A  for 18 VDC coil 


Max power 40 Watt


Protection degree (CEI EN-60529) IP65 for -A execution; IP67 for -AE and AES executions


Duty factor Continuous rating (ED=100%)


The driver configuration and parameters can be easily set with the Atos E-SW programming software, available in three different versions according to the
driver’s communication execution: E-SW-PS (Serial), E-SW-BC (CANopen) and E-SW-BP (PROFIBUS DP). Programming software E-SW-BC and E-SW-
BP, for BC and BP drivers, can be also used to modify the valve’s parameterization through the serial communication interface, without disconnecting the
valve from the machine’s bus line.
For a more detailed description of software interface, PC requirements, adapters, cables and terminators, please refer to technical table G500.
Programming software, must be ordered separately:
E-SW-*     (mandatory - first supply) = Dvd including E-SW-* software installer and operator manuals; it allows the registration to Atos digital service
E-SW-*-N  (optional - next supplies) = as above but not allowing the registration to Atos digital service


On first supply of the E-SW-* software, it is required to apply for the registration in the Atos download area: www.download.atos.com.
Once the registration is completed, the password will be sent by email. 
The software remains active for 10 days from the installation date and then it stops until the user inputs his password. 
With the password you can also download, in your personal area, the latest releases of the Atos software, manuals, drivers and configuration files.


-PS Serial -BC CANopen -BP PROFIBUS DP /W pressure connector
PIN SIGNAL TECHNICAL SPECIF. SIGNAL TECHNICAL SPECIF. SIGNAL TECHNICAL SPECIF. SIGNAL TECHNICAL SPECIF.
1 NC do not connect CAN_SHLD Shield +5V for termination VT transducer power supply 24 VDC


2 NC do not connect NC do not connect LINE-A Bus line (high) TR   transducer signal 0÷10 VDC


3 RS_GND Signal zero data line CAN_GND Signal zero data line DGND Data line and termination
Signal zero 


AGND Signal zero for power 
supply and signal


4 RS_RX Receiving data line CAN_H Bus line (high) LINE-B Bus line (low) NC do not connect
5 RS_TX Transmitting data line CAN_L Bus line (low) SHIELD do not connect NC do not connect


COMMUNICATION CONNECTOR


12 PIN - OPTION /Z


7 PIN - STANDARD
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5 PIN 
PROFIBUS DP (-BP)


5 PIN 
Serial (-PS)







Fastening bolts:
N°4   M8x50 class 12.9
Tightening torque = 35 Nm


Fastening bolts:
N°4   M12x50 class 12.9
Tightening torque = 125 Nm


LEQZO-A-32 LEQZO-AES-*-32 
Mass: 7,1 kgMass: 6,5 kg


Fastening bolts:
N°4   M16x120 class 12.9
Tightening torque = 300 Nm


14 DIMENSIONS [mm]


LEQZO-AE-32
Mass: 7,1 kg


LEQZO-A-25 LEQZO-AES-*-25 
Mass: 6,4 kg
LEQZO-AE-25


Mass: 6,4 kg


LEQZO-A-16 LEQZO-AES-*-16
Mass: 4,5 kgMass: 3,9 kg
LEQZO-AE-16


Mass: 4,5 kg


Mass: 5,8 kg


666


666


666


�


�


�


ZH-7P or ZM-7P


ZH-7P or ZM-7P


ZH-7P or ZM-7P ZH-7P or ZM-7P


ZH-7P or ZM-7P


ZH-7P or ZM-7P


� =12 pin connector ZH-12P for option /Z   


13 DIAGRAMS (based on mineral oil ISO VG 46 at 50°C)
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Notes: with 18 VDC coil the driving current is half of standard 12 VDC coil
For the valves with digital electronics, the regulation characteristic can be modified by setting the internal software parameters, see tab. G500.


2 4
6


13.1 Regulation diagrams measured at Δp 5 bar


1 = LEQZO-A*-162S4
2 = LEQZO-A*- 162L4


3 = LEQZO-A*- 252S4
4 = LEQZO-A*- 252L4


5 = LEQZO-A*- 322S4
6 = LEQZO-A*- 322L4


� =12 pin connector ZH-12P for option /Z   


� Dotted line =12 pin connector ZH-12P for option /Z   


-BP communication interface, ZH-5P/BP connector -BC communication interface, ZH-5P connector�	
-PS communication interface, ZH-5P connector
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15 COVER INTERFACE AND CAVITY DIMENSIONS FOR LEQZO [mm]


07/13


Size 16


Size 25


Size 32


MODEL CODES OF POWER SUPPLY AND COMMUNICATION CONNECTORS (to be ordered separately)16


connectors supplyed with the valve


666


VALVE VERSION


CONNECTOR CODE ZH-7P ZM-7P ZH-12P ZH-5P ZH-5P/BP


PROTECTION DEGREE IP65 IP67 IP67 IP67 IP67 IP67


-A -AE, -AES -AES/Z -Serial (-PS) 
or CANopen (-BC) PROFIBUS DP (-BP)


DATA SHEET K500 G110, G115, K500 G115, K500





